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On Extended Wings Ackerman, Diane Collier Macmillan 1985 Hard 
Cover/with dust Jacket
Donated by Laura Barnett—January 2009 In this remarkable paean to flying, award-
winning poet Diane Ackerman invites us to ride jump seat as she takes—literally and 
figuratively—to the sky. On Extended Wings tells the story of how she gained mastery 
over the mysteries of flight and earned her private pilot’s license, of her frustration and 
exhilaration during hours of lessons and seemingly endless touch-and-go’s, of her first 
solo and her first cross-country flights, of the teachers and pilots and aviation enthusiasts 
she befriended and flew with.
This book was removed from our library and never returned!

The Mercury 13 The Untold Story of Thirteen American Women and the Dream of Space 
Flight
Ackmann, Martha Random House 2003 Hard Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 A provocative tribute 
to these extraordinary women, The Mercury 13 is an unforgettable story of determination, 
resilience, and inextinguishable hope. 

Father Adams Adams, Nick Tate Publishing & Enterprises, LLC 2014 Soft 
Cover Autographed
Donated by Laura Barnett—August 2014 Father Adams has something for all kinds of 
readers, and it will be a fast, sometimes turbulent roller coaster ride that ends with a 
revelation of the human spirit. The characters come alive and invite the reader in the 
quest of returning home alive. Anyone who has experienced feelings of fear, anger, or 
exhilaration will have empathy for Father Mike Cross and his cohort, Nick Adams. A 
simple vacation turns into a world of trouble and then unfolds into the adventure of a 
lifetime. (Nick Adams was born in Santa Cruz, California)  

The Flyers In search of Wilbur & Orville Wright Adams, Noah Crown 
Publishers 2003
Hardcover/dust jacket Donated by Sarah Chauvet—October 2021 So begins 
Noah Adams’s adventure in search of Wilbur and Orville Wright, a journey that takes him 
across the country as he follows in the footsteps of the famous brothers in an attempt to 
know them more deeply, not just as inventors and pilots but as individuals as well. 

Pilot’s Guide to Avionics; A Publication of the Aircraft Electronics Association 2004
Soft Cover 
Donated by Carolyn Dugger—October 2021 A comprehensive buyer’s guide 
including certified avionics/instrument facilities, manufacturers and distributors 



throughout the world. 

An Illustrated History of Seaplanes and Flying Boats Allward, Maurice Dorset 
Press 1981
Hardcover with dust jacket Donated by Tom Unsicker—October 2021 In this 
heavily illustrated book, Maurice Allward records the history of a unique period in the 
story of aviation. For a brief period of forty years, the flying boat and its smaller 
counterpart, the float plane, were a familiar part of the flying scene. Without the need for 
runways, the great flying boats pioneered the air routes of the world in peace, and roved 
the oceans protecting shipping in time of war. 

Aviation The Early Years Almond, Peter Produced by The Hulton Getty 
Picture Collection Limited, Unique House 1997 Hard Cover with dust jacket
Donated by Sharon Reeder—March 2012 This book chronicles the first years of 
manpowered flight in photographs, from the end of the last century to the era of the great 

Zeppelins. Within the space of a few years at the turn of the 20th century the world 
shrank. Vast distances were traversed by air, technology raced ahead and whole new 
concepts of human activity became possible. It was a time of high excitement and 
experimentation—and from the start the camera recorded it. 

The Wild Blue The Men and Boys Who Flew The B-24s Over Germany 1944-45
Ambrose, Stephen E.
Simon & Schuster 2001 Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 2013
Stephen Ambrose is the acknowledged dean of the historians of World War II in Europe. 
In three highly acclaimed, bestselling volumes, he has told the story of the bravery, 
steadfastness, and ingenuity of the ordinary young men, the citizen soldiers, who fought 
the enemy to a standstill—the band of brothers who endured together. 

When Grandma Learned To Fly A Flight Instructor’s Nightmare Ames, Earline 
with Roy Richardson
Leap Frog Press 1998      Softcover Donated by Kay Harmon—November 2014
Has a dream ever captured your imagination and continued to haunt you as the years 
passed? This book tells the true story of a seventy-five-year-old woman who pursued a 
dream she had nurtured for over half a century: learning to fly an airplane. It is a story of 
teaching as much as it is of learning. It is a book for student pilots, flight instructors and 
dreamers. The tale vividly relates how an imaginative and competent teacher and a 
determined student achieved a goal that under different circumstances would have been 
impossible. There are humorous incidents, as well as episodes of despair and moments of 
elation. It is an adventure for all ages, especially for the young-in-heart. 

Plane Safety And Survival Anderson M.D., Eric G. Aero Publishers 1978
Hard Cover w/o Dust Jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 This 

book’s main focus is how to fly, enjoy and survive wilderness areas and remote terrain. 
Chapter topics include: weather, wilderness medicine, camping by plane, endurance and 
survival, desert flying, mountain flying, frozen terrain flying, flying wetlands and 



swamps, flying the forests, over water flying and the safe pilot and some psychological 
aspects of flying. 

World Encyclopedia Of Civil Aircraft  Angelucci, Enzo Chartwell Books 2001 
Hard Cover w/Dust Jacket Donated by Anandi Heinrich—September 2003 
For anyone interested in the history and the technology of aviation (and of model-
making), this encyclopedic volume is a unique and irreplaceable resource, and a complete 
panorama of “flying machines”, from the drawings of Leonardo D Vinci to the latest in 
civil and commercial aircraft. With more than 3,000 images of airplanes accompanied by 
an impressive assemblage of information, this volume covers the entire world history of 
civil aviation.

Rand McNally Encyclopedia of Military Aircraft 1914 to the present Angelucci, 
Enzo Gallery Books 1990 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Sophia Taylor-
Home—April 2023 Hard Cover w/dust jacket This volume deals with over 
eight hundred types of military aircraft: all those belonging to the pastwhich we consider 
deserve a place in history and all the important aircraft of the present day. The absence of 
certain famous military aircraft may appear surprising but is explained by the fact that it 
was thought more appropriate to include them in the volume dealing with civil aircraft in 
such cases where the importance of the aircraft is more in its association with the 
development of civil aviation than the weapons of war. 
  
The Sky Pirates The complete, authoritative story of aerial hijacking, describing what 
has happened and why
Arey, James A.  Charles Scribner’s Sons 1972  Hard Cover w/Dust Jacket 
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—November 2003  The Sky Pirates is a comprehensive 
account of aerial hijacking, its causes and consequences. Between 1930 and mid-1971, 
there were 214 successful hijackings of commercial airliners, most of which have 
occurred in the last several years. In addition, there have been 92 abortive attempts, 
resulting in the death or capture of the hijackers. Cuba, of course, has been the most 
popular destination, with the Arab countries next.  

Jonathan Livingston Seagull a story Bach, Richard The Macmillan 
Company 1970 
Hard Cover w/Dust Jacket Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001       Richard  
Bach is a writer and a pilot, author of Stranger to the Ground—already a modern classic
—Biplane and Nothing by Chance. The author has written articles and stories for aviation 
and general magazines.  
This book removed from our library and never returned!

Out of my Mind The Discovery of Saunders-Vixen Bach, Richard  
William Morrow and Company, Inc. 1999  Hard Cover w/Dust Jacket Donated 
by Joanne Nissen—March 2004 In Out of my Mind, Bach takes off on an adventure 
across the boundaries of ordinary time and into the vast realm of creativity and 
imagination. The journey begins as Bach puzzles over design modifications for his 



airplane, a Piper Cub. Perfect designs—simple and practical—seem to come to him from 
nowhere. But when a design appears one day, along with fleeting glimpse of an intriguing 
woman, he sets out to discover the source of his visions. 

Running from Safety An Adventure of the Spirit  Bach, Richard William 
Morrow and Co.  1984 
Hard Cover w/Dust Jacket Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001        In this 
intimate adventure of mind and heart, the author sets out to show Dickie Bach, age nine, 
the things that matter, and finds his 
teaching doesn’t go as planned. Here is a book spun from delight and disaster, and from 
surprising notions about old questions: Who are we? What do we want to do with our 
lives, and why aren’t we doing it? Must we be the victim of circumstance instead of its 
master? How do we learn to love? 

Letters From Amelia an intimate portrait of Amelia Earhart Backus, Jean L. 
Beacon Press Books 1982 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The Estate of 
Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 Letters From Amelia began quietly with the 
discovery of four neglected cardboard cartons in an attic in Berkeley, California. Inside 
were rare photographs and more than one hundred revealing letters from the legendary 
pilot to her beloved mother. The first was a four-year-old’s thank-you note. The last, three 
short lines, was written just prior to her final 1937 flight, when she vanished into a 
Pacific mist of conjecture. Fitted together they portray the remarkable evolution from 
child to adult of a warm, sensible, fun-loving tomboy whose raredetermination and 
bravery led her to become the first woman to fly the Atlantic solo. 

The Fabulous Flying Mrs. Miller A true story of adventure, danger, romance and 
derring-do Baxter, Carol
Scribe 2019 Soft Cover Donated by Sarah Chauvet—August 2021 The 
remarkable true story of a beguiling 1920s housewife who seeks international fame, 
fortune and adventure as an aviator but finds herself the central figure in a sensational 
Miami murder trial. 

Those Remarkable Mooneys Ball, Larry A. Ball Publishing 1998
Hard Cover/w Dust Jacket Donated by Alice Talnack—March 2007 This 
book offers a rare opportunity to chronicle the history of an aircraft design first offered in 
1955….and still in production in 1998. Equally notable is the story of the airplane’s 
designer, Al Mooney. His interest in airplanes began when he was only eight years old. 
His dad, who worked for the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad building wooden trestles, 
taught him the elements of drafting and advance layout work at an early age. The Denver 
Public Library became his home away from home. He studied every book and magazine 
they had on aviation and aircraft design. 

Saluting Our Grandmas Women of World War II Barlow, USAF (ret), Col. 
Cassie B. and Sue Hill Norrod Soft Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—
January 2020 “A wonderful and heartwarming account that highlights the often 



untold stories of our female World War II veterans. This book ensures that their important 
legacy of service will be shared with future generations.” --Sen. Bob Dole

The First War Planes Barrett, William E. Fawcett Publications, Inc. 1960
Soft Cover
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006 A pictorial guide to airplanes from WWI, 
etc.

Sharpie The Life Story of Evelyn Sharp—Nebraska’s Aviatrix  Bartels, Diane Ruth 
Armour 
Dageforde Publishing 1996 Soft Cover & autographed   Born to parents who marry 
to give their baby a name, Evelyn Genevieve Sharp is adopted when only two months 
old. A move to the Nebraska Sandhills and an overdue room and board bill during 
Depression Times put her in the front seat of an Alexander Flyabout. She is a “natural,” 
earning her private, commercial, and instructor’s rerating by age twenty. Sharpie is the 
biography of an early Nebraska barnstorming pilot who became one of the first women to 
ferry US Army Air Force fighters during World War II. It is the life story of a woman who 
simply loved to fly. (Please note: Evelyn Sharp gave Amelia Reid her first airplane ride) 

The Complete Encyclopedia of Flight 1939-1945 Batchelor, John & Lowe, 
Malcolm V. 
Chartwell Books, Inc. 2005 Hard Cover with dust jacket Donated by Laura A. Barnett
—January 2015
The Complete Encyclopedia of Flight 1939-1945, Volume II comprises over one hundred 
and thirty of the great and distinctive airplanes from the Second World War period. 
Between 1939 and 1945, for the first time in military history, aviation took center stage, 
ultimately generating the decisive weapon of the war. World War Two saw advances in 
aviation technology and aircraft design which ultimately altered the way we think about 
flight. 

Alone in the Sky Batten, Jean The Airlife Publishing Company 1979
Hardcover/with dust jacket Donated by Sarah Chauvet—October 2021 Alone 
in the Sky tells the story of Jean Batten’s early life and of all her famous flights. The 
vivid descriptions of these flights, made nearly 50 years ago, highlight the hardships and 
dangers faced by the early aviators. Quite alone she flew immense distances in record 
times and in the most basic of aeroplanes. Not only did her flights create time records, but 
they also blazed the trail for the modern airline routes. 

The Fabulous Flying Mrs. Miller A true story of adventure, danger, romance and 



derring-do Baxter, Carol Scribe Publications 2019 Donated by Sarah Chauvet—
March 2022 Softcover The remarkable true story of a beguiling 1920s housewife 
who seeks international fame, fortune and adventure as an aviator but finds herself the 
central figure in a sensational Miami murder trial. 

BAX Seat Log of a Pasture Pilot  Baxter, Gordon  Tab Books 1988  
Hardcover no dust jacket  Donated by Pat York —July 2001  Gordon Baxter is an aviation 
writer who sees airplanes as the rest of us think we do or wish we could: as magic carpets 
that defy common sense and reward their masters with insights no ground-pounder could 
ever have. He sees airplane people not as the business fold, braggarts and conspicuous 
consumers that the rest of us think we recognize but as mystics, magicians, secret 
children with the world’s biggest toys in their hands. He sees what aviation once was—an 
adventure that lifted its partakers out of the commonplace—and rejoices that what made 
it so indeed still exists in isolated pockets and patches, which Baxter seeks and finds.  

More Bax Seat New Logs of a Pasture Pilot Baxter, Gordon  Tab Books 
1988 Hard Cover no jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001    Gordon Baxter 
mixes his stories with humor and wit of his flying experiences. 

Blue Confessions  Bedard, David  Tab Books 1993 First Edition Hard 
Cover 
If you enjoy aviation humor, you'll love this collection of entertaining stories taken from 
the popular Private Pilot magazine column, "Blue Confessions."  Packed with more than 
50 of the tallest tales, this book is guaranteed to make you laugh, whether you're actively 
involved in aviation or not. 
This book was checked out and never returned!

Aircraft Powerplants Fifth Edition  Bent/McKinley  McGraw-Hill Book 
Company 1985
Soft Cover This edition contains all the essential information contained in earlier 
editions plus additional material relating to new powerplants. Aircraft Powerplants, Fifth 
Edition, is designed to assist the student in attaining the proficiency levels defined in 
current Federal Aviation Regulations when used as a study text in 
connection with classroom discussions, demonstrations, and practical application.

The Flying Circus  Berges, Emily Tafford  William Morrow and Company, Inc. 
1985    
Hard Cover w/jacket  Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001 The 
book opens in 1952. The airplane, no longer a thrilling novelty, has become part of 
everyday life. The Rices, who have used their flying skills to defy convention and express 
their own free spirits, are about to become as obsolete as their one-engine Jenny. Holding 
them all together is Martha, the only one who has been able to resist the lure of the sky. 



But she, like her aunts and like her sister, is also facing a moment of truth in which the 
ghosts of the past and the realities of the future must be confronted equally.  

A Sky Of My Own  Bernheim, Molly  Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc. 1974
Hard Cover w/jacket The story of a remarkable woman who defied her fears, her gray 
hair, and her grandmotherly status, to discover the joys of flying her own plane.  

Crazy in the Cockpit  Blume, Randy DK Publishing, Inc.  1999 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Mary Saylor—September 2003  Randy Blume, the 
author who has done the things she writes about in this novel, gives everyone a 
deliciously privileged peek into secret places. Everything rings true—the heroine’s 
middle-class mother’s horrified response to her choice of profession, the tasteless jokes of 
her male co-workers, the whole polyester reality of what was once a glamorous 
enterprise. Crazy in the Cockpit is both funny and appalling in its revelations about life as 
a woman in a field that’s almost exclusively male—commercial aviation.  

Pilot’s Guide to Flight Emergency Procedures Birch, N.H and Bramson, A.E.      
Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1973  Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Pat York
—July 2001        This book contains complete information on all the flight safety 
procedures of which every private pilot should be aware. Clearly illustrated and 
described, the procedures cover emergencies ranging from forced landings with or 
without power, engine failure during take-off, fire in the air, landing gear or brake failure, 
to problems such as rapidly changing weather conditions and radio failure which can 
easily develop into emergencies. 
This book was removed from the library and never returned!

My God! It’s a Woman Bird, Nancy Harper Collins Publishers 2002
Softcover
Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 My God! It’s a 
Woman is the extraordinary story of Nancy Bird, one of Australia’s pioneer aviators. 

The Sky’s The Limit Women Pioneers in Aviation Boase, Wendy
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc. 1979 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The 
Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015
A lively, anecdote—filled account of the careers of the world’s leading women flyers. 
The Sky’s The Limit takes a captivating look at an international group of women flyers 
who took on their male counterparts and successfully challenged the assumption that 
flying was ‘man’s work’. 
 
Air To Air Bowen, Paul North Shore Press 1998 Hard Cover w/dust jacket
Purchased by The Monterey Bay Chapter—January 2008 Air To Air is Paul’s 
photographic account of his exciting, adventurous career. His professional reputation is 
such that he commands top-of-the-market fees and is in continuous demand. This book 
has some of the most beautiful photographs you’ll ever see. 



Silver Wings A History of the United States Air Force Boyne, Walter J. Simon 
& Schuster 1993
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura Barnett—August 2014 Silver Wings 
is a thoroughly refreshing, lively, and informative history of the United States Air Force. 
But Walter Boyne’s account is by no means history in the conventional sense. Rather than 
setting forth a traditional catalog of equipment, well-known campaigns, and famous 
pilots, Boyne chronicles the colorful inside story of the events and the men and women 
who shaped the Air Force into the most powerful military force in history. 

Trophy For Eagles  Boyne, Walter J.  Crown Publishers 1989  Hard Cover 
w/dust jacket 
Donated by Laura Barnett—June 2003 Trophy For Eagles is a story of the 
pioneering men and women who devoted—and sacrificed—their lives to conquer the 
sky. 

The Wild Blue  Boyne, Walter J. & Thompson, Steven L.  Crown Publishers 
1986
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Laura Barnett—June 2002
Sweeping, filled with all the thrill and glamour of flight, The Wild Blue is a panoramic 
novel of the men, the women, and the machines that made the Air Force the elite and 
gutsy flying corps it is today. 

Soaring above Setbacks The Autobiography of Janet Harmon Bragg—African American 
Aviator
Bragg/Kriz, Marjorie M. Smithsonian Institute Press 1996 Soft Cover
Donated by The Salinas Pilot’s Association—June 2014 The first African American 
woman to earn a full commercial pilot’s license, Janet Harmon Bragg led a life of 
multifaceted achievement. Not only a pioneering aviator but also a successful 
businesswoman, she owned and operated two nursing homes on Chicago’s South Side for 
nearly three decades and traveled extensively in Africa. Written in the plainspoken style 
of a forthright woman at once proud of her accomplishments and committed to her 
community, Souring above Setbacks provides unusual insight into both a black woman’s 
struggles against dual discrimination and an important chapter in the history of flight.  

Be A Better Pilot  Bramson, Alan  Arco Publishing, Inc. 1980  Hard Cover 
w/dust jacket   
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Be a Better Pilot is a practical book, packed with 
information on how to improve your flying technique so as to become not just a 
competent but an expert pilot. 
This book was checked out and never returned!

At The Controls Women in Aviation Briggs, Carole Lerner Publications 
Company 1991



Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 
2015 During World War II, women wanted to help the war effort. “Knit warm clothing 
for the soldiers, “ the men suggested. But many women had a different idea. More than 
25,000 women sent applications to the Women Airforce Service Pilots program. They 
wanted to fly military airplanes. 

Lost Star The Search for Amelia Earhart  Brink, Randall  W.W. Norton & Co 
1993  Signed by author  Soft Cover  In this book, Brink deals only with the truth 
about Amelia Earhart's last flight, a truth withheld by our government because of a 
tenuous peace with Japan in the Pacific and concerns for the national security at home…. 
Those who knew the truth, and held it close, knew that Earhart and Noonan had 
survived.  They believe it was their duty to hide the truth, and so they did…. 

United States Women in Aviation 1919-1929 Brooks-Pazmany, Kathleen
Smithsonian Institution Press 1991 Softcover Donated by The Estate of Pamela 
O’Brien—September 2015 At a time when many doubted that aviation was a proper 
sphere for women, female pilots made tremendous contributions to the emergence of 
aviation. Many of the women profiled in this book were active as pilots and barnstormers, 
while others as passengers braved the early days of air travel and promoted it as the way 
to go. Their stories are told in firsthand accounts and in photographs and materials from 
the National Air and Space Museum and private collections.  

Jackie Cochran The Story of the Greatest Woman Pilot in Aviation History
Brinley, Mary Ann Bucknum Bantan Books 1988 SoftcoverDonated by Kay Harmon—
November 2014 She never knew her parents, her real identity—or her limits. So she 
chose a name from a phonebook and made it legend. Jackie Cochran passed her first 
flight test without knowing how to write. By the time she died in 1980, she held more 
speed, altitude and distance records than any other pilot in history, male or female. Her 
record remains unbroken today. 

Chains of Command  Brown, Dale  G.P. Putman’s Sons  1993   Hard 
Cover w/dust cover Donated by Laura Barnett—March 2003 With Chains of 
Command, Dale Brown delivers his most provocative and explosive novel to date: a 
gripping story about the future of the U.S. Air Force and new political and military 
realities—and a world still poised for war.  

Day of the Cheetah  Brown, Dale  Donald I. Fine, Inc. 1989 Donated by Laura 
Barnett—June 2002 America’s most advanced weapon—a top-secret fighter whose 
guidance systems can literally merge with the pilot’s mind—a highly placed deep-cover 
KGB mole, unparalleled aerial combat scenes and a stunning appearance by the upgraded 
Old Dog itself—these are the elements that illuminate the author’s explosive new high-
flying adventure, Day of the Cheetah.  

Fatal Terrain  Brown, Dale G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1997 Hard Cover w/
dust jacket  Donated by Laura Barnett—July 2003  The United States is up 



against the  People’s Republic of China and its powerful army to retaliate against China 
and it has just one more card to play—Aerial strike warfare expert Patrick McLanahan 
and genius aerospace engineer Jon Masters who have been working on plans 
to convert the Air Force’s recently retired B-52 Stratofortress bomber fleet to the new 
EB-52 Megafortress “flying battleship” standard, designed to be a rapid-reaction global 
strike force. 

Flight of the Old Dog  Brown, Dale  Berkley Books 1987  
Paperback  
Donated by Laura Barnett—November 2001  This book is the riveting story of 
America’s race for technology, overtaken by our greatest enemy’s mastery of “Star 
Wars.” The U.S. arsenal of nuclear missiles has been neutralized. America’s only hope: 
The Old Dog Zero One, a battle-scarred bomber fully renovated with modern hardware—
and equipped with the deadliest state-of-the-art armaments known to man..... 
This book was checked out and never returned!

Hammer Heads  Brown, Dale  Donald I. Fine, Inc. 1990  Hard Cover 
w/dust jacket
Donated by Laura Barnett—March 2003  The South American drug cartel maintains 
the influx of dangerous narcotics into the U.S. at an all-time high; cooperation a month 
U.S. government agencies responsible for drug interdiction is at an all-time low. The 
situation calls for a radical solution. Enter Rear Admiral Ian Hardcastle. 
Some say he is loose cannon, others that he is precisely the bold, innovative tactician 
needed to fight an increasingly brazen and well-armed enemy.  

Sky Masters  Brown, Dale  G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1991  Hard Cover w/dust 
cover  
Donated by Laura Barnett—March 2003 When Lieutenant Colonel Patrick 
McLanahan is offered the chance to test-fly a new, high-tech B-2 bomber in strategic 
warfare training sorties, he jumps at the chance. After years of virtual exile at the Air 
Force’s ultrasecret High Technology Aerospace Weapons Center, McLanahan now has 
the chance to reconfirm his flying skills not only to himself but to the brass at the 
Pentagon as well. Unbeknownst to McLanahan, those skills will come into crucial play as 
America is forced to react when an international dispute over a chain of oil-rich islands 
erupts into all-out war.  

Storming Heaven  Brown, Dale  G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1994  Hard Cover 
w/dust cover 
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey America is under siege. Henri Cazaux, one of the 
world’s most feared and deadly terrorists, is conducting a campaign of vindication and 



revenge against the United States. Cazaux, who was abused by American soldiers during 
an incarceration when he was a teenager in Europe, has waited years for this opportunity. 
Now, when the United States seems at its most vulnerable, he decides to strike. His 
method is ingenious in its simplicity: using large commercial aircraft purchased from an 
airline graveyard wholesaler, Cazaux will deploy bombs out of a modified rear-entry stair 
on unsuspecting critical targets.

Flying Carpet The SOUL of an Airplane Brown, Greg Aviation Supplies & 
Academics, Inc. 2007
Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2014 Buckle in with Greg Brown 
and head off to chase a solar eclipse or wrestle with ice on your wings or try to outwit 
troublesome mountain waves. Each chapter of Flying Carpet is a new ticket to 
extraordinary adventures that transform a pilot from novice to journeyman and, 
eventually, skilled aviator.   

Spitfire Summer When Britain Stood Alone Brown, Malcolm Carlton  
Books 2000 Hard Cover w/jacket Donated by Pam Cabak Using powerful 
personal evidence in print for the first time, rich gleanings from the contemporary press 
and an impressive mix of posters, paintings and photographs, Malcolm Brown retells and 
re-evaluates the story of what has increasingly come to be known as the “Spitfire 
Summer” of 1940. The result is a gripping and moving account of the time when Britain 
stood alone. 

Flying Know-How Buck, Robert N.  Delacorte Press/Eleanor Friede 1975  
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001  The author who’s 
flown everything from Cessna's to sailplanes to 747’s shares a lifetime of experience after 
logging 30,000 hours without a scratch on the airplane.   

North Star Over My Shoulder A Flying Life Buck, Robert N. Simon & 
Schuster 2002  Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Louise Minniear—October 2003 

In North Star over My Shoulder, Bob Buck tells of a life spent up and over the 
clouds, and of the wonderful places and marvelous people who have been a part of that 
life. He captures the feel, taste, and smell of flying’s greatest era—how the people lived, 
what they did and felt, and what it was really like to be a part of the world as it grew 
smaller and smaller. He relates stories from his innumerable visits to Paris, the city he 
loves more that any other—echoing Gertrude8 Stein’s view that “America is my country, 
and Paris is my home town”—and from his trips to the Middle East, including flights to 
Israel before and after it became a state. A terrific storyteller and a fascinating man, Bob 
Buck has turned his well-lived life into a delightful memoir for anyone who remembers 
when there really was something special in the air.  

Weather Flying  Buck, Robert N.  Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc. 1979 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket.  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This edition includes: 
new techniques for flying thunderstorms and turbulence, with full discussions of taking 
off and landing in bad weather; an expanded section on wind shear, including new 



illustrations; up-to-date data on how to judge the Big Weather Picture, using maps, 
forecasts, and other available aids; an enlarged section on forecasting weather at different 
altitudes; a final chapter on Teaching Yourself to Fly Weather, offering five steps to start 
from and think about, plus six points that should be rules for all pilots.  

Into the Wind The Story of Max Conrad Buegeleisen, Sally  Random House 1973 

Hard Cover w/dust jacket 1 copy Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey July 2006  
Max Conrad has lived at the extremes of human experience. His life is a chronicle of 
personal courage, survival against the elements, loneliness and bitter defeat, triumphs, 
tragedies and, most of all, the will to keep trying.  

Winged Legend The life of Amelia Earhart  Burke, John  Berkley Medallion 
Book 1976
Soft Cover A book on the reconstruction of her Amelia Earhart’s unique life and 
incredible times, the remarkable bravery and daring of Amelia Earhart emerge.  
Wind In My Face The Story of Gladys Dawson Buroker: Wing Walker, Parachute 
Jumper, Balloonist & Pilot Extraordinaire Action Printers 1997 Soft Cover
Donated by Sarah Chauvet—March 2022
Autobiography of Gladys Dawson Buroker, Pioneer Pilot. 

East to the Dawn Butler, Susan Addison-Wesley 1997 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 The 
myths surrounding the life and legacy of Amelia Earhart run the gamut from the mundane 
to the ridiculous. Since her disappearance in 1937, people have questioned not only her 
actual death, but many aspects of her life, including the nature of the relationship with her 
husband, the flamboyant publishing magnate George Palmer Putnam, and even her very 
competency as a flier. Now, with East to the Dawn, Susan Butler offers the most 
comprehensive account to date of Earhart’s extraordinary life—and finally sets the record 
straight. 

Women with Wings Cadogan, Mary Academy Chicago Publishers 1993 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 Women with Wings is 
a perceptive and highly entertaining celebration of the achievements of female flyers 
from eighteenth-century balloonists to today’s astronauts. 

Wingborn  Caidin, Martin  Paperback – Novel  Kate Brandon was born and 
bred in 
an airplane, and had mastered everything that flew before she was twenty.  Only blind 
male sexism kept her from the honor she deserved – the captain's chair in the cockpit.  
This is her story.  

A Wasp Among Eagles A Woman Military Test Pilot in World War II Carl, Ann B 
Smithsonian Institution Press 1999  Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Purchased by the 



Monterey Bay Chapter 99s—April 2002  A Wasp Among Eagles is the first-person 
story of how Baumgartner learned to fly, trained as a WASP, and became one of the 
earliest jet-age pioneers. In graceful, unassuming language she describes her post-college 
stints as a medical researcher, a dancer, and a writer for the New York Times—and her 
growing ambition to learn to fly.  

Ryan Guidebook American Aircraft Series-Book 3   Carpenter, Dorr B. & 
Mayborn, Mitch 
Flying Enterprise Publications 1976   Soft Cover  Donated by Louise Minniear—
October 2003 
Fifty years of Ryan airplanes (1925-1975) described in detail, including the classic S-T, 
the PT-22, Spirit of St. Louis, Bluebird, Navion and Broughams. 

Trailblazers The Women of the Boeing Company Case, Betsy Published by Boeing 
2014 Autographed by Betsy Case Hardback w/cover Donated by Joanne 
Nissen—April 2014 The women of Boeing are as diverse and inspiring as the history of 
the company itself. Attracted by the challenges of aviation and the magic of flight, the 
Trailblazers—female pioneers, aviators, engineers, and executives—worked hand-in-
hand with thousands of other dedicated employees to help make Boeing what it is today. 
The strongest, best and best integrated aerospace company in the world. 

My Enemy * My Friend A story of reconciliation from the Vietnam War Cherry, 
Brigadier General Dan Cherry, USAF, (Ret.) with Fran Erickson Aviation Heritage 
Park Inc. 2009 Hard Cover Anyone who has studied the air war over Vietnam in detail, 
or who may have caught the series Dogfights on the History Channel may recall an action 
on April 16, 1972, in which F-4D Phantom pilot Major E. Daniel Cherry engaged in a 
difficult, often frustrating four-minute pursuit of an elusive MiG-21 before finally 
blowing off its right wing with an AIM-7 Sparrow missile. For Dan Cherry, the most 
memorable postscript to the engagement was narrowly passing the enemy pilot, hanging 
beneath his parachute. Two things Cherry could not have foreseen at the time was that 
someday he would rediscover the Phantom in which he scored his victory, and that he 
would have it restored to its original 1972 markings as the first of a series of warplanes 
flown by Kentuckians to be displayed at the newly established Aviation Heritage Park in 
his hometown of Bowling Green. Even less likely would he have been able to foresee 
being invited in 2008 to appear on television in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, where he 



met Nguyen Hong My, the North Vietnamese pilot he had shot down.

American Aviation An Illustrated History 2nd Edition Christy, Joe Tab Books 
1994 Soft Cover Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 Chronicles the early 
days of flight, to up-to-the-minute advances—and everything in between! Written for a 
wide audience—from students to historians to anyone with a curiosity about aviation—
you’ll find this book packed with fascinating and little-known facts about the world of 
flight.

Good Takeoffs and Good Landings 2nd Edition Christy, Joe Revised and updated 
by Ken George
Tab Books 1991 Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 To 
make consistently good takeoffs and landings, you have to work at it—whether you’re a 
new student pilot or a 10,000-hour veteran. The infinite variables of weather, terrain, pilot 
experience, surface conditions, and machinery make it impossible to follow one 
systematic set of takoff and landing procedures. But don’t lose your confidence! In Good 

Takeoffs and Good Landings—2nd Edition, you’ll find proven techniques and methods 
for safe and efficient takeoff and landing maneuvers in all kinds of situations.

The Aviator’s Guide to Flight Planning Clausing, Donald J.  Tab Books 1989
Hard Cover no dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001  The author writes a 
comprehensive book on flight planning to help new pilots and a refresher for the 
experienced pilot.

Fly Like A Pro  Clausing, Donald J.  Tab Books 1985  Soft Cover  
Donated by Pat York—July 2001  This is a handbook that should be mandatory 
reading for every private pilot and aspiring professional flyer! It’s a unique opportunity to 
learn—first hand—the professional attitudes, flying standards, and everyday procedures 
practiced by airline and corporate captains to ensure the safety and efficient operation of 
their aircraft.  

Is That Something The Crew Should Know? Irreverent Anecdotes of an Air Force 
Pilot
Clawson USAF Ret, Major Don Athena Press 2003 Hard Cover w/dust jacket
Autographed
Donated by Laura A. Barnett—June 2009 This book describes Major Don 
Clawson’s anecdotes—some serious, some hilarious—about life in the US Air Force as a 
pilot and instructor, and decide which is more complicated—politics or flying? Don 
Clawson grew up in North Hollywood, California. After service in the Army Air Forces 
during WWII, he returned to Parks College of Aeronautical Technology of St. Louis 
University and graduated in 1947 with a B.S. in Aviation Operations. Completed USAF 
pilot school in 1954.  He flew B-25, B-47, B-52 aircraft. He left the USAF in 1965 for a 
short stint with United Air Lines. Returned to duty in 1967 and flew 122 combat missions 
in the EC-121 in Vietnam. After retiring in 1973 he spent 16 years with GTE Government 



Systems as an intelligence analyst. He lives in Morgan Hill, California with his wife 
Dolores and near his 15 grand kids and two great grandchildren. 

Solo Pilot True flying adventures of one of the world’s top pilots. Cobb, Jerrie Jerrie 
Cobb Foundation, Inc. 1997 Autographed by author Softcover Donated by 
The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 The story of a courageous woman 
with an extraordinary talent for flying, who chose not to exploit it, but rather to use it in 
serving others. 

Woman Into Space: The Jerrie Cobb Story Cobb, Jerrie with Jane Rieker
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1963 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by the Estate of 
Pamela O’Brien—September 2015
In this book, Jerrie tells her own amazing story. She describes her adventures as an 
international ferry pilot…her near-escapes with death while logging in more than 10,000 
flying hours …her famous solo flights that set international records for speed, altitude 
and distance…and her role as America’s #1 female astronaut candidate and special 
consultant to NASA on manned space flight. 

Jackie Cochran An Autobiography Cochran, Jacqueline Bantam Books 1987 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Jackie Cochran left an indelible mark on the history of 
aviation.  At the time of her death in 1980, she held more speed, altitude and distance 
records than any other pilot, male or female.  And no one has ever matched her 
achievement.  
This book was checked out and never returned!

The Stars at Noon  Cochran, Jacqueline  Little, Brown & Company  Hard Cover 
w/Dust Jacket  Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001 From a sawdust road 
and poverty-stricken foster parents in a Florida backwater to a stardust trail leading 
through the capital cities of the world—this is the life of Jacqueline Cochran, world-
famous aviatrix.

They Called It Pilot Error True Stories Behind General Aviation Accidents     Cohn, 
Robert L.  
Tab Books 1994  Hard Cover no dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001   
The author delves into the affects of drinking, smoking and other factors on pilot 
performance which resulted in accidents. 
This book was removed from our library and never returned!
 
Conquest of Lines and Symmetry Cole, Duane Ken Cook Transnational 1970  
Soft Cover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2009 Conquest of Lines and Symmetry is the most 
comprehensive book on the art of aerobatics published to date. Written for both the 
aerobatic student and aerobatic instructor, Duane covers the subject from basic through 



the most advanced maneuvers. As the perfect sequel to Roll Around  A Point, it becomes 
a valuable asset to all who are interested in aerobatics whether for sport or to improve the 
proficiency of their every day flying. 

Roll Around A Point Cole, Duane Ken Cook Company 1976 Soft Cover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2009 Roll Around A Point written in Mr. Cole’s 
easy to read style, covers the subject of basic aerobatics from spins to inverted flight. 
Anecdotes of the author’s own experiences are blended into the composition to eliminate 
the monotony of the ordinary textbook. Included is the basic Aresti system, the official 
international method of diagramming maneuvers. 

Women Pilots of World War II Cole, Jean Hascall University of Utah Press 
1992 Hard Cover (no dust jacket) Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—
September 2015 This unique oral history presents a rare look at he personal 
experiences of the Women Air Force Service Pilots (WASPs). These women pilots flew 
every type of aircraft, including heavy bombers, transports, and pursuits. Their 
experiences include crashes on takeoff, midair collisions, forced landings, parachute 
jumps from sabotaged aircraft, and many other exciting tales. 

Flying Safely  Collins, Richard L.  Delacorte Press 1977  Hard Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by Robin Mara—December 2001 From over fifteen years of analyzing 
accident reports Dick Collins found that most of them cite the “pilot in command” as the 
probable cause. This is an oversimplification: most pilots do not fail on purpose. Most 
often they fail because they try to get more out of an airplane than it can give, or are 
operating beyond their own level of skill. These are unnecessary failures, unnecessary 
risks. “Flying Safely” provides a program that can be used by a pilot at any level of 
experience to build a natural checklist that must be part of the pilot’s portfolio.  

Flying The Weather Map Collins, Richard L. Delacorte Press/Eleanor Friede 1979 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001  Forty-six actual 
flights show you how to interpret the weather map in terms of what you will experience 
in the sky.  

The Perfect Flight The pilot’s greatest challenge—the search for excellence in every 
flight.         
Collins, Richard L. Macmillan Publishing Company 1988 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket                
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 The author reminds every pilot that there is much 
more to flying than just manual skills—and that is wherein lies the fun. Learning how to 
do it, and learning how to do it right, are definitely two entirely different matters.  

The Aircraft Handbook Colvin, Fred H. and Henry F. Colvin Hardcover/no 
dust jacket



McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 1928 Donated by Sarah Chauvet—April 2020
A collection of facts and suggestions concerning the construction and care of planes, 
motors and instruments for those interested in modern aircraft.  

101 Things To Do With Your Private License  Cook, LeRoy  Tab Books 
1985  
Soft Cover        Donated by Pat York—July 2001.  This well written, easy-to-read, 
pilot’s guide is crammed with vital pilot/aviation information. Including advice on almost 
every type of flying situation, it’s designed to show you how to make every flying hour a 
rewarding learning experience. You’ll discover vital information on purchasing your own 
plane, insurance considerations, test-hopping a new or rebuilt plane, what is or isn’t an 
accident, filing reports, and stress management. 
This book was checked out and never returned!

Kill Devil Hill Discovering the Secret of the Wright Brothers Combs, Harry with 
Martin Caidin
Soft Cover Donated by Sarah Chauvet—April 2020 Houghton Mifflin Company 
1986 Kill Devil Hill is a long overdue and very perceptive insight into the genius of 
those magnificent brothers Wright who claimed an ageless dream and made it come true. 

Final Flight Coonts, Stephen  Doubleday, a division of Bantam Doubleday Dell 
Publishing Group, Inc. 1988 Hard Cover /w dust jacket  two copies        Donated by 
Laura Barnett—November 2001 In Final Flight, Jake Grafton returns, this time as 
commander of an air wing on the supercarrier USS United States, on patrol in the 
tension-ridden present-day Mediterranean.  After a particularly long cruise, the USS 
United States is in port in Naples and her crew is enjoying its first liberty in months. But 
something’s not right. Several crew members have not reported back from their leave and 
a beautiful American reporter who boarded the United States in Tangiers may not be a 
reporter, or even an American. When one of Jake’s men, in a hotel in Naples, witnesses 
an assassination attempt led by this woman, Grafton realizes the situation is much more 
serious than he suspected.  

On The Wing Jessie Woods and the Flying Aces Air Circus Cooper, Ann Black 
Hawk Publishing 1993 First Edition – signed by Author & Jesse Woods Hard Cover w/
dust jacket       In On The Wing, Jessie's story is well-told and great fun.  It provides a 
clear picture of an era and an even clearer one of a woman of strength and courage, wit 
and wisdom, a woman to know and to love through the best and worst of times.  

Stars of the Sky, Legends All Illustrated Histories of Women Aviation Pioneers
Cooper, Ann Lewis and Sharon Rajnus, Artist Women in Aviation 
International, Zenith Press 2008 Softcover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2021 Women have been integral to aviation 
history from its start. Despite diverse backgrounds and differing talents and interests, 
women have performed and succeeded at a variety of essential roles: pilot, navigator, air 
traffic controller, engineer, mechanic, executive, financier, astronaut. Determined to 



participate and to contribute, they have shared many essential characteristics—Courage 
and Conviction, Competence and Compassion, Communication and Commitment, 
Character and Competition, Curiosity and Conquest. While alike in these important 
qualities, each is a unique individual. 

Fly-Down of the WASP  Crane, Mardo  Pageant Press 1967 First Edition     
Signed by Crane, 
Hard Cover with dust jacket  Donated by Dell Hinn—April 2001 This is a story 
of the life, and finally, the betrayal of a small group of women pilots during World War II. 
It is a story of their love of flight and their desire to serve under the Army Air Forces 
through the critical years of 1943-44. It is the story of a daring woman, Jo Bryant, 
beautiful, determined, and capable, and her experience as a WASP (Women’s Airforce 
Service Pilot). 

Ladies! Rev up Your Engines!  Crane, Mardo  D'Angelo Publishing 1970 
Signed by Crane  Soft Cover  A novel about the girls in The Powder Puff Derby.  
The impact of the Powder Puff Derby was felt by thousands of persons in hundreds of 
cities over the years, and it all starts with the words to the pilots waiting on the flight line 
for race take-off – "Ladies! Rev up your engines!" 

Airframe Crichton, Michael  Published in the United States by Alfred A. Knopf, 
Inc., New York (fiction, based on real events) Three passengers are dead. Fifty-six are 
injured. The interior cabin virtually destroyed. But the pilot manages to land the 
plane...At a moment when the issue of safety and death in the skies is paramount in the 
public mind, a lethal mid-air disaster aboard a commercial twin-jet airliner bound from 
Hong Kong to Denver triggers a pressured and frantic investigation.  

IFR Pocket Simulator Procedures For use in the aircraft, office or home Culver, 
Jr. Henry H. 1977 Soft Cover Simplified “in-flight” radio navigational 
procedures, abbreviated attitude instrument flying techniques and fundamentals of radio 
and instrument operation essential to the safe conduct of an IFR flight.
This book was removed from our library and never returned!

Flying South A Pilot’s Inner JourneyCushman Rowell, Barbara Ten Speed Press 2002
Softcover Donated by Sarah Chauvet—October 2021 Barbara Cushman 
Rowell appeared to have everything she could possibly want: a famous husband, a 
successful and exciting business, interesting friends, and the opportunity to travel around 
the world to photograph glorious landscapes, wild cratures, and vanishing cultures. Yet 
after nine years as the driving force behind world-renouned photographer Galen Rowell’s 
career, supporting his passions and desires while putting her own on hold, she was 
desperate for an adventure all her own. Challenged to look inside herself to find out what 
she would most love to do—no matter the cost, no matter how much time it took—one 
thing soared to the top of the list: learning to fly. 

Silver Wings, Santiago Blue  Dailey, Janet   Hard Cover w/Dust Jacket  Pocket 



Books 1984 
Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001  Janet Dailey tells the exhilarating 
story of the first WASPS, who risked their lives, their ambitions and their dreams to help 
the war effort during WWII. 

The Instrument Flight Training Manual Dogan, Peter  Professional 
Instrument Courses, Inc. 1985 Soft Cover  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 The 
Instrument Flight Training Manual is an excellent text to provide the instrument student 
with the foundation needed to obtain and safely use the FAA instrument rating. Its up-to-
date and professional coverage of current instrument flight practices also make it a 
valuable, practical reference and “refresher” for the instrument rated pilot.  

Achsa  Autobiography of Achsa Donnels  Donnels, Achsa Golden Eagle 
Press 1998 Signed Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Achsa's life reads like a fascinating 
novel as she take the reader through her flying adventures, her marriages, and her love of 
sailing.  With her charming first husband, Ross, she taught flying and owned two airlines 
and a number of historic aircraft.  A true pioneer, she has seen aviation progress from its 
earliest days to the high-tech and essential presence it is today.  

I Could Never Be So Lucky Again  An Autobiography by General James H. “Jimmy” 
Doolittle with Carroll V. Glines  Bantam Books 1991 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket  Born at the turn of the century, Doolittle’s life spans the golden age of aviation 
from the Wright brothers to the astronauts. Raised in the rough-and-tumble days of the 
gold rush in Nome, Alaska, Doolittle was a battler from the start. Though small in stature, 
he earned spending money as a teenage prizefighter. But it was always flying that was his 
first love. Attracted to the freedom and adventure of early aviation, he left college in 1917 
to become an Army Air Service pilot. Unable to see combat duty in World War I, 
Doolittle publicized the fledgling Army Air Corps with his hair-raising stunt-flying 
escapades, entering—and often winning—every air show he could get into and setting air 
speed records that captured the imaginations of millions.  

Cockpit Navigation Guide  Downie, Don  Tab Books 1978 Hard Cover no 
dust jacket 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This book demonstrates how to get from point A to 
point B by using different methods of navigation including, Pilotage, Dead Reckoning, 
and  Radio Navigation.  

Second To None The Story of Lloyd & Gladys O’Donnell and the 1929 Women’s Air 
Derby O’Donnell Doyle, Lorraine Lorraine O’Donnell Doyle 2000-2001 Soft 
Cover Autographed Purchased by The Monterey Bay Chapter—January 2008
In 1929 Gladys O’Donnell was the only licensed pilot in Long Beach, California. With 
just 40 hours of solo flying time she heedlessly entered the first Women’s Air derby ever 
held, and won second place. The following year she entered again and won first place. 
The story is about Gladys and her husband Lloyd, operator of his own flying school, and 
a dare-devil pilot whose “seat of the pants” air adventures were as outrageous as they 



were fascinating.

Charles E. Taylor: 1868-1956 The Wright Brothers Mechanician “The Man Who 
Provided The Power For The First Powered Flight”  DuFour, H.R. with Peter J. Unitt
Wright State University Libraries 2008
Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2021 Charles E. Taylor was 
virtually unknown, a man forgotten by history. His contribution to the first successful 
powered flight was overlooked by aviation historians and was even less known by those 
who are the very embodiment of his legacy, aviation mechanics. All of this changed when 
retired model maker and master machinist Howard DuFour began a quest to correct the 
historical record. The resulting biography of Charles E. Taylor provided the world’s first 
aircraft mechanic with the recognition he deserved for his contribution to the success of 
the Wright Brothers. 

Undaunted Long-Distance Flyers in the Golden Age of Aviation Dunmore, Spencer
McClelland & Stewart Ltd. 2004 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne 
Nissen—June 2016
When in 1904 the Wright brothers stayed aloft for more than five minutes, nobody paid 
them much attention. But over the next couple of decades, beginning with pioneer flyers 
like Blériot, Alcock and Brown, Quimby and Rogers, aviators and engineers began to 
push the limits of the possible, and their exploits caught the imagination of a public 
looking for sensation. In Undaunted Spencer Dunmore tells the stories of these dramatic 
and romantic characters who one after the other strove to capture the glory of achieving 
an historic “first.” A breathless public studied their every move, newspapers around the 
world sponsored long-distance races with dazzling cash prizes, and crowds lined the 
streets as the latest record-breaking heroes drove by.

Amelia Earhart The Fun of It Earhart, Amelia Academy Press Limited 1977
Soft Cover

Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 In this breezy and enthusiastic book Earhart 
recollects her childhood and youth and her almost accidental discovery that she would 
rather fly airplanes than do anything else. She writes with an engaging blend of 
professionalism and love, describing the machines, the pioneering flights, and risks and 
challenges, in exuberant detail. She speaks directly to other young women, urging them 
to test themselves, to go as far and as high as they can—and beyond. Women, she 
believed, had a natural and important role in aviation; but among the many women fliers 
present in this book, Earhart alone is still remembered. 

Last Flight Earhart, Amelia Orion Books 1988 Soft Cover Donated by 
the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 Fifty years after its first publication, 
Amelia Earhart’s account of her ill-fated last flight remains one of the most moving and 



absorbing adventure stories of all time. Told with engaging humor, modesty, and charm, 
this long-out-of-print classic is an exhilarating tale of a true American pioneer’s triumph
in conquering new horizons both in aviation and in women’s rights. She believed there 
was no reason women could not participate as equals in aviation, and since she alone did 
the flying, using the same planes as the men, there could be no belittling her 
achievements. 

Hump-Free The Wrong Way Whale Eisemann, Henry Commercial Press 1991
Signed by author—husband of chapter member, Mary Ellen Eisemann Softcover

Hump-Free Visits Vancouver Expo Eisemann, Henry Commercial Press 
1990 Signed by author—husband of chapter member, Mary Ellen Eisemann

Salinas Streets Steinbeck’s Town then and Now—A Coloring/Activity Book
Eisemann, Henry
Emprise Publications 1998 Signed by author—husband of chapter member, Mary Ellen 
Eisemann
Softcover
 
Zoot Suits and Parachutes    Fagan, O. Vivian  Soft Cover   1999   Purchased by 
The Monterey Bay Chapter 99s—January 2002  This book is about the women flyers 
of the 40’s and their trials and tribulations of that era. Whether to learn about their 
triumphs, to reap inspiration from their struggles, or just to be entertained with flying 
stories, this book will be “just right,” as the author would say.  

The Barnstormer and The Lady Farney, Dennis Rockhill Books 2010
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 2013 This is the 
story of Walter and Olive Ann Beech, the remarkable couple whose careers spanned 
virtually the entire history of American aviation. It is also the story of a marriage of 
opposites. Walter was a charming rascal, a hard-living barnstormer. Olive Ann was a shy 
small-town Kansas girl who hid that shyness behind an imperious manner and a 
backbone of steel.

Flying a Floatplane Second Edition Faure, Marin Tab Books 1990
Soft Cover
Donated by Pam O’Brien—October 2006 Flying the Floatplane has accelerated the 
training of thousands of pilots and flight students seeking the seaplane license and an 
exciting career in independent bush piloting. While not a substitute for a floatplane 
instructor, this popular guide provides you with an excellent preflight introduction to 
floatplane flight techniques, maintenance, and safety. Gliding to a landing on a lake 
Orriver may look easy to some, but author Marin Faure shows that dealing with waves, 
currents, tides, rocks, boats, and even fish, takes a lot of preflight knowledge and 
preparation. 

How To Fly or The Conquest of the Air Ferris B.S., C.E., Richard Thomas 



Nelson and Sons 1910
Hard Cover (no dust jacket) Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 
2015

Kelly Flinn Proud To Be My Life, The Air Force, The Controversy Flinn, Kelly 
Random House 1997 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 
2001  She is the first woman to pilot a 
B-52, a charismatic twenty-six-year-old from a proper Georgia family who has always 
distinguished 
herself—as a fifteen-year-old at U.S. Space Camp and as a cadet at the U.S. Air Force 
Academy. There she overcame considerable odds and earned a coveted position as a 
combat pilot. This is the story of Flinn’s love affair with flying.....and the love affair that 
ended her trailblazing Air Force career.  

The All-Girl Filling Station’s Last Reunion Flagg, Fannie Random House 2014 
Paperback
Donated by Alice Talnack—May 2018 Mrs. Sookie Poole of Point Clear, Alabama, 
has just married off the last of her daughters and is looking forward to relaxing with her 
husband, Earle. Then, quite by accident, Sookie stumble on a secret about her mother, the 
formidable Lenore Simmons Krackenberry—a discovery that suddenly calles into 
question everything she ever thought she knew about herself. Sookie begins a search for 
answers that takes her to California, the Midwest, and back in time to the 1940s, when an 
irrepressible woman named Fritzi takes on the job of running her family’s filling station. 
As Sookie learns about the adventures of the girls at the All-Girl Filling Station, she finds 
new inspiration for her own life. 

Night Over Water Follett, Ken William Morrow and Company, Inc 1991 Hard 
Cover w/jacket
Donated by Joanne Nissen—November 2014 Ken Follett’s first-class ticket to 
suspense is set in an era when flying was still a peril-fraught adventure. The Clipper’s 
pilot still “hunted the wind” to conserve precious fuel, its navigators followed the night 
light of stars, and all lives hung on the captain’s fateful choice at the point-of-no-return. 
Only Follett can give you an experience like this—aboard the legendary Clipper on its 
lonely way across the Atlantic in a thrilling, ominous night over water. 

Weather and Weather Forecasting Forsdyke, A.G. Bantam Books (no 
year) Soft Cover
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006 Bantam Books presents a unique home 
reference library that will give your family clear, concise information on a vast range of 
subjects in the fascinating world of knowledge. 

Flying in Congested Airspace  Foster, Timothy R. V.   Tab Books 1983 
Soft Cover 



Donated by Pat York—July 2001  Before you travel too far from the hangar, it is 
essential that you be prepared to “share” the sky with other aviators. Here’s a handbook 
that explains all the written and unwritten rules governing flight in congested airspace.  
This book was checked out and never returned!

Making Perfect Landings In Light Airplanes Fowler, Ron The Iowa State 
University Press 1984 
Hard Cover Donated by Pat York—July 2001  The author’s purpose is very clear: 
to develop in pilots a keen sense of awareness in each of the three major areas of the 
landing procedure. He lists these as recognition of the landing situation and 
understanding of its true nature, knowledge of how to meet and weigh each task required 
against personal skill and limitation, and ability to evaluate the airplane’s capacity to 
meet challenge.  

Mr. Piper and His Cubs Francis, Devon  Iowa State University Press 1973 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey November—2003  
“The man who was to earn the sobriquet, ‘the Henry Ford of aviation,’ was both merchant 
and mystic,” writes biographer Devon Francis. “William Piper was an anachronism, the 
gambler and archconservative. He took risks, but they were calculated; he kept his 
options open.....He was a romantic and a missionary zealot in the world of small business. 
Near the half-century mark in age when he was inducted into aircraft manufacture, he had 
visions that puddle-jumper airplanes might-just might-one day become important.  

Alaska’s Women Pilots Contemporary Portraits Fratzke, Jenifer Utah State 
University Press 2004
Softcover Donated by Sarah Chauvet—October 2021 In Alaska’s Women Pilots: 
Contemporary Portraits, Jenifer Fratzke has compiled seven interviews of contemporary 
women aviatrices from nearly every reach of that gamut. This collection begins an 
important documentation of what women have contributed to the aviation industry in 
Alaska. Fratzke herself has been a flight attendant, flight engineer, copilot, and pilot. 
Through her eighteen years of experience flying in Alaska, she has tapped into Alaska’s 
rich and unfolding aviation history by flying with and interviewing many women pilots. 

The ABC’s of Safe Flying Attitude, Basics, Communication...a step-by-step guide to the 
foundations of pilot proficiency and air safety! Frazier, David A. Tab Books 
1981  Soft Cover   Donated by Pat York—July 2001 An ideal book for 
licensed and student pilots, covering the essential fundamentals of flight and clearly 
underscoring the need to raise pilot competence levels. Clearly details and communicates 
the very roots of flying, and pointedly establishes that most often the difference between 
a safe airplane or a dangerous one depends more on pilot ability than on the relative 
merits of the aircraft itself. 



The Wright Brothers How They Invented the Airplane Freedman, Russell
Holiday House/New York 1991 Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—
September 2016 Newberry Honor book geared towards school age children. 

The Mighty Eighth A History of the Units, Men and Machines of the US 8th Air Force
Freeman, Roger A
Cassell & Co. 2000 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura Barnett—
February 2016
Few books have had such an impact on aviation literature and the study of military 
history as this class of diligent research and authoritative writing. The hundreds of 
thousands who have already been entrhralled by its informative and entertaining text are 
already able more fully to understand the diversity of air action during World War Two: 
new readers of this eagerly-awaited re-issue will find themselves enjoying new 
perspectives on military aviation in general and on this fine air force in particular. 

Thunderbolt: A documentary history of the Republic P-47 Freeman, Charles
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1979 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura 
Barnett—November 2010 This book tells the technical and dramatic story of 
the Thunderbolt, explaining its development, tactical employment as an escort fighter, 
and its adaptation to the role in which it excelled—ground attack. In addition to the 
narrative history, the book includes details of service use by Allied air forces, accounts by 
pilots who flew this fighter in different theaters of war, and technical data on all 
Thunderbolt models. Illustrated with over 200 photographs, this book also features 
detailed plans of P-47s based on manufacturers’ statistics and actual aircraft 
measurements. 

Space for Women A History of Women with the Right Stuff Freni, Pamela     
Seven Locks Press 2002
Softcover Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 Space 
for Women gives a fascinating account of a little known segment of space history that 
includes personal anecdotes from the women involved. It tells an important story of 
women’s contribution to aviation and space. 

The Immortalists: Charles Lindbergh, Dr. Alexis Carrel, and Their Daring Quest to Live 
Forever 
Friedman, David M. HarperCollins 2007 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by 
Joanne Nissen—September 2015 He was one of the most famous men of the 
twentieth century, the subject of best-selling biographies and a hit movie, as well as the 
inspiration for a dance step—the Lindy Hop—he himself was too shy to try. But for all 
the attention lavished on Charles Lindbergh, one story has remained untold until now: his 
macabre scientific collaboration with Dr. Alexis Carrel. Together this oddest of couples—
one a brilliant surgeon turned social engineer, the other a failed dirt farmer turned hero of 
the skies—embarked on a secret quest to achieve immortality. 



Midway: The Battle That Doomed Japan Fuchida, Mitsuo/Masatake Okumiya
Ballantine Books 1984 Soft Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—November 2010

On June 4, 1942, Admiral Yamamoto launched his attack on Midway with the 
largest fleet yet assembled in the Pacific. His strike force included 350 ships and over 
100,000 officers and men. His objective: to smash the U.S. aircraft carriers based at 
Midway and break the Navy’s power in World War II. Now, for the first time, Japanese 
officers open the sealed archives to tell the authoritative, dramatic story of what really 
happened at Midway. 

A Hostage to Fortune Gann, Ernest K. Alfred A. Knopf 1978 First 
Edition 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Ernest Gann's own account of his incredibly full and 
fascinating life, a life with more than enough adventure – risks taken and gambles won, 
exotic journeys, ironic tricks of fate, the struggle of man (and man's machines) against 
nature – to match anything in this master storyteller's marvelous and best-selling novels. 

Band of Brothers Gann, Ernest K.  Simon and Schuster 1973 Hard Cover w/
dust jacket 
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—November 2003 Band of Brothers is a novel 
that brilliantly captures excitement and exhilaration as it tells a story of supreme 
adventure and of that chivalrous camaraderie among men that can exist only in the face 
of danger.  

Fate Is The Hunter  Gann, Ernest K.  Simon & Schuster, Inc. 1961 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Geneva Cranford—June 2002  Out of his own 
experience the world-renowned author of such novels as The High and the Mighty and 
Twilight for the Gods narrates a series of events that illustrate his theme. All of them 
happen to take place in the air, or just before or after a flight. They might as well have 
happened, however, in the desert, on the sea or in a jungle; on a farm, on a battlefield—or 
in a home or a business office. One can never know when, where or how fate will strike. 
Yet sooner or later it does; and even when it misses its mark it brings terror, fear or fright 
(they are not the same) to the hearts of men. It is at such times that true courage and 
cowardice can reveal themselves most nakedly and in the most unforeseen ways.  

In The Company Of Eagles Gann, Ernest K.  Simon & Shuster, Inc. 1966
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—November 2003 The 
time is 1917. It is the eve of an appalling disaster—as General Nivelle and his poilus, 
desperate to expel the invader from their homeland, are about to hurl themselves at the 
impregnable Hindenburg line.  

Island In The Sky Gann, Ernest K. Popular Library Edition ?date Soft 
Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 2006 The saga of a man named 
Dooley and an airplane called Corsair—and the battle they fought together against 
staggering odds. It is a story of monumental suspense and adventure that has earned the 
author a high place among the master story tellers of our time. 



The Aviator  Gann, Ernest K. Arbor House Publishing Company 1981 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 2006  The Rocky 
Mountains, in the year 1928: It is the pioneering days of the U. S. airmail service. A 
downed pilot and his only passenger, a girl brave and wondrously perceptive beyond her 
eleven years, struggle to survive, their fear giving way to a bond of caring, great enough 
to surmount the most terrible odds. 
 
Upon Silver Wings Global Adventure In A Small Plane Garratt, CarolAnn
CarolAnn Garratt 2004
Soft Cover Purchased for the Monterey Bay Chapter 99s—September 2009 Be the 
co-pilot…on this adventure around the world in a single engine plane. You are in the right 
seat watching and hearing all the action and communication as CarolAnn flies a 15-hour 
leg from California to Hawaii or a 12-hour leg from Darwin, Australia over Indonesia to 
Singapore. When the engine coughs, your heart leaps into your mouth. When the radio 
doesn’t work, you walk step by step through the problem analysis and find a solution to 
allow the flight to continue. Enjoy the flight, enjoy visiting the different countries, and 
feel the freedom. 

Upon Silver Wings II World-Record Adventure Garratt, CarolAnn CarolAnn 
Garratt 2009
Soft Cover Autographed by CarolAnn Garratt Purchased by The Monterey Bay 
Chapter—September 2009
CarolAnn Garratt was already a member of Eathrounders when she and Carol Foy took 
off From Orlando International Airport on December 2, 2008. Building on the experience 
of her solo 2003 around-the-world trip to raise awareness for ALS, Garratt was 
determined to do even more and break a world record while she was at it. After 18 
months of detailed planning, the two women were on their way. The tower wished them 
well. “See you in eight days!” they replied. 

Flying in Congested Airspace: A Private Pilot’s Guide Garrison, Kevin Tab 
Books 1989
Hard Cover with dust jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 The 
airways are crowded—and it’s getting worse. If you want to continue flying in today’s 
increasingly unfriendly skies, you need the practical advice of airline pilot Kevin 
Garrison found in Flying in Congested Airspace. If you’re like most pilots, you have a 
healthy respect for the crowded airspace that surrounds any busy airport. But you don’t 
have to be intimidated by controlled airspace—you can land just as safely as O’Hare as 
you can at your home field, with the help of this timely book. 

Cross-Country Flying Garrison, Paul  Tab Books 1980 Hard Cover no 
dust jacket 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Flying cross-country involves being able to read a 
variety of charts, to navigate by means of pilotage or radio aids or both, to understand 
weather and to correctly interpret weather reports and forecasts. It requires that the pilot 



be able to interpret the information provided by his engine, air-date, and navigation 
instruments, and to translate this information into the correct action at the right time.

Flying VFR in Marginal Weather  Garrison, Paul  Tab Books 1987  Hard 
Cover no dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This book is not intended to 
encourage pilots to fly into marginal weather conditions or to take silly chances of any 
kind. Its purpose, rather, is to demonstrate how such situations can be dealt with when a 
pilot has inadvertently come face to face with conditions which are beyond the limits of 
his experience or capabilities or go beyond the capabilities of the aircraft involved.  

Practical Area Navigation  Garrison, Paul  Tab Books 1980 Soft Cover
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 A clear, detailed discussion of air Navigation 
Systems—what they are, how they work, and how you can use them! 

Air-Crazy Fascinating stories of Canadian women in the air Gillan Muir, Elizabeth
Another Chapter Publishing 2015 Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—
September 2016 Signed by author When airplanes were first 
invented over 100 years ago, they were flown by men. Women weren’t even supposed to 
be passengers. But many “air-crazy” women wanted to fly, and eventually they did. 
Author and historian Elizabeth Gillan Muir tells stories about some of these courageous 
and determined women across Canada who contributed so much to Canadian aviation 
history. 

Mountain Flying 1st Edition Geeting, Doug and Woerner, Steve Tab 
Books 1988
Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 As a licensed, active pilot 
you can expect to encounter mountains at some point in your flying career. This book can 
help to minimize the risks of mountain flying. The authors examine mountain flying in 
terms of the pilot, the airplane, weather and topography, mechanical performance 
capabilities, and techniques. 

Canadian Women in the Sky 100 Years of Flight Gillan Muir, ElizabethDundurn 
Toronto 2015 Softcover Signed by author Donated Joanne Nissen—September 
2016 Women in Canada, from Newfoundland to British Columbia, struggled to win a 
place in the world of air travel, first as passengers, then as flight attendants and pilots, 
and finally, as astronauts. Anecdotes, sometimes humorous and always amazing, trace 
these women’s challenges and successes, their slow march over one hundred years from 
scandal to acceptance, whether in Second World War skies, in hostile northern bush 
country, or even beyond Earth’s atmosphere. From the time the first woman climbed on 
board a flying machine as a passenger to the moment a Canadian female astronaut visited 



the International Space Station, this is an account of how the sky-blue glass ceiling 
eventually cracked, allowing passionate and determined “air-crazy” women the 
opportunity to fly. 

Jump! Tales of The Caterpillar Club Glassman, Don Simon and Schuster, 
Inc. 1930
Hard Cover (no dust jacket) Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 
2015

The Doolittle Raid Glines, Carroll V. Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 1991
Hardcover w/dust jacket 
Donated by Kay Harmon—April 2015 The catastrophe at Pearl Harbor was 
followed by five months of further defeats as America surrendered one island fortress 
after another. In the atmosphere of unrelieved gloom that followed, Roosevelt and his 
military leaders decided to boost American morale by undertaking a daring offensive 
action against the Japanese home islands.

The Search for Amelia Earhart Goerner, Fred  Doubleday & Company 
1966 First Edition 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated Mona Kendrick—October 2010  The story of a 
six-year investigation into the greatest mysteries of modern times…

Flying Out Of Danger  A Pilot’s Guide to Safety Goldstein, Avram Airguide 
Publications, Inc.  1984   Soft Cover Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This 
book is directed toward the general aviation pilot. Its approach is through the analyses of 
the aviation accident reports of the NTSB. Its purpose is to enable all pilots to learn about 
the errors that other pilots make and thus allow all of us to avoid making those errors 
ourselves. Unless we are willing to learn from aviation’s accidents, all those tragic deaths 
and injuries will really have been in vain. 
 
The Right Seat Goldstein CFI, CFII, Avram Avram Goldstein, Stanford 
CA    Soft Cover Donated by Sarah Chauvet June—2001           An introduction to flying 
for pilots’ companions and would-be pilots. 

Zero 3 Bravo Solo Across America in a Small Plane Gosnell, Mariana  Alfred 
A. Knopf 1993 First Edition  Hard Cover w/dust jacket      With all the 
exhilaration that comes from being up in the sky alone, with the warmth that comes from 
being on the ground with the people at small airports, Mariana Gosnell tells the story of 
her three-month adventure in her single-engine tailwheel airplane, Zero Three Bravo 

Flight 100 Years of Aviation Grant, R.G. DK Publishing, Inc. 2003 Hard Cover w/
jacket cover This fascinating journey through a century of flight captures the spirit and 
excitement of aviation past and present, from the Wright brothers’ first airborne attempts 
to the story behind the space race. 



Terror In The Skies The Inside Story Of The World’s Worst Air Crashes         Grayson, 
David 
Citadel Press 1988  Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001  
The 
basic information for this book was obtained from U.S. Government publications and 
through investigative reporting. Fasten your seatbelt and read on about these shocking 
disasters and selfless acts of heroism. 

Flying Too High Greenwood, Kerry Poisoned Pen Press 2007 Softcover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—October 2021 Walking the wings of a Tiger Moth plane in 
full flight would be more than enough excitement for most people, but not for Phryne—
amateur detective and woman of mystery, as delectable as the finest chocolate and as 
sharp as razor blades. 

Central Coast Aviators in World War II Gregory, Jim History Press 2018
Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2021 Soft Cover Through interviews 
and official records, Jim Gregory tells the stories of heroic Central Coast veterans who 
fought a war that stretched from New Guinea to North Africa. 

Wager With The Wind The Don Sheldon Story Greiner, James St. Martin’s 
Press 1974 Soft Cover Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 This is a story 
about Don Sheldon, an Alaskan bush pilot. Foreword by James Arness.

Winged Victory Grey, Elizabeth Houghton Mifflin Company Boston 1966
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—
September 2015 On a still clear morning in May, 1930, an unknown young woman 
of twenty-seven guided her Tiger Moth biplane along the runway of an English airport 
and lifted it over the distant treetops into the morning sky, watched by a small handful of 
loyal supporters. As she flew towards the Channel, people were setting out to work, 
unaware that history was being made in the sky above their heads. Nineteen and a half 
days later, after being battered by wind and rain in her open cockpit, Amy Johnson 
touched down in Australia to a tumultuous reception, and found herself the heroine of the 
world. She had not flown alone; her great adventure had been followed minute by minute 
on countless wireless sets by a vast company of unseen strangers. 

Becoming an Airline Pilot Griffin, Jeff Tab Books 1990 Soft Cover
Donated by Tom Unsicker—October 2021 If you are under 35 and can pass a 
Class 1 physical, this book can help you work towards a seat in the cockpit of an 
airliner….even if you’ve never flown before!

Instrument Flying Private pilot’s practical guide to IFR decision-making! Griffin, Jeff   
Tab Books 1981 
Soft Cover Donated by Pat York—July 2001 For the newly licensed pilot....or 



those who have been flying for years, this comprehensive manual is packed with sound 
advice and practical techniques for safe and 
confident flight under difficult instrument conditions. 
This book was removed from our library and never returned!
 
Passing Your Instrument Pilots Written Exam 2nd Edition  Griffin, Jeff W. Tab 
Books 1985   
Soft Cover  Donated by Pat York—July 2001  Brand-new and completely revised, 
this second edition of a classic sourcebook—relied on by thousands of pilots—can help 
you pass your instrument Rating written exam with flying colors. 
This book was removed from our library and never returned!

Pilot’s Guide To Weather Forecasting Griffin, Jeff W. Tab Books 1984 
Soft Cover
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Loaded with practical, usable methods of 
anticipating the sky’s moods and changes and how to handle them, this illustrated guide 
could easily be the most important aviation book you will acquire....one you will turn to 
again and again! 

Flying….off the pavement A manual for the Amateur Bush Pilot  Grindle, Link 
Lasenda Publishers 1978 An authoritative guide to flying in the wilderness 
and camping by lightplane in isolated areas of the United States as well as in Alaska, 
Mexico, Canada & the Caribbean. Specific suggestions on how to locate, evaluate, land 
on and takeoff from rough isolated airstrips.  Safe mountain navigation and emergency 
procedures in the wilds. Border crossings made easy. Camping gear evaluated for the 
unique needs of the lightplane. Tips on observing various kinds of wild animals as well as 
traveling with pets. The emphasis is on how to plan a safe off-the-pavement trip and to 
find and evaluate out of the way airstrips, but descriptions of some rustic resorts are 
included which are good for relaxing, fishing, skin diving, prospecting or wild animal 
watching. 

Airshow USA Handleman, Philip Osprey Publishing Limited 1988
Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 A very nice pictorial review of the many 
different aircraft seen in and around airshows in the United States.  

Business Flying The profitable use of personal aircraft   Hansen, Paul E.    McGraw-
Hill, Inc. 1982 
Hard cover w/ dust jacket  Written by an experienced pilot and businessman, this 
guide cuts through the "flying mystique" and deals with the airplane as a meaningful 



profitable business tool--not an expensive executive "perk." It provides a businesslike 
survey of the advantages as well as the drawbacks of owning and operating an airplane in 
a small business.  

West By 180 A Journey into some of the most rugged and remote airstrips in America
Harden, Captain Harry B. Trafford Publishing 2005 Softcover Donated by 
Joanne Nissen—April 2013 After a highly successful 35-year flying career, Captain 
Harry B. Harden sets off for the most personally rewarding flight of his life. This is the 
account of his flying adventure into some of the most rugged and remote airstrips in 
America. Join Captain Harden as he pilots his 1956 Cessna 180 over the Rocky 
Mountains, soars above the lush forests of the Pacific Northwest, and camps near streams 
where at dusk, the fish still jump. 

West to the Sunrise Harris, Grace The Iowa State University Press 1980 First 
EditionHardcover w/jacket Donated by Sarah Chauvet—October 2021 Grace 
Harris is one of those rare people who made her dreams become a reality. Ever since her 
first exposure to airplanes—a ride with a barnstorming pilot in a World War I “Jenny”--
the thrill of flight has never left her. That initial flight was only the start of an 
adventurous life and illustrious career not only in aviation, but also ballooning, motor 
racing, and business. Her experiences, as told in West to the Sunrise, provide fascinating 
reading and present a firsthand story of aviation from Pearl Harbor to the present. 

The First To Fly Aviation’s Pioneer Days Harris, Sherwood Simon and Schuster 
1970
Hardcover w/jacket cover Donated by Sarah Chauvet—April 2020 Flying seemed 
more like fantasy than fact in its pioneer days, and Sherwood Harris captures all the 
color, derringdo, resourcefulness, mechanical ingenuity and perseverance that turned the 
dreams of daredevils into aviation’s triumph. 

Wings Over Idaho An Aviation History  Hart, Arthur A.  Historic Books, Inc. 
1991  Soft Cover    Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2001  This book 
began as a modest overview of the history of aviation in Boise, Idaho. It grew, inevitably 
it seemed, into a history of aviation embracing the whole state. This was due, in part, to 
the revolution created by flight itself—the wonder that made Idaho’s thousands of square 
miles of mountains and wilderness passable by plane in hours rather than weeks. Not 
only could pioneer pilots fly into towns all over the state, but national and international 
aviation figures came to Idaho as well. 

Quest for Flight John J. Montgomery and the Dawn of Aviation in the West
Harwood, Craig S./Gary B. Fogel University of Oklahoma Press: Norman 2012 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Autographed
Donated by Joanne Nissen—June 2022 Local author Craig Harwood an engineering 



geologist, and Gary Fogel teamed up to write about Harwood’s great-great uncle who 
engineered and tested an “aeroplane” that soared as high as 3,000 feet above Aptos 
California in 1905. 

Letters Home: 1944-1945 Women Airforce Service Pilots Haydu, Bernice “Bee” Falk
Bernice Haydu 2008
Soft Cover Autographed In February of 1944 Bernice Falk was accepted into 
the Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War II (WASP). Her mother saved the letters 
Bee wrote home describing her training and tour of active duty. They tell a fascinating 
story of her military experiences and some of the problems she had to overcome in order 
to become and remain a professional pilot. She explains how aviation and piloting 
continued to be an important part of her life while rearing a family who all learned to 
love flying. She also chronicles the WASP struggle to be recognized as veterans during 
her term as president of their organization.  

Amelia Earhart’s Daughters Haynsworth, Leslie & Toomey, David Harper 
Collin’s 2000 Hardcover w/jacket donated by Mona Kendrick—November 2014 The 
wild and glorious story of American women aviators from World War II to the dawn of 
the space age. 

Women of Waco Heins, Andy WACO Historical Society Inc. 2008
Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2016The twenty-four women 
presented in this booklet all had one thing in common besides flying Waco aircraft; 
courage and determination to succeed in what was known as a man’s world. Women who 
flew in the 1920’s and 1930’s had to possess a special quality unlike that of other women 
of their generation. Often times, men would revolt against the women fliers by not letting 
them fly high-powered or high speed aircraft because they were deemed “more than a 
woman can handle”.  They were not allowed to participate in mixed-sex air races yet the 
women featured within set world records for distance, speed, altitude, and won numerous 
races. They revolted against the system and did what they liked best…..flying airplanes. 
Susan Theodorelos—Waco Pilot, Waco RNF NC663Y

True Valor Uncommon Heroes Henderson, Dee Mulmomah Publishers, Inc. 
2002 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Purchased by The Monterey Bay Chapter 
99s—March 2008 Lieutenant Grace Yates, the perfect combination of skill 
and grace under pressure, has made a career of defending God an country. And she’s one 
of the first women to fly fighter jets on dangerous missions over Iraq for the Navy. Air 
Force Major Bruce Stanton spends his time as a pararescueman, aiding pilots who are 
brought down behind enemy lines. He’s also smart, handsome and interested in Grace. 
With jobs that keep them apart, he and Grace get to know each other—and fall in love—
through their letters. They learn to lean on God and each other, as tensions mount 
overseas. Then a pilot is reported missing behind enemy lines and it turns out to be 
Grace. Bruce steels himself for what is ahead. His only goal—to get her out alive……..

Miss E Finding her was just the beginning. Herberger, Brian Birch Cove Books 



2016 Softcover
Donated by Sophia Taylor-Home—April 2020 Being the new kid in town is 
a way of life for Bets, but moving to California in 1967 is different. Her father leaves for 
the war in Vietnam, her history teacher gives an assignment that has the whole school 
searching for clues, and the town’s most mysterious resident shares a secret with Bets that 
has been hidden away for decades. When a peaceful protest spins out of control, Bets is 
forced to reconsider how she feels about the war her father is fighting and her own role in 
events taking place much closer to home. 

The Warbirds  Herman, Richard Jr. Donald I. Fine, Inc.  1989 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Laura Barnett—June 2002 This is a 
dramatization of aerial combat and written by someone who was there. There are nail-
biting dogfights that show the nuts and bolts of tactical flying, the sacrifices made, and 
the personalities that make a fighting machine work in combat. The author combines a 
mastery of technical detail with an instinct for vivid characterization to create a novel 
filled with the burning smell of ambitions, war and the men—and women—who live and 
die doing their job for their country.

Anne Morrow Lindbergh A Gift for Life Herrmann, Dorothy Penguin Books 1993
Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 A pioneer aviatrix; a devoted 

wife and mother; a beloved writer, Anne Morrow Lindbergh continues to be one of the 
most inspirational women of the twentieth century. In her compelling biography, Dorothy 
Herrmann explores this remarkable woman’s career, her achievements and tragedies. 
From her privileged childhood and her storybook marriage, to the kidnap and murder of 
her first child and a decade-long political ostracism, and finally to her triumph as a 
celebrated writer, this account depicts Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s struggle to find her true 
identity amidst the pressures of family and fame. This first full-scale biography is an 
intelligent and complex portrait of a gifted woman, as well as a significant new chapter in 
the history of twentieth-century women.
  
Howard Hughes The Secret Life Higham, Charles St. Martin’s Griffin 2004 
Soft Cover  Donated by Joanne Nissen—November 2010 His wealth was legendary. 
His passions were bizarre. Now, the truth about the money, the madness, and the man 
behind the enigma. 

Flight  Hill and Wang  Hill and Wang, Inc., 1963 Hard Cover without dust 
jacket 
Donated by Geneva Cranford—March 2002 A pictorial review of flight from 
many different aspects with captions in the back of the book describing each photo.

Unbroken An Olympian’s Journey from Airman to Castaway to Captive Hillenbrand, 



Laura Delacorte Press 2014 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Sophia Taylor-
Home—April 2020
In this captivating young adult edition of her award-winning #1 New York Times 
bestseller, Laura Hillenbrand tells the story of Louie Zamperini’s breathtaking odyssey 
and the courage, cunning, and fortitude he found to endure and overcome. Lavishly 
illustrated with more than one hundred photographs and featuring an exclusive 
conversation between Laura Hillenbrand and Louie Zamperini, Unbroken will introduce 
a new generation to one of history’s most thrilling survival epics. 

Skystars: The History of Women in Aviation Hodgman, Ann & Djabbaroff, Rudy
McClelland & Stewart, Ltd. 1981 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by 

the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 This book follows the history of 
women flyers from the early days of a few spirited individuals, telling of some of their 
crazy stunts as well as their determination and purpose, until today, when women in the 
air have to be taken seriously. It is illustrated with many photographs of famous women 
pilots and their airplanes, showing changes in aircraft and flying gear as well as in the 
women who flew. 

The Tale of Tango Hohmann, Paul E. Xlibris LLC 2014 Softcover (children’s 
book)
Far, far away, in a Midwestern town in late winter, a wonderful event was happening in a 
small factory. As the cold wind blew across the flat, open land, a brand-new airplane 
named Tango was being fitted with its identification number plate. This was a big event 
for the little airplane because it was the final step before it was allowed to fly. This 
particular plane's identification number, or ID for short, was 1228, its date of 
manufacture. The little plane was checked, inspected, and labeled as Airworthy. He was 
ready to take to the skies.

Ladybirds II Holden, Henry M & Griffith, Captain Lori Black Hawk Publishing 
Company First Edition 1993 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Alice 
Talnack—April 2015 Over the past 90 years women have played a significant role in the 
development of aviation in America. But, women did not first enter aviation a mere 90 
years ago. They were contributing from the dawn of flight. Just seven months after the 
first man flew, the first woman went aloft. And five months before the Wright brothers 
flew their heavier-than-air machine, a woman soloed in a powered aircraft. 

Ladybirds-The Continuing Story of American Women in Aviation provides a glimpse at 
the past, and honors the women of yesteryear. It also celebrates the achievements of 
today’s women and preserves the aviation sector of women’s history. 

Aircraft of the Aces:Legends of World War 2—Featuring the acclaimed artwork of Iain 



Wyllie Holmes, Tony
Osprey Publishing Limited 2000 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura 
Barnett—August 2014
This volume showcases the specially commissioned cover artwork of leading aviation 
artist Iain Wyllie, who has produced over 30 action-packed paintings for the world’s most 
successful aviation series of recent years, Aircraft of the Aces. Each of the 30 artworks 
contained within this book is accompanied by a detailed discussion of the action depicted 
in the painting itself. 

Rise of the Rocket Girls The Women Who Propelled Us, From Missiles To The Moon To 
Mars Holt, Nathalia
Black Bay Books 2016 Soft Cover Donated by Sophia Taylor-Home—April 
2020 In the 1940’s, when the newly minted Jet propulsion Laboratory needed quick-
thinking mathematicians, it recruited an elite group of young women—known as human 
computers—who, with only pencil, paper, and brain power, helped bring about America’s 
first ballistic missiles. But their hearts lay in the dream of space exploration, and when 
JPL became part of NASA, the computers helped send the first probes to the moon. Later, 
through their efforts, we launched the ships that showed us the contours of our solar 
system. 

Calculated Risk The Extraordinary Life of Jimmy Doolittle—Aviation Pioneer and 
World War II Hero
A Memoir by Jonna Doolittle Hoppes Santa Monica Press 2005 Hard Cover w/
dust jacket
Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2006 Calculated Risk is a firsthand 
account written by granddaughter Jonna Doolittle Hoppes that brings readers inside the 
public and private world of Jimmy Doolittle and his family and sheds light on the drives 
and motivation of one of America’s greatest heroes. The book also features many never-
before-seen photographs from the Doolittle Library archives.

Forever Flying An Autobiography by R. A. “Bob” Hoover Hoover, R. A. “Bob” 
w/Mark Shaw 
Pocket Books 1996  Hard Cover w/dust jacket and autographed
Donated by Louise Minniear—October 2003  Barnstormer, World War II fighter, test 
pilot, aerobatic genius—Bob Hoover is a living aviation legend, the man General James 
“Jimmy” Doolittle called “the greatest stick and rudder pilot who ever lived.” Hoover's 
career spans the history of American aviation, and now he tells his amazing story with all 
the flat-out honesty and gusto that have made his life an extraordinary adventure.  

Wilbur and Orville A Biography of the Wright Brothers  Howard, Fred Alfred 
A. Knopf 1987 
First Edition - US Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Among the many books that have 
been written about the two bicycle mechanics from Ohio who stunned the world by 
inventing powered flight, Wilbur and Orville is, uniquely, a complete biography.  It deals 
not only with the Wright brothers' epochal achievement at Kitty Hawk in 1903 but also, 



in detail, with the events before and after.  

As The Pro Flies...flying expertly, in a professional manner Hoyt, John R. McGraw-Hill 
1959 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket    Donated by Geneva Cranford—March 2002    “Flying isn’t 
difficult,” says John R. Hoyt, “it merely requires better techniques than those used in 
other mechanical pursuits.” In this authoritative book designed for novice and 
experienced pilot alike, Mr. Hoyt, former Navy flier and Civil Aeronautics 
Administration safety inspector, teaches you these techniques. He explains not only what 
you need to know about the mechanics of modern flying but also—and this is equally 
important—how to acquire the ability to think quickly and plan ahead. This is the 
psychological element of aviation that the author calls “Quality X,” and he insists that a 
pilot must have it in all aspects of flying—from familiarizing himself with a new plane to 
making difficult instrument landings.

Leaving Earth A Novel Humphreys, Helen Metropolitan Books 1997 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket
Purchased by The Chapter—February 2008 With the sensuous, shimmering 
language of an accomplished poet, Helen Humphreys has drawn two unforgettable 
heroines in a grim world hungry for feats of bravery. Tracing the inevitable curve of day 
into night and the subtle shifts of women’s lives, Leaving Earth interweaves the forces of 
history and progress, love and betrayal, cowardice and courage.  

Mentor Inbound The Authorized Biography of Fred J. Ascani, Major General, USAF 
Retired Holder of the 1951 World Speed Record Hutchinson, Sheryl L. LtCol, USAF 
Retired Authorhouse 2009 
Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 2011 Sheryl worked outside of 
maintenance for two years as the Air Combat Command Speechwriter from 1997 until 
1999. t was during her following assignment, while she commanded the now deactivated 

450th Test Squadron, “Size Does Matter,” at Edwards AFB, California, that she met the 
subject of her book, MGen Fred Ascani. 

Flights of Passage Reflections of a World War II Aviator Hynes, Samual Naval 
Institute Press 1988 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Robin Mara—December 2001  In World War 
II Sam Hynes was a young Marine bomber pilot. He flew more than a hundred missions 
against the Japanese at Okinawa and Ulithi. But now, some forty years after those 
dramatic combat experiences, it is not the mechanics of flying and war-making that 
remain uppermost in this pilot’s memory. What Hynes remembers best and describes so 



eloquently in this memoir are the sensations he experienced in his rites of passage from 
untrained cadet to war-weary aviator, from youthful innocence to manhood. 

The Pilot’s Air Traffic Control Handbook  Illman, Paul E.  Tab Books 
1989 
Hard Cover no jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001 The author’s reason 
for writing this book is that new hardware may increase safety and enhance aircraft traffic 
flow, but another constant remains—the human element. Modern technology has been 
able to automate a multitude of mechanical operations, but it has not yet found a 
substitute for the mind and judgment of man. People are still piloting airplanes, and 
people on the ground are still directing and communicating with those well-being they 
are guarding.  

The Pilot’s Radio Communications Handbook 4th Edition     Illman, Paul E.   1994 
Soft Cover 
Donated by Pam Cabak—October 2003 This book gives you all the information you 
need to communicate clearly from the cockpit.  

Mountain Flying  Imeson, Sparky Airguide Publications, Inc. 1982 Soft 
Cover      Donated by Pat York—July 2001  A comprehensive guide to mountain flying. 
Subjects covered in this book are: meteorology, air speed indicator, weight and balance, 
aircraft inspection and fuel management just to name a few.    

The Plane that changed the World A biography of the DC-3       Ingells, Douglas
Aero Publishers 1966 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  The Plane that changed the World is more than a story of a 
machine with wings. It is a story of men with vision, of engineers and scientists; men 
who worked with their hands on the production line, tens of thousands of them; men of 
Wall Street who had the faith to back a struggling, infant air transport industry; men born 
to the sky who loved to fly; of small towns and big cities linked together in the greatest 
air transport system the world has ever known; the story of a revolution in transportation 
that unshackled the bonds of earthlings and put them on the stairway to the stars.  

To Rule The Night The Discovery Voyage of Astronaut Jim Irwin  Irwin, Jim
Holman Bible Publishers Soft Cover This book is the thrilling account of one of 
the greatest adventures of all time—man’s journey to the moon. More significantly, it is 
also the inspiring story of one man’s journey to faith in the God of the Universe. 
Astronaut Jim Irwin has a unique and challenging story to tell.  

AIRWAR/Terror from the Sky/Tragic Victories#1  Jablonski, Edward Doubleday & 
Company Inc. 1971 Hardcover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura Barnett—June 



2002         Terror From The Sky is an account of the revolutionary tactics that aviation 
introduced in the early years of the war: the blitzkrieg with which Hitler’s Stukas 
defeated most of Europe, and the terror-bombing with which the Luftwaffe attempted to 
beat Britain into submission. Yet it is also made up of fascinating personal stories of 
individual airmen and their war: the German pilots in the blitz, and R.A.F. fliers who held 
them off with a handful of Spitfires and Hurricanes until the balance of victory tipped 
towards the allies.

AIRWAR/Outraged Skies/Wings of Fire#2 Jablonski, Edward  Doubleday & 
Company, Inc. 1971 Hardcover w/dust jacket  Donated by Laura Barnett—June 
2002 It is a fascinating account of the desperate improvisation of men and material 
through which America struggled to bring the conflict to the Japanese island strongholds. 
Called “Operation Shoestring” by those who fought it, it was an unorthodox war of hit-
and-run dogfights and, for a time, meager bombing raids. Recreated here, it is filled with 
the heroic exploit of General Kenny's fledgling Fifth Air Force and the Naval and Marine 
pilots of Admiral Halsey’s carriers in the Marianas “Turkey Shoot” and the skies over 
Saipan, New Guinea, Rabaul, the Dutch East Indies, Dan other sections of the South 
Pacific. 

Double Strike The Epic Air Raids on Regensburg/Schweinfurt  Jablonski, 
Edward         Doubleday 1974 Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—November 2003  
On paper, Mission 84 of the Eighth Air Force was unique two pronged attack on the 
important German manufacturing cities of Regensburg and Schweinfurt, a brilliant, 
innovative master stroke. Once airborne on August 17, 1943, however, it became one of 
the costliest and bloodiest air battles of World War II. 

Takeoffs and Touchdowns My Sixty Years of Flying Jacob, Fred E. A.S. Barnes 
& Company, Inc. 1981  Hardcover w/dust jacket—Autographed    Donated by 
Robin Mara—December 2001         An exciting and informative chronicle of six decades 
of unforgettable flights in all kinds of aircraft, highlighting one remarkable pilot’s 
colorful experiences, close calls, and close encounters with many fascinating and famous 
people.  

Flying on the Gages A Book About Instrument Flying  Jacobson, Brian M.     
Odyssey Aviation Publications 1996      Soft cover     Donated by Pat York—October 
2002 
Brian M. Jacobson is a 12,000 hour corporate pilot who has flown all types of general 
aviation aircraft during his 26 years in aviation. He and his wife, Virginia, own a 1975 
Piper Arrow which they use to travel across the United States. He is a contributing editor 
to Aviation Safety, IFR Refresher, a contributor to Plane & Pilot, and can be heard on 
Belvoir Publication’s Pilot’s Audio Update. 

Teacher Wore a Parachute  James, Joe  A.S. Barnes and Co., Inc. 1967 



Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Robin Mara—December 2001  The legends 
and the lore of the days when cadets in the flying schools of World War II flew the 
aircraft known as the “Yellow Peril” is now told by Joe James, who was himself a World 
War II flight instructor and who has logged almost 4,000 flying hours, many of them in 
the “Yellow Peril.” The lighter moments of those tense and trying times are relived by a 
man who was there, and who shared with hundreds of cadets the days spent in the 
strange-looking crate that either made them or broke them. With humor and nostalgia, Joe 
James recalls those gone forever days of the open cockpit, the goggles, and the flapping 
white scarf trailing in the wind.  

Heroes Without Legacy American Airwomen, 1912-1944 Jaros, Dean         
University Press of Colorado 1993 Hardcover w/jacket  Aside from Amelia Earhart, 
America’s earliest airwomen and their achievements remain largely unknown to the 
public. While enjoying widespread media attention in the twenties, thirties, and forties, 
America’s female pilots lapsed into obscurity following World War II, denying current 
generations of women a promising cadre of role models. This book pays tribute to these 
spectacular pioneers: Katherine Stinson, Louise Thaden, World  War II’s Women Airforce 
Pilots, and many others.

Airline Pilot Interviews How You Can Succeed in Getting Hired Jasinski, Irv Career 
Advancement Publications 1987 Soft Cover Donated by Tom Unsicker—October 
2021 This book concentrates on showing you how to prepare an impressive pilot 
resume and employment package, how to obtain the interviews you want, and how to 
present yourself in the most effective, professional manner during an interview. 

The Flying Nun And The Women of The West Jensen, Sister Anne Mare Random 
House Australia 1998 Soft Cover  Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 2001  A 
baseball cap, riding boots and a Cessna aeroplane are not normally part of the image that 
comes to mind when we think of a nun—but then Sister Anne Maree Jensen’s “Aerial 
Ministry” is not a conventional calling either. This is not the story of Sister Anne Maree 
alone. It is also the story of the many women to whom her life and work are devoted. 
With humour, fatalism and hope, these women of the west tell of their own experiences: 
happiness, tragedy, their solitude and the heroism that is everyday life but also the sense 
of communion and wonder which the bush never ceases to awake in them.  

Aviation Yearbook 1976 Jeppesen/Sanderson Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc. 1976 
Hardcover Donated by Dell Hinn—April 2001  The Jeppesen Sanderson Aviation 
Yearbook 1976 reviews the period from November 1974 to October 1975. Articles 
dealing with significant topics in the world of aviation that occurred during this period 
have been chosen from a number of English language aviation publications. 

Aviation Yearbook 1977 Jeppesen/Sanderson Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc. 1977 
Hardcover Donated by Dell Hinn—April 2001 The Jeppesen Sanderson Aviation 
Yearbook 1977 reviews the period from November 1975 to December 1976. Articles 
dealing with significant topics in the world of aviation that occurred during this period 



have been chosen from a number of English language aviation publications. 

Aviation Yearbook 1980 Jeppesen/Sanderson Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc. 1980 
Hardcover Donated by Dell Hinn—April 2001 The Jeppesen Sanderson Aviation 
Yearbook 1980 reviews the period from January to December 1979. Articles dealing with 
significant topics in the world of aviation that occurred during this period have been 
chosen from a number of English language aviation publications.
Instrument Rating Manual Jeppesen Sanderson 1988 Hardcover Donated by 
Carolyn Dugger—October 2021 The Jeppesen Sanderson Instrument Rating 
Manual includes the material you need to complete your instrument training, as well as 
that need for your commercial pilot certificate. 

Tales of Flying  Pacemaker True Adventures  Jerrome, Edward G.   1970 Hard 
Cover w/o jacket Donated by Pam Cabak—October 2003 An elementary school library 
book about true flying stories. 

The Powder Puff Derby of 1929 The True Story of the First Women’s Cross Country Air 
Race  
Jessen, Gene Nora   Sourcebooks, Inc. 2002   Soft Cover   Donated by Pam O’Brien—
May 2002   
In 1929, nineteen women set out from Santa Monica, California, in flimsy, propeller-
driven planes, with a mission—to be the first to cover the cross-country course to 
Cleveland, Ohio. Dubbed “The Powder Puff Derby” by humorist Will Rogers, the 
competition was honest, aggressive and dangerous. The Powder Puff Derby of 1929 tells 
the thrilling story of the first major female airplane race. Despite countless crashes, sexist 
critics and one horrendous fatality, the racers captivated the nation and pioneered a new 
future and respect for female aviators.

The Powder Puff Derby of 1929 The True Story of the First Women’s Cross-Country Air 
Race Jessen, Gene Nora Sourcebooks, Inc. 2002 Soft Cover Autographed by Gene 
Nora Jessen Donated by Sarah Chauvet—March 2021 In 1929, nineteen women set 
out from Santa Monica, California, in flimsy, propeller-driven planes, with a mission—to 
be the first to cover the cross-country course to Cleveland, Ohio. Dubbed “The Powder 
Puff Derby” by humorist Will Rogers, the competition was honest, aggressive and 
dangerous. The Powder Puff Derby of 1929 tells the thrilling story of the first major 
female airplane race. Despite countless crashes, sexist critics and one horrendous fatality, 
the racers captivated the nationa nd pioneered a new future and respect for female 
aviators. 

Kelly More Than My Share of It All Johnson, L. “Kelly” with Maggie Smith Soft 
Cover Smithsonian Books 1989 “Kelly’ Johnson led the design of such important 
American aircraft as the P-38 and the Constellation, but will be remembered more for the 
U-2 and SR-71 ‘spy’ planes. His leadership of the Lockheed ‘Skunk Works’ made him a 
legendary figure in American aerospace management. This is his autobiography; fast 
paced, very readable, and technically interesting. It covers a fifty-year span of American 



aviation without being a history book….What makes this book so valuable is Mr. 
Johnson’s exposition of the mind-set to find the simplest, least expensive fix to each 
technological problem….Recommended for all harried technologists and defense 
planners, it will encourage one’s faith that a better way is possible.” 

Bird Watcher Johnson, Marjorie Soft Cover Infinity Publishing 2007
Autographed by author Donated Joanne Nissen—February 2014 Who is the 
bird watcher and why does he steal airplanes? A terrorist, or is he? When Jerry 
Christensen’s Cessna disappears from its tie-down at Palo Alto Airport—a small white 
airplane with a thousand clones and a hundred places to hide—Air Traffic Control can’t 
help, and the FBI isn’t interested. Jerry, a schoolteacher, is unsuited to pursue a criminal 
but determines to catch the thief himself. He acts on hunches and makes outrageous plans
—his imagination and his background as a pilot his only weapons against serial aircraft 
thefts and a conspiracy against Hoover Dam. Will Jerry stop the thief in time?

Cheating Death Amazing Survival Stories from Alaska Kaniut, Larry Soft Cover
Epicenter Press 1994 Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 Alaska’s best-known 
storyteller offers a chilling collection of survival stories from pilots, hikers, hunters, 
climbers, boaters, and fishermen who confront their mortality—and live to tell about it! 

No Easy Days The Incredible Drama of Naval Aviation Keeney, Douglas & Butler, 
William
Butler+Keeney+Farmer 1995 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Judy 
Spaulding—August 2007
Welcome to the world of naval aviation, the most demanding flight environment in the 
world. This book is a pictorial presentation of mishaps in carrier flight operations. It is 
the most complete visual record of the numerous, fascinating ways flights can go wrong. 
Further, it is a rate photo collection of the hard-earned lessons of naval aviation, and a 
tribute to fifty years of pilots and crews who have lived with this risky occupation, and 
have found out first-hand that in carrier operations there are no easy days. 

Those Wonderful Women In Their Flying Machines The Unknown Heroines Of World 
War II 
VanWagenen Keil, Sally  Four Directions Press 1990 Hardcover Donated by Robin 
Mara—December 2001 From 1942 to 1944, almost two thousand women pilots left 
their civilian lives as students, movie stuntwomen, secretaries, blackjack dealers, teachers 
and wives with husbands overseas to converge on Avenger Field, Sweetwater, Texas. 
There at the only all-female cadet air base in history they slipped into ill-fitting men’s GI 
flying suits and marched into the “Army Way” of life. Six months later, the Women’s 
Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) were sent out to fly every airplane in America’s air 
arsenal, from the colossal B-29 Superfortress to the lightning-fast P-51 Mustang fighter. 
The author tells the romantic story of America’s entry into the Air Age. 

Aviators In Early Hollywood Kelly, Shawna Arcadia Publishing 2008
Softcover



Donated by Joanne Nissen—October 15, 2014 Hollywood’s leading aviators were 
heroic knights of the sky on the screen as well as in real life. These leading aviators 
performed aerial stunt sequences and acted, plus some wrote and directed motion 
pictures. Directing giant Cecil B. DeMille was so enthralled with aviation that he owned 
three airfields. Charlie Chaplin’s family airfield also doubled as a motion-picture set.  

Redefining Airmanship Kern, Tony McGraw-Hill 1997 Hardcover w/dust 
cover Donated by Laura A. Barnett—October 2009 Redefining Airmanship gives 
you a holistic model of good airmanship and shows you how to use that model to 
measure and improve your performance. Using the book’s Individual Improvement Plan, 
you can increase your confidence…develop flight discipline…understand your 
aircraft….know your crew’s strengths and weaknesses….be an effective team manager…
and achieve your personal best as an airman. 
  
The Advanced Pilot’s Flight Manual Fifth Edition  Kershner, William K. 
Iowa State University Press 1985 Soft Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 
2001           This manual covers the following topics: Airplane Performance and Stability 
for Pilots, Checking out in Advanced Models and Types, Emergencies and Unusual 
Situations, Advanced Navigation, High-Altitude Operations, Preparing for the 
Commercial Written and Flight Tests and Selected Federal Aviation Regulations.  

The Basic Aerobatic Manual Kershner, William K. Iowa State 
University Press/Ames 1993 Soft Cover Donated by Tom Unsicker—October 2021

Kershner introduces aerobatic maneuvers in order of difficulty, covering stalls, 
steep power turns, spins, loops and rolls and combinations of the two, and a variety of 
other maneuvers. A separate chapter is devoted to the subject of recoveries in unusual 
situations. As always, Kershner presents his material in a clear, understandable, and 
humorous style. The Basic Aerobatic Manual is fully illustrated and contains a practical 
syllabus, a detailed bibliography, and an index. 

The Instrument Flight Manual Third Edition Kershner, William K. Iowa 
State University Press/Ames, Iowa 1985 Soft Cover Donated by Pat York—July 
2001 This manual is aimed at the pilot interested in obtaining an instrument rating and 
the already rated pilot wanting to do refresher work. 

The Happy Bottom Riding Club The life and times of Pancho Barnes Kessler, 
Lauren   Random House 2000  Hard Cover w/jacket  Pancho Barnes was a 
California heiress who inherited a love of flying from her grandfather, a pioneer 
balloonist in the Civil War. She was a force of nature, a woman who lived a big, messy, 
colorful, unconventional life.  

Flight of the Gin Fizz Midlife at 4,500 Feet Kisor, Henry BasicBooks 1997
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by the Salinas Pilot’s Association—June 2014
Henry Kisor didn’t realize what he was getting himself into when a friend invited him 
aboard his small plane one afternoon, but as the engine revved and the craft took flight, 



he found himself exhilarated as never before. Fifty-three years old, Kisor had looked in 
the mirror and saw staring back “a man who was short, fat, bald, bespectacled, and deaf.” 
He needed to reclaim his zest for life, and he found the answer in learning how to fly. 
Apollo 8 The Thrilling Story of the First Mission to the Moon Kluger, JeffreyHenry 
Holt and Company 2017 Hardcover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne Nissen—
August 2017
Written with all the color and verve of the best narrative nonfiction, Apollo 8 takes us 
from Mission Control to the astronauts’ homes, from the test labs to the launchpad. 

Amelia Earhart Lives A Trip Through Intrigue to Find America’s First lady of Mystery 
Klaas, Joe and Joseph Gervais   McGraw-Hill Book Company   1970  
Hardcover w/dust jacket Signed First Edition  Donated by Geneva Cranford—
March 2002  This book is about the search into the disappearance of Amelia 
Earhart by Air Force Major Joe Gervais and written by Joe Klaas. Others have looked 
into the disappearance of Amelia Earhart, but never with the persistence, dedication, and 
revelations of Joe Gervais. In writing Amelia Earhart Lives, author Joe Klaas has 
faithfully recorded the suspense of an amazing ten-year trip through intrigue.  

The Great Book Of Bombers The World’s most important bombers from World War 1 to 
the present day Lake, Jon Salamander Books Ltd. 2002  Hard Cover 
Donated by Anandi Heinrich—September 2003 This book describes history’s most 
important, influential and interesting bomber aircraft. Some are legendary, having 
achieved great success and distinction in war, but others were fascinating failures, and a 
handful are ‘might have beens’—great aircraft which promised to revolutionize aerial 
warfare, but which ultimately failed to enter operational service.  

Fly By Wire The Geese, The Glide, The Miracle On The Hudson Langewiesche, 
William Farrar, Straus and Giroux 2009 Hard Cover w/jacket
Donated by Mona Kendrick—November 2014
On January 15, 2009, a US Airways Airbus A320 had just taken off from LaGuardia 
Airport in New York when a flock of Canada geese collided with it, destroying both of its 
engines. Over the next three minutes, the plane’s pilot, Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger, 
managed to glide it to a safe landing in the Hudson River. It was instant media sensation, 
the “Miracle on the Hudson,” and Captain Sully was the hero. 

Inside The Sky A Meditation On Flight Langewiesche, William  Pantheon 
Books  1998  Hard Cover w/dust jacket Purchased from Gaudette Books at 
the Watsonville Fly-In & Air Show—2002 
William Langewiesche’s life has been deeply intertwined with the idea and act of flying. 
Fifty years ago his father, a test pilot, wrote Stick and Rudder, a text still considered by 
many to be the bible of aerial navigation. Langewiesche himself learned to fly while still 
a child. Now he shares his pilot’s-eye view of flight with those of us who take flight for 
granted—exploring the inner world of a sky that remains as exotic and revealing as the 
most foreign destination. 



Flying Higher The Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War II Langley, Wanda 
The Shoe String Press, Inc. 2002 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The 
Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 The year was 1943 and a global war was 
raging. In the U.S., all male military pilots were needed for combat duty, which left 
critical piloting jobs vacant across the land. Who would deliver the newly manufactured 
planes to their domestic bases? Who would help train cadet pilots and tow targets for 
gunnery practice, test new planes, and retest old ones. The answer was: the Women 
Airforce Service Pilots (WASP)

Stick and Rudder An Explanation of the Art of Flying Langewiesche, Wolfgang
McGraw-Hill, Inc. 1972 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Anonymous—
May 2013 Stick and Rudder is the first exact analysis of the art of flying ever 
attempted. It has been continuously in print for thirty-three years, and has enjoyed 
steadily increasing sales. Flight instructors have found that the book does indeed explain 
important phases of the art of flying, in a way the learner can use. It shows precisely what 
the pilot does when he flies, just how he does it, and why. These basics are largely 
unchanging. The book therefore is applicable to large airplanes and small, old airplanes 
and new, and is of interest not only to the learner but also to the accomplished pilot and to 
the instructor himself. 

Keep Young and Fly Forever* *or, at least know when it’s time to stop Lapp, Janet 
and Lorne Sheren  Janet E. Lapp and Lorne B. Sheren 2009 Soft Cover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2012 Just as your engine life might be extended 
longer than published TBO, your TBG (Time Before Grounding) might be much longer 
than you think. 

Fly On Instruments A practical guide to obtaining and using the instrument rating, by a 
qualified flight instructor and aviation writer. Illustrated Larson, George C.
Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1980
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura A. Barnett—August 2008 FLY 
ON INSTRUMENTS incorporates a unique new compilation of many rules and 
regulations governing IFR flight along with interpretations of the rules.

Aerial Pioneers The U.S. Air Mail Service, 1918-1927  Leary, William M. 
Smithsonian Institution Press 1985 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pat York
—July 2001 Aerial Pioneers is a richly detailed account of the U.S. Air Mail Service, 
the little-remembered organization that laid the foundations for commercial aviation in 
the United States. Sponsored by the U.S. Post Office, the Air mail Service began 
operations between Washington, D.C., and New York in 1918 with six frail “Jennies.” 
Nine years later, postal pilots were flying day and night from coast to coast, maintaining 
the longest regularly scheduled air route in the world. 

Before Amelia Women Pilots in the Early Days of Aviation Brassey’s Inc. 2002
Lebow, Eileen F. 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 



2015 Amelia Earhart is, without a doubt, the world’s most famous woman aviator, but 
she was not the first. Dozens of women pilots were in the vanguard of early aviation 
more than a decade before Amelia learned to fly an airplane. Before Amelia is the 
remarkable story of these women pioneer aviators who braved the skies during the first 
two decades of flight. 

Bring Me A Unicorn Diaries and Letters of Anne Morrow Lindbergh 1922-1928
Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., New York 1971, 1972 
First Edition Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 
2006 Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s life has spanned three worlds—home and family, 
aviation, and a distinguished literary career. The daughter of exceptional parents, Dwight 
W. and Elizabeth Cutter Morrow, her upbringing carefully nurtured her gifts of perception 
and literary expression and the self-discipline so much of her marriage to Charles A. 
Lindbergh in 1929 she learned to fly, navigate, and operate radio, and she accompanied 
him on flights from North America to Central America, South America, Asia, and Europe. 
She has raised five children and established homes at different places in the world.

Dearly Beloved Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Harcourt, Brace & World Inc. 1962
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Purchased for the library—March 2008 A June 
wedding, with the aura of blooms on everything, sets the scene for Anne Morrow 
Lindbergh’s new book: Sally is marrying Mark, “in the sight of God and the face of this 
company.” Men will read this luminous book to learn about women; women will read it 
to discover and come to terms with themselves. 

Earth Shine Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Harcourt, Brace & World Inc. 1969 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Purchased for the library—March 2008 Anne Morrow 
Lindbergh sees the earth with a new wonder, as the one place in the universe which is 
known to harbor life, and not human life only but the life of animals, plants, rivers—a 
planet inhabited, nourishing, beautiful, shining. From this overwhelming experience she 
draws conclusions in their turn shine with her good will and integrity. 

Gift From the Sea  An answer to the conflicts in our lives. Lindbergh, Anne 
Morrow Vintage Books 
A Division of Random House  1955 Hard Cover-1991 donated by Sharon Reeder
—March 2012 The setting Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s most widely praised book is 
the sea shore; the time, a brief vacation which had lifted her from the distractions of 
everyday existence into the sphere of meditation. As the sea tosses up its gifts—shells 
rare and perfect—so the mind, left to its ponderings, brings up its own treasures of the 
deep. And the shells become symbols here for the aspects of life she is contemplating. 

Hour of Gold, Hour of Lead Lindbergh, Anne Morrow   The New American 



Library, Inc., First print 1974  Hard Cover without dust jacket  Donated by Geneva 
Cranford—March 2002  A mother’s anguished words relive the tragedy of her 
baby’s kidnapping.  With a 16-page picture album of rare personal photographs.   

Listen! The Wind Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Harcourt, Brace and Company 1938
Hard Cover w/dust jacket—falling apart   Purchased for the library—March 2008
Listen! The Wind” is the story of a survey flight around the North Atlantic Ocean in 
1933. It is a true and accurate account of various incidents which occurred in flying from 
Africa to South America. The purpose of the flight was to study the air-routes between 
America and Europe. At that time, the air-routes of the world were entering their final 
stage of development. The countries had already been crossed and the continents 
connected. It remained only for the oceans to be spanned. Their great over-water 
distances constituted the last major barrier to the commerce of the air.

Locked Rooms and Open Doors Diaries and Letters 1933-1935 Lindbergh, Anne 
Morrow Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 1974 Hard Cover w/dust jacket
Purchased for the library—March 2008 The diaries give an affectingly immediate 
sense of the hardships endured by a young woman sharing the exploits of a singularly 
determined and vigorous man. Far more than in any of her previously published books 
about their flights together, Mrs. Lindbergh shows what it was really like: her struggles 
with fear, homesickness for her child, and the varied discomforts of cold, heat excessive 
fatigue, primitive living conditions, bugs, and exposure to public curiosity. In 
compensation, there are the high rewards of early flying beauty and adventure, of equal 
partnership in a demanding task, and of living up to the standards set by an exceptional 
husband. 

North to the Orient Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Quinn & Boden Company , 
Inc. 1935
Hard Cover without dust jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 This is 
a first hand account of Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s travels and experiences as can only be 
told by the woman who experienced them first hand.  

The Flower and the Nettle Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich 1976 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Carolyn Dugger
—March 2009 After the depressing and restrictive years following the kidnapping of the 
Lindberghs’ first son, this fourth volume in Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s autobiography 
describes a period of private peace—“the happiest years of my life.” The Lindberghs 
sought privacy and security for their child in Europe, and found them in two remarkable 
homes. 

The Steep Ascent Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Harcourt, Brace and Company (A 
WARTIME BOOK  This complete edition is produced in full compliance with the 
government’s regulations for conserving paper and other essential materials.) 1944
Hard Cover w/dust jacket In this new book, which she calls a fictional account of an 
actual incident, Anne Morrow Lindbergh has written the story of a dangerous flight over 



the Alps made by a young couple, Eve and Gerald, whose close relationship forms the 
basic pattern of the narrative. 

The Wave of the Future A Confession of Faith Lindbergh, Anne Morrow
Harcourt, Brace and Company 1940 Hard Cover w/dust jacket A positive faith for 
the future, for those bewildered by the bitter world-events of our time, can be supplied 
only by one who knows that courage is vital in our daily lives, who believes in the poise 
of faith against fear. This is a sincere and heartfelt confession.
 
The Unicorn & Other Poems Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Vintage Books 
Edition, 1972 Soft Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 2006
A collection of poems by Anne Morrow Lindbergh.

War Within and Without Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Berkley Books 1981
Paperback
Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 Anne Lindbergh writes in this fifth and final 
volume of her private papers with the sensitivity of mind and pen that have always 
marked her work. On almost every page there is an idea to remember or a description to 
applaud. But she writes now with surprising candor for a writer of such pronounced 
discretion and reserve, giving unexpected glimpses of her private life, her marriage and 
the real Charles Lindbergh.

The Spirit of St. Louis Lindbergh, Charles A. Scribner 1953 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 In 

General, this book is about flying, and an aviator’s life, in the beginning third of the 20th 
century. In particular, it describes the planning and execution of the first nonstop airplane 
flight between the continents of America and Europe. It has been fourteen years in the 
writing. Started in the city of Paris, during the tense prewar winter of 1938, it’s 
manuscript was completed on the shore of Scotts Cove, off Long Island Sound, in the 
hardly more tranquil year of 1952.

“We”  Lindbergh, Charles A. Grosset & Dunlap Publishers  1927 Hard 
Cover without dust jacket  Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2002  The 
famous Flier’s own story of his life and his transatlantic flight, together with his views on 
the future of aviation. 

Women of the Air    Lomax, Judy   Ballantine Books  1987 Soft Cover  
Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001 The remarkable story of the 
women who pioneered the skies—from hot air balloons to the spacecraft Voyager.  
   
Amelia Earhart The mystery solved Long, Elgen M. & Long, Marie K. Simon 
& Schuster 1999 Hardcover w/jacket Donated by Mary Ellen Eisemann—
February 2009 The authors spent more than twenty-five years researching the 
mystery surrounding Earhart’s final flight before finally determining what happened. 
Now with the recent discovery of long-lost radio messages from Earhart’s final flight, we 



can say with confidence that she ran out of gas just short of her destination of Howland 
Island in the Pacific Ocean. 

Cobras Over The Tundra  Long, Everett Arktika in cooperation with 
Publishing House—Poligraphic Association “Saydyy,” Yakutsk, Russia  2001  
Soft Cover 
Purchased by Monterey Bay Chapter 99s—June 2002 (Autographed)  Today, 
few know that a 7,000 mile bridge existed over the hostile and desolate Arctic—an aerial 
bridge that linked two continents and turned the tide of Nazi conquest from 1942-1945. 
The Alaska-Siberia route was an unimaginable challenge to man and machine as nearly 
8,000 airplanes were flown from Great Falls, Montana to Siberia, Russia. Young 
American and Soviet airmen quickly learned the Arctic is an unforgiving environment. To 
go down in a plane and survive meant conquering the mosquito hordes of summer or the 
bitter -60° cold of winter, and then there was the not so simple matter of being found. 

Into The Teeth of the Tiger Lopez, Donald S. Smithsonian Books 1997 
Soft Cover 
Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2009 Flying a shark-mouthed P-40 in the 
skies over China in 1943 and 1944, Donald S. Lopez participated in one of the most 
remarkable air campaigns of World War II. With orders to impede the Japanese advance 

over the vast Chinese countryside, the 23rd Fighter Group of the 14th Air Force—
successors of the legendary Flying Tigers—flew countless sorties over mountainous, 
poorly mapped terrain, strafing supply lines and attacking troop concentrations even as 
the Japanese launched a major offensive to destroy them. 

Straight On Till Morning The Biography of Beryl Markham  Lovell, Mary S.     St. 
Martin's Press 1987 First US Edition  Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Ann 
Walker—January 2006   "Always well known to the great white hunters of the 
time, and to their leisure-class clientele, Beryl Markham would twice go on to become a 
figure of international renown: in 1936, when she became the first person ever to fly the 
Atlantic solo the hard way – against the headwinds – from England to North America; 
and again in 1983, when her 1942 memoir, West with the Night, was republished to 
worldwide literary acclaim.  Straight On Till Morning is the first biography of this truly 
remarkable woman.  

The Sound of Wings The Life of Amelia Earhart  Lovell, Mary S. St. Martin's 
Press 1989  
First Edition  Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 
2006
The Sound of Wings describes Earhart's childhood in Kansas at the turn of the century; 
her close relationship with an alcoholic father; her early fascination with airplanes; the 
impact of Lindbergh's 1927 transatlantic flight on her life; her first meeting with G.P. 
Putnam; and the peculiar business/matrimonial relationship that Earhart and Putnam 



formed between 1927 and her disappearance ten years later.  

Anatomy of a Spin A Complete Study of the Stall/Spin Phenomena Lowery, John   
Airguide Publications, Inc1981 Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—
January 2006 This book has been written with the hope that increased knowledge of the 
stall/spin phenomenon will help pilots avoid some of the more hazardous pitfalls. For 
example how does tail design and center of gravity affect an aircraft in a spin? Why will 
an aircraft recover with opposite rudder and stick neutral with one pilot aboard, yet 
require opposite rudder/and full forward stick with two pilots? 

Rod Machado’s Instrument Pilot’s Survival Manual A serious book written in a 
refreshing and humorous style!  Machado, Rod Aviation Speakers Bureau 
1991  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This is a book to be used in learning how to 
think differently in the cockpit, a book to be used in acquiring the IFR decision making 
skills of a professional pilot. This book attempts to establish connections and 
relationships that often take many, many years, and thousands of hours of light 
experience, to identify. These relationships offer a pilot greater cockpit confidence and 
more effective decision making ability.   

Rod Machado’s Private Pilot Handbook The Ultimate Pilot Book Machado, Rod 
   The Aviation Speakers Bureau 1997  Soft Cover Donated by Ann 
Walker—January 2006
Learn everything you need for: The FAA private pilot exam, biennial flight reviews, 
updating and refreshing your knowledge. A complete information manual by one of 
aviation’s best-known and most humorous teachers.  

Jean Batten The Garbo of the Skies  Mackersey, Ian  Macdonald 
Publishers 1990  First Edition Hard Cover w/dust jacket 14.95 Pounds  Jean Batten, 
whose sudden disappearance in Majorca in 1982 created a mystery for nearly five years, 
was one of the great aviation megastars of the 1930s.  Her spectacular flights ranked with 
those of Britain's Amy Johnson and Amelia Earhart.  Yet, despite her brilliance as a pilot, 
she remained the least well known of them all. 

Apache Inside the Cockpit of the World’s Most Deadly Fighting Machine Macy, Ed 
Atlantic Monthly Press 2008 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne Nissen—
March 2010 Taking an Apache into battle is like playing an Xbox, a PlayStation, and a 
chess grand master simultaneously to operate this aircraft….And not just for a minute or 
two, but for three hours without a break. Miss one vital element, and you would kill 
yourself and your copilot in an instant.  

A Higher Call Makos, Adam  with Larry Alexander Penguin Group 2012



Soft Cover 
Donated by Joanne Nissen—June 2022 December 1943: A badly damaged American 
bomber struggles to fly over wartime Germany. At the controls is twenty-one-year-old 
Second Lieutenant Charlie Brown. Half his crew lay wounded or dead on this, their first 
mission. Suddenly, A Messerschmitt fighter pulls up on the bomber’s tail. The pilot is 
German ace Franz Stigler—and he can destroy the young American crew with the 
squeeze of a trigger….
What happened next would defy imagination and later be called “the most incredible 
encounter between enemies in World War II.” 

The U.S. 8th Air Force would later classify what happened between them as “top secret.” 
It was an act that Franz could never mention for fear of facing a firing squad. It was the 
encounter that would haunt both Charlie and Franz for forty years until, as old men, they 
would search the world for each other, a last mission that could change their lives forever. 

West With The Night Markham, Beryl  North Point Press 1983 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Donated anonymously—April 2013 Beryl Markham was born in 
England in 1902 and was taken by her father to East Africa in 1906. After apprenticing 
with her father as a trainer and breeder of race horses, she turned to aviation. From 1931 
to 1936 Ms. Markham carried mail, passengers, and supplies in her small plane to the 
remote corners of the Sudan, Tanganyika, Kenya, and Rhodesia. In September 1936 she 
became the first person to fly solo across the Atlantic from east to west—taking off in 
England and crash-landing in Nova Scotia twenty-one hours and twenty-five minutes 
later. Ms Markham died August 3, 1986, at her home in Nairobi, Kenya. 

The Wright Sister Katherine Wright and Her Famous Brother Maurer, Richard 
Roaring Brook Press 2003 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Found in the Monterey Bay 
Chapter 99s end room @ Watsonville Airport—September 2007 This first authoritative 
biography of the Wright brothers’ sister, Richard Maurer tells Katharine’s story. Richard 
Maurer’s account of this little known but pivotal member of the Wright family is based 
on an in-depth study of her personal papers and of the Wright family archives.  

The Lady Be Good Mystery Bomber of World War II McClendon, Dennis E.   Tab 
books 1982 Soft Cover Donated by Pat York—July 2001  In April, 1943, an American 
B-24 Liberator bomber, nicknamed Lady Be Good, failed to return to its base after 
attacking Naples from Slouch, Libya, and was presumed to have crashed in the 
Mediterranean on the home leg.   Step by step the author pieces together the solution to 
the bomber’s mysterious fate through military records, personal correspondence, and 
dramatic evidence provided by the recovery of the remains of eight of the missing crew 
in what has come to be one of the most extraordinary combat incidents of the Second 
World War and one of the most indomitable and futile episodes in the history of desert 
survival. 

The Wright Brothers McCullough, David Simon & Schuster 
Paperbacks 2015       Soft Cover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—June 2022  On a winder day in 1903, on the remote 



Outer Banks of North Carolina, two unknown brothers from Ohio changed history. The 
age of flight had begun with the first heavier-than-air powered machine carrying a pilot. 
Far more than a couple of Dayton bicycle mechanics who happened to hit on success, 
Wilbur and Orville Wright were men of exceptional ability, unyielding determination, and 
far-ranging intellectual interest and curiosity. Two-time Pulitzer Prize winner David 
McCullough tells the dramatic story of how these courageous brothers taught the world 
how to fly—and how their devoted sister, Katharine, played a farm more important role 
than has been generally understood.  

Flying The Helicopter All about the history, operation, control and use of these 
fascinating flying machines!
McDonald, John J. Tab Books 1981 Soft Cover Donated by Pam O’Brien—
October  2006 From ancient Chinese toys and the sketches of Leonardo da Vinci to early 

20th century autogyros and big, modern Boeing Vertols, no form of light has ever quite 
captured the imagination of aero buffs as has that of the helicopter! Now, here’s a 
complete source-book on these unique and intriguing machines, covering the history of 
helicopters as well as every aspect of their operation, control, use, and the how-to’s of 
flying them. 

Helicopters—1948-1998 A contemporary history McGuire, Francis  Frank L. 
Jensen, Jr. 1998 Hardcover (first edition)  “Helicopters: 1948-1998” traces the growth 
of the civil helicopter industry worldwide, including increasingly safe and more capable 
machines and the dedicated professionals who manufactured, operated, flew, and 
maintained them.   

Primary Aerobatic Flight Training with Military Techniques Medore, Lt. Col. Art, 
USAFR (Ret.)
Banaire Enterprises, Inc. 1978 Soft Cover Donated by Tom Unsicker—October 
2021
Lt. Colonel Arthur S. Medore, USAFR is the founder and chief pilot of Sussex Aero 
Aerobatic Flight Center, Sussex, New Jersey. As a World War II fighter pilot, Colonel 
Medore received the finest flight training in the world. He was most impressed with the 
aerobatic training phase required in the Primary, Basic and Advanced Flight Schools. 
Upon graduation and transitioning to P-40’s and P-51’s, he was assigned additional duties 
as an aerobatic flight instructor in the Vultee BT-13 basic trainer and later in the North 
American AT-6 advanced trainer. Following the war, Medore remained active in the AIR 
FORCE RESERVE and continued his education earning BS, MS, and LLB Degrees. 

I Was Amelia Earhart : A Novel Mendelsohn, Jane  Vintage Books, a division of 



Random House 1996 Paperback On July 2, 1937, Amelia Earhart flew her Lockheed 
Electra into a cloud bank off the coast of New Guinea and disappeared with her 
navigator, Fred Noonan. In this shimmering, sensuous novel, Earhart speaks to us from 
beyond the sky, suggesting what might have happened afterwards and proving that 
though the flesh is mortal, legends last forever.

For The Love of Flying:The Story of Laurentian Air Services Metcalfe-Chenail, 
Danielle Robin Brass Studio, Inc. 2009 Softcover Donated by Joanne 
Nissen—January 2011 For the Love of Flying tells the story of Laurentian Air 
Services and its subsidiaries, Air Schefferville, Delay river Outfitters and more. Drawing 
on extensive research and interviews with Laurentian’s owners, pilots and ground crew, 
author Danielle Metcalfe-Chenail explores this innovative company’s colourful 60-year 
history from its founding in 1936 with biplanes through the 1990s when it operated twin-
engine turboprops. 

Polar Winds A Century of Flying the North Metcalfe-Chenail, Danielle
Dundurn Toronto 2014
Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2017 Polar Winds uses the 
stories of these pilots and others to explore the greater history of air travel in the North, 
from the Klondike Gold Rush through to the end of the twentieth century. It encompasses 
everything from exploration flights to the North Pole in airships to passenger travel in jet 
liners; flying school buses for residential schools to indigenous pilots performing mercy 
flights; and from the harrowing crashes to the routine supply runs that make up daily life 
in the North. Above all, it is a unique history told through the experiences of northerners 
on the ground and in the sky. 

Tales of the South Pacific Michener, James A.   Macmillan Publishing Company 
1995 
Hard Cover without dust jacket   Donated by Geneva Cranford—March 2002  
The South Pacific: an enchantingly beautiful world of coral atolls, graceful coconut 
palms, and endless ocean. In the 1940’s, when the world was at war, it was a place where 
men went to do battle and, sometimes, to die. And sometimes, in the midst of war, they 
found friendship—and even love. Here, fifty years after that war ended, are the 
unforgettable tales of Nellie Forbush, Joe Cable, and bloody Mary as only James 
Michener can tell them. 

Flying High Pioneer Women in American Aviation Mitchell, Charles R. and Kirk W. 
House Arcadia Publishing 2002 Softcover Donated by The Estate of Pamela 
O’Brien—September 2015 Flying High: Pioneer Women in American Aviation tells the 
story of Blanche Stuart Scott, who made $5,00 a week and broke forty-one bones; of 
Harriet Quimby, who flew the English Channel handily and then fell to her death in five 
feet of water near Boston Harbor; of Ruth Law and Katherine Stinson, who set American 
distance flying records—all before any of them were allowed to vote. 

Three-Eight Charlie Mock, Jerrie Phoenix Graphix 2013 Soft Cover



Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2014

Excerpt from Amazon.com: Three-Eight Charlie is the story of Jerrie Mock’s record-
setting flight as the first woman to solo around the world in 1964 in a single-engine 
Cessna 180. It’s an insightful and well written account that includes intrigue and heroism, 
and discusses the cultures and geography of the world at the time. This book is a great 
read for aviation enthusiasts as well as young people, and anyone with big dreams. 
Three-Eight Charlie was originally published in 1970, but was out of print and difficult to 
find. Phoenix Graphix proudly released a collectible edition for the 50th anniversary of 
Jerrie's flight, which included maps, weather charts and photos that bring the story to life, 
and help the reader experience it more fully. 

The Complete Illustrated Encyclopedia of the World’s AIRCRAFT Edited 
by Mondley F.R.Hist.S., David Chartwell Books 1978 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 The history of powered 
flight, The world’s great aircraft through the ages, A-Z directory of almost 1500 
manufacturers, Technical glossary, Over 1000 reference illustrations.

The Hindenburg Mooney, Michael M. Bantam Books 1973 Soft Cover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—November 2010Bigger than the largest battleship and as 
long as the Queen Mary, the mammoth Naxi dirigible Hindenburg was the fastest, safest, 
and most luxurious means of transatlantic travel of its day. Its log boasted a glittering 
passenger list of international celebrities; it’s voyages were enthusiastically reported by 
the world press. Ten stories tall with huge swastikas emblazoned on its sides, the 
Hindenburg became an impressive symbol of Nazi supremacy….until—on May 6, 1937, 
at Lakehurst, New Jersey, before a stunned and helpless crowd—the famous Zeppelin 
inexplicably exploded.

Amelia Earhart Morrissey, Muriel Earhart Bellerophon Books 1977
Donated by Mary Ellen Eisemann—March 2017 Amelia Earhart was born July 24, 
1897 in Atchison, Kansas, the older daughter of Edwin Earhart, a minister’s son and a 
graduate of Theil College and the University of Kansas Law School, and his wife, Amy 
Otis, daughter of a United States District Judge. Three years after Amelia’s birth came 
that of her sister Muriel, from whose biography of Amelia, Courage Is the Price, the text 
of this book has been excerpted. 

Amelia, My Courageous Sister  Morrissey, Muriel Earhart and Osborne,   
Carol Osborne Publisher 1987 Signed by Osborne  Hard Cover Amelia, My 
Courageous Sister is a complete reference book on Amelia Earhart, from her birth, in 
1897, through her last flight, July 2, 1937.  It is succinctly written, without 
embellishments or conjectures.  The last chapters are devoted to the documented facts on 
all facets of the searches for Amelia.  

Lindbergh A Biography Mosley, Leonard  Doubleday & Company 1976 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  The paths of Lindbergh and Mosley first crossed at the 



time of the famous Hauptmann trial.  Mosley became intrigued -- and finally obsessed – 
by the conflicting emotions that seethed behind the controlled front Lindbergh presented 
to the world.  Long before Lindbergh's death he began this study of his enigmatic hero 
and has been adding substance to it ever since, placing a remarkable man in perspective 
for the first time.  

Stand By To Die  Myers, Robert Apollo Books 1985 First Edition Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Signed copy donated by Kay Harmon—April 2013  Robert H. 
Myers is a man who, by chance, was in the right place at the right time. In the spring of 
1937, he lived not far from the Oakland Airport, then known as the Bay Farm Island 
Airport. It was there he met and was befriended by world famous aviatrix Amelia Earhart. 
Stand By To Die is his story of what he heard over his father’s short wave radio on the 
night of July 2, 1937. This book provides that “slice of history” not included in other 
books written about Amelia Earhart.  

Night Witches  The Amazing Story of Russia’s Women Pilots in World War Two              
Myles, Bruce  Panther Books  1983      Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by 
the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015  In 1941, as the Nazi hordes swept 
eastwards into the Soviet Union, the desperate call went out for female volunteers to join 
the Russian Air Force. These were not just a few exceptional cases, for they made up 
three entire regiments of women. Bruce Myles, the author has brilliantly captured the 
lives, the exploits, the loves and fears of the women pilots whom the Germans came to 
dread as the ‘NIGHT WITCHES’.  

Collision Course The Truth About Airline Safety Nader, Ralph    Smith, WesleyTab/
McGraw-Hill 1993 
Soft Cover Uncorrected proof of a report on aviation safety. 

I Was A Kamikaze Nagatsuka, Ryuji Macmillan Publishing 1972 Hard Cover w/
dust jacket
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—November 2003 An aura of mystery has long 
surrounded the kamikazes, the legendary “Knights of the Divine Wind” who were the 
scourge of the U. S. Navy. They left a trail of death and destruction in the Pacific, 
particularly off Okinawa, as they crashed their planes against our battleships. At war’s 
end, the score was 2,571 pilots crashed, 13 U.S. warships sunk, 174 damaged. What kind 
of men were these suicide-pilots? Nagatsuka is such a man—and in I Was A Kamikaze he 
tells the whole, almost incredible story.  

Blind Trust How Deregulation Has Jeopardized Airline Safety and What You Can Do 
About It 
Nance, John J. William Morrow and Company 1986  Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket           
Donated by Pat York—July 2001  Airline flying in the mid-eighties is not unsafe—it 
is simply not as safe as it should be, can be, and must be. Nevertheless, the airline 



industry and the U. S. government are avoiding—hiding, in some case—the truth, for fear 
the truth may frighten away passengers.  

Yankee Doodle Gals Women Pilots of World War II National Geographic Society 2001
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 In the 
1940s a group of daring young women did something women weren’t expected to do 
then: They flew fighter planes, bombers and every other kind of plane the Army had. 
They were WASPs: Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War II. One of our late 
Monterey Bay chapter members, Gene Shaffer Fitzpatrick is featured in this book.

Practical Guide to Aviation Weather 2nd Edition  Nelson, John L.      Tab 
Books 1984  Soft Cover    Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This exceptionally complete 
pilot’s weather guide gives you the know-how and the respect for weather dynamics that 
can not only make you a safer, more competent pilot....but that could literally save your 
life! The author—a long-time commercial and private pilot, flying instructor, and aviation 
author—provides you with a solid foundation for making all types of vital weather-
connected flying decisions...the decisions that separate proficient pilots from those likely 
to become accident statistics. 

Wings for Life Nichols, Ruth J. B Lippincott Company 1957 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 Here, in her own 
words, is the story of a woman who has known glory and despair, triumph and 
heartbreak. A survivor of more than fifty-five narrow escapes, Ruth Nichols has never 
learned the meaning of the word “quit.” Her indomitable Viking spirit and Quaker 
background have profoundly influenced her own self-developed philosophy which 
enabled her to withstand such physically and mentally shattering blows as her nearly fatal 
crack-up in New Brunswick on her attempt to be the first woman to make a solo flight of 
the Atlantic. These same qualities made her the only person in aviation history to have set 
three maximum international class records in the same category—speed, altitude and 
distance. 

Promised The Moon The Untold Story of the First Women in the Space Race Nolen, 
Stephanie Four Walls Eight Windows 2002 Hardcover w/jacket Donated by 
Mona Kendrick—November 2014
Stephanie Nolen heard a story about Jerrie Cobb, and she couldn’t let it go: Cobb, a 
world-record-setting pilot and a woman, was recruited in 1959 to take the astronaut tests. 
At the time, the United States was losing the space race. The Soviets had larger, more 
powerful rockets, and engineers at NASA thought women—smaller and lighter—might 



be the answer to their problems. Women were also thought to be more tolerant of 
isolation and pain.  

A Dance with Death Soviet Airwomen in World War II Noogle, Anne Texas 
A&M University Press 1994 Hardcover w/jacket Donated by Mona Kendrick—
November 2014 In their own vivid words, the women members of the Soviet air 
force recount their dramatic efforts against the German forces in World War II. These 
brave women, the first ever to fly in combat, proved that women could be among the best 
of warriors, withstanding the rigors of combat and downing the enemy. 

Fly Off Winning Can Be Deadly Norris, Bob  Harper Paperbacks 1999 Paper Back 
      
Donated by Laura Barnett—October 2001 It’s an event like no other: an exclusive 
winner-takes-all fly-off competition pitting six state-of-the-art jets from leading aircraft 
makers flown by the world’s boldest fighter pilots. In five nerve-wracking events—
including a search-and-destroy mission and vicious dogfights over the scorching sands of 
the Great Arabian Desert—each of these veteran top guns will use their expertise and guts 
to win billions of dollars in exclusive government contracts. Award-winning reporter Jack 
Warner is there covering the events, but now he’s on the inside, directing the media 
coverage.  

United States Women in Aviation 1930-1939 Oakes, Claudia M. Smithsonian 
Institution Press 1991
Soft Cover Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 This 
book highlights women who were the counterparts of Amelia Earhart and Jacqueline 
Cochran. They flew during a time when learning to fly an airplane was not considered a 
ladylike ambition. Yet, fly they did, and the records fell whenever they dared to 
compete……Though they wished to make serious contributions to aviation, they were 
more concerned with inspiring other women to fly—as passengers, as pilots, for business 
and for pleasure….They had a profound effect on the acceptance and growth of American 
aviation. 

Fly Girls How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History
O’Brien, Keith
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company 2018 Hardcover w/dust jacket
Donated by Jeanne Sabankaya—April 2023 Autographed by author The untold 
story of five women who fought to compete against men in the high-stakes air races of 
the 1920s and 1930s—and won. 

Aerobatics Today Revised Edition O’Dell, Bob St. Martin’s Press 1984 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This edition incorporates the 
latest technological innovations and changes in international rules and organizations of 
this fast-growing sport.



Weather Nature in Motion Oman, Anne H. National Geographic 2005 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 From global weather patterns to 
individual snowflakes, from benevolent trade winds to ferociously destructive storms 
from season to season, this informative book explores every aspect of the complex 
interaction of forces we call weather. Its clear, concise text is supplemented and amplified 
by dramatic photographs and explanatory diagrams that show just how hurricanes and 
tornadoes form, why the prevailing winds blow in particular directions north and south of 
the Equator, and much more. 

Flying Tigress A Memoir O’Neill, Norah Ascending Journey Press 2005
Soft Cover Autographed  Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—October 2006

Flying Tigress is the memoir of the first woman pilot hired by Flying Tiger’s the 
macho, globe-straddling, cargo airline started by World War II flying aces. Armed with a 
quick wit and a passion for flying, Norah O’Neill dared to cross the cockpit threshold and 
to wage a battle for acceptance. Bravely honest, wise and finny, Tigress is human drama 
played out against the breathtaking backdrop of the skies.

A Dream of Eagles The story of New York, Rio & Buenos Aires Line (NYRBA) and the 
imaginative 
World War I ace who conceived and built it—over 7800-in 1930 O’Neill, Ralph A. 
with Joseph F. Hood 
San Francisco Book Company/Houghton Mifflin Book 1973  Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket 
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—November 2003  A Dream of Eagles is a 
chronicle of rare adventure and great achievement against enormous odds—and an 
important addition to the history of commercial aviation. It is the fascinating story, 
recorded here for the first time, of New York, Rio & Buenos Aires Line (NYRBA), the 
visionary idea of Ralph A. O’Neill, who built a 7800—mile airline through hurricane 
zones, tropical rain belts, and some of the world’s most hazardous mountains in the late 
1920s. Although it was not his intention, his work eventually put Pan American business.  

Born To Fly The Untold Story of the Downed American Reconnaissance Plane
Osborn, Shane with McConnell, Malcom Broadway Books 2001 Hard Cover 
w/dust jacket Autographed
Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2006 The riveting and inspiring story of 
how Navy lieutenant Shane Osborn’s flying skills saved a Navy reconnaissance plane and 
its crew of 24 from almost certain death, and their subsequent ordeal of detention and 
interrogation. 

The Grumman X-29 Pace, Steve Tab Books 1991 Soft Cover Donated by 
Tom Unsicker—October 2021Originally designed and built as a demonstration model for 
NASA and the Air Force, the Grumman X-29 fighter—wtih its revolutionary forward-
swept wing configuration—has proven more maneuverable and less expensive to operate 



than any conventional aircraft. Aero Series, Volume 41, is the most comprehensive, up-
to-date profile of the super-agile X-29 available, providing you with the very latest results 
of the Grumman Corporation’s second version. 

Chasing the Glory Travels Across America Parfit, Michael Macmillan 
Publishing 1988
Hard Cover w/dust jacket From his odyssey by solo plane and motorcycle 
across some 25,000 miles of American air and land, Parfit has created a unique and 
unforgettable portrait of the American people and our landscape, written with stunning 
eloquence and an infectious joy of discovery.  

Fly Girls The Daring American Women Pilots Who Helped Win WWII Pearson, P. 
O’Connell 
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers 2018 Hard Cover w/jacket 
Donated by Sophia Taylor-Home—April 2020 At the height of World War II, the 
US Army Air Forces faced a desperate need for skilled pilots. But only men were allowed 
in military airplanes, even if the experts training them to fly were women. Through grit 
and pure determination, 1,100 of these female pilots—who had to prove their worth time 
and time again—finally won permission to ferry planes from factories to bases, to tow 
targets for live ammunition artillery training to test repaired planes and new equipment, 
and more. 

World Flight The Earhart Trail Pellegreno, Ann Holtgren The Iowa State 
University Press 1971
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 Ann 
tells of the hectic days and nights of early 1967 when she and Lee worked frantically to 
obtain the necessary clearances, crew, and equipment. Finally all was ready. Ann and her 
all-male crew departed from Oakland on the Earhart trail. 

Colorado Wings Four Inspirational Love Stories with a Dash of Intrigue Peterson, 
Tracie Soft Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2012 Eight Lives are 
forever altered by the events of one day. Whether they were on the plane, or share a more 
distant connection, these four young couples find a dark mystery haunting their budding 
romances. Waiting for God to work everything out could be their biggest challenge yet.

Beechcraft Staggerwing to Starship, An Illustrated History Phillips, Edward H. 
Flying Books 1987
Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 For over half a century, the 
name Beechcraft has been recognized as the premier builder of high quality, high 
performance airplanes for business and private service. In Beechcraft—Staggerwing to 
Starship, every airplane Beech has commercially produces is presented along with a 
narrative on its particular highlights. Experimental and limited production designs are 
also included and represent some of the most interesting Beechcrafts to make it off the 
drawing board and into the blue. 



Wings of Cessna Model 120 to the Citation III Phillips, Edward H. Flying 
Books 1986
Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 Airplanes are not living 
things, yet they are conceived in the minds of men, shaped by the eye and wrought from 
the labor of human hands. For more than half a century the men and women of Cessna 
have made aluminum and steel come to life and take wing. Thousands of people, from the 
president to the production line worker, have contributed their unique talents and abilities 
to make Cessna the world’s larges producer of light airplanes. 

Miss Todd and Her Wonderful Flying Machine Poletti, Frances & Yee, Kristina 
Hard Cover w/jacket cover Compendium, Inc. 2014 Donated by Jeanne 
Sabankaya—April 2018 Children’s book. In 1910, the real Miss Lily Todd 
became the first woman in the world to build and design and airplane. The odds were 
against her every step of the way, but she did it. They, she disappeared into history 
without ever taking to the skies. This is the story for Lily, to celebrate her courage and 
determination, and to imagine the ending we would have hoped for her. 

The Flying North Potter, Jean The Macmillan Company 1947 Hard 
Cover with Jacket folded inside of book Donated by Connie Brien—October 
2006 This is a book about the bush pilots of Alaska. Alaskans are the flyingest 
people under the American flag and probably the flyingest people in the world. Only 
certain northerly sections of Canada and the Soviet Union may rival Alaska’s aviation 
record. By 1939 the small airlines of the Territory were hauling twenty-three times as 
many passengers and a thousand times as much freight, per capita, as the airlines of the 
United States. 

Spitfire Price, Alfred Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1979 Hard Cover with dust 
jacket Donated by Laura Barnett—April 2012 The story of the progressive 
development of the Spitfire from the Mark 1 to the final Mark 24 is a lengthy one and has 
been covered several times before. It is not intended to relate the story yet again in this 
book. Readers requiring more detail on individual marks of Spitfire are invited to refer to 
Spitfire—the Story of a Famous Fighter by Bruce Robertson, the most comprehensive 
work on this aspect of the aircraft. 

Soaring Wings Putnam, George Palmer  Manor Books 1972 Paperback
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006   A biography on Amelia Earhart by husband 
George Palmer Putnam.

Clear the Cow Pasture, I’m Coming In For A Landing! A story of Amelia Earhart    
Quackenbush, Robert Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers 1990  Hard 
Cover w/jacket  A biography of the courageous aviatrix who became the first 



woman to fly across the Atlantic.  

Night Flying For Private Pilots Quirk, Ronald E. University Printing Centers, 
Inc.1973 Soft Cover Donated by Sandy Pratt—June 2003 The author has brought to the 
reader as much information pertaining to night VFR flying as he has gathered through 
reading, study, and especially experience. 

No Visible Horizon Surviving the World’s Most Dangerous Sport Ramo, Joshua 
Cooper Simon & Schuster 2003 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by 
Joanne Nissen—March 2004 The flying life has always demanded a passage across the 
razor’s edge. At any moment you could slip to the other side: a gas leak, weather, fire in 
the cockpit. In this literary debut, Joshua Cooper Ramo has crafted a meditation on the 
seduction of flight and a passionate love letter to a life of risk. It is partly the story of his 
own decision, after a decade of casual aerobatics, to transform himself into a serious 
competitive pilot aiming to finish high at the U.S. national competition. He also 
introduces us to some of the greatest aerobatic pilots in the world.

America’s White Table Raven, Margot Theis Sleeping Bear Press 2005
Hard Back Cover w/dust jacket Found in The Monterey Bay Chapter 99s 
end room @ Watsonville Airport—September 2007 A little-known tradition to the 
outside civilian world, “the white table” originated during the time of the Vietnam War as 
a symbol for and remembrance to service members held prisoner of war or missing in 
action. Solitary and solemn, it is the table where no one will ever sit.
 
Flying North South East and West Reece, Captain Terry I Universe Inc. 
2007  Hard Copy w/dust jacket & autographed Donated by Captain Terry Reece—
December 2007 Born to a family of transplanted North Carolinians who 
moved to Washington State, a young Reece explored the hills of the Pacific Northwest. 
Hiking in the mountains and being a fire lookout gave him a taste of adventure, but he 
craved more—and he got it.  Reece’s first flying lesson ended in a cloud of billowing 
dust, ripped metal, and broken Plexiglas. But that didn’t keep him grounded. Over the 
next few years, he navigated his Lockheed C-130 to steamy nights in Rangoon, risky 
undercover aircraft deliveries to Libya, icy Arctic expeditions, and desperate flights out 
of the desert with machine guns pointed at his gut, to landing Boeing jets on short, icy 
runways on Alaska’s Aleutian Chain. 

No Place for a Lady The Story of Canadian Women Pilots 1928-1992 Render, 
ShirleyHard Cover w/dust jacket Autographed by author. Donated by The Estate of 
Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 No Place for a Lady is the first book ever written 
about Canada’s women pilots. The stories within, told mostly in the women’s own words, 
are revealing, inspiring, maddening, and often funny. Based on hundreds of personal 
interviews with men and women in civil and military aviation, the book reveals the 
women’s determined characters and the often single-minded quest of Canada’s female 
aviators from 1928 to the present. 



The Wright Brothers Pioneers of American Aviation Reynolds, Quentin Random 
House, Inc. Children’s Publishing 1950  Hard Cover without jacket Donated by 
Laura Barnett—4 2003  Number ten in the Landmark Series. The biography of the 
Wright Brothers, Orville and Wilbur, who were the first humans to fly 
powered aircraft.  

Skunk Works A Personal Memoir of My Years at Lockheed Rich, Ben R. & Leo 
Janos 
Back Bay Books 1994  Soft Cover  Donated by Louise Minniear—June 2002      
Skunk Works is the true story of America’s most secret and successful aerospace 
operation. As recounted by Ben Rich, the operation’s brilliant boss for nearly two 
decades, the chronicle of Lockheed’s legendary Skunk Works is a drama of cold war 
confrontations and Gulf War air combat, of extraordinary feats of engineering and human 
achievement against fantastic odds. Here are up-close portraits of the maverick band of 
scientists and engineers who made the Skunk Works so renowned.  

Amelia Earhart A biography Rich, Doris  Smithsonian Institution 1989 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket    A biography of the famous aviatrix who disappeared in the 
South Pacific on an around-the-world flight attempt in 1937. 

Jackie Cochran Pilot in the Fastest Lane Rich, Doris L. University Press of 
Florida 2007 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Doris L. Rich, in her fourth 
biography of women aviators, draws upon previously unpublished information about 
Cochran’s early years and on her correspondence with U. S. presidents, Air Force 
generals, aircraft designers, test pilots and business tycoons.  

The Magnificent Moisants Champions of Early Flight  Rich, Doris L.  
Smithsonian Institution Press 1998  Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Purchased for the 
chapter at the Watsonville Fly-In & Air Show May 2002  Between the first Kitty 
Hawk flight and World War I, a small group of flyers risked their lives and fortunes to 
convince a skeptical public that the airplane was destined to become safe, practical, and 
commonplace. Among the most flamboyant of aviation’s pioneers were Alfred John, and 
Matilde Moisant, a family of fervent believers in aviation who built and tested planes, ran 
a flight school, set and broke records, and staged air exhibitions seen by thousands in the 
United States, Cuba and Mexico. Famed for their bravado and charm, the Moisant 
siblings ardently promoted the cause of commercial aviation, predicting transatlantic 
crossings, scheduled flights between cities, and air deliveries of mail decades before the 
fact.  

Queen Bess Daredevil Aviator Rich, Doris Smithsonian Institution Press 1993 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Doris L. Rich presents the brief but intense life of Bessie 



Coleman, America’s first African American woman aviator. Born in 1892 in Atlanta, 
Texas, she would become known as “Queen Bess,” a barnstormer and flying-circus 
performer who defied the strictures of race, sex, and society in pursuit of a dream.  

Hidden Heroine—Fay Gillis Wells Rimmerman, Sara Zeus Enterprises, Inc., 
Publishers 1999 Soft Cover Autographed by Fay Gillis Wells Donated by 
The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015

One -Mission Man—An American POW’s Struggle to Survive Hitler’s Nazi Prison 
Camp Teton Crest Publishing 2012 Softcover Signed by all three authors
Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2017
After enlisting in the U.S.Army Air Corps in 1942 and training diligently for months as a 
bombardier, David Ririe spent only one day in combat. On his first—and last—mission, 
his plane was shot down. Crash landing on a military reserve outside Rostock, Germany, 
he was seized by soldiers who sent him Stalag Luft 1, an isolated prisoner of war camp 
along the Baltic coast. For the next 13 months, Ririe struggled to survive Nazi brutality 
and starvation, repeatedly digging tunnels unsuccessfully to escape. In One-Mission man, 
Ririe speaks with honesty and eloquence about his family, daily life in the camp and the 
harrowing chaos that followed liberation by the Russians. 

Goshawk Squadron A novel by Derek Robinson Robinson, Derek Viking Press 
1971 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Laura A. Barnett—April 2007

Set during WWI, Woolley, his men, and their lumbering SE5 biplanes in mortal 
combat convey World War I aerial warfare with such force that most previous depictions 
seem like child’s play indeed. 

Lonely Eagles The Story of America’s Black Air Force In World War II  Rose 
D.D.S., Robert 
Tuskegee Airmen Inc., Los Angeles Chapter 1999 Hard Cover without dust jacket
Donated by Louise Minniear—October 2003  Lonely Eagles is in no way intended as a 
definitive history of the Tuskegee story. Volumes could be written on the subject, 
however, to date, no one has....The names, places and incidents included are as 
historically accurate as research could provide. the selection of material is no more or less 
significant than that which has been excluded, but merely serves as examples which may 
hopefully answer questions regarding the controversy, misunderstanding and gross 
inaccuracies surrounding the role of the black person in the days of the segregated U.S. 
Army Air Forces.

Women And Flight Portraits of contemporary women pilots  Russo, 
Carolyn            Smithsonian Institution 1997 Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by 
Ann Walker--January 2006
This book celebrates America’s unsung pilots, with extensive interviews and biographical 
sketches of thirty-six women aviators and astronauts from all walks of airborne life. The 
range of the women included is inspiring, from an eight-eight-year-old who still operates 
an airfield to the first woman assigned to fly a Lockheed U-2 reconnaissance aircraft for 



the U.S. Air Force; from the only Eskimo woman aviator in Alaska, Ellen Paneok— or 
“Owl Eyes” to the Eskimo elders—to Shannon Lucid, the astronaut who set an American 
record for length of time in space.  

Dead Stick Rust, Megan Mallory The Berkley Publishing 
Group 1998               Paperback 
Megan Rust, herself and Alaskan native and a professional pilot, has created a novel 
about aviator Taylor Morgan, a pilot for LifeLine Air Ambulance, and saving lives is her 
business—and her pleasure as well. 

Alaska’s Sky Follies The Funny Side of Flying in the Far North Rychetnik, Joe
Epicenter Press 1995 Soft Cover Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 You 
know those outlandish tales you’ve heard about the early bush pilots of the Far North? 
Turns out some of them are true. Author Joe Rychetnik, a former Alaska State Trooper 
turned reporter-photographer and correspondent for Time-Life News Service and United 
Press International, reveals the humorous truth about an earlier era of aviation when 
breaking the rules was the rule, when even temperamental airplanes and aerial mishaps 
had a lighter side, when legends-to-be flew across the huge new state of Alaska. 

Ocean Flying 2nd Edition Sacchi, Louise Tab Books 1989 Hard Cover 
with dust jacket
Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2016 A practical, information-packed 
manual as well as a fascinating adventure guide!

Flight To Arras Saint-Exupéry, Antoine De Harcourt Brace & 
Company ?-date Soft Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 2006
Flight to Arras is Saint Exupéry’s recollection of the final shattering days during World 
War II when, thought the defeat of France was imminent, a pitifully inadequate number 
of French pilots and their crews continued to risk their lives against the Germans. The 
action of the book takes place during a single reconnaissance mission over the burning 
city of Arras. But Saint Exupéry transcends the gripping experience of the flight itself to 
reflect on why men flight and how they feel in the presence of death. 

Night Flight Saint-Exupery, Antoine De Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1942 Soft 
Cover Night Flight is the story of hazardous flights made by night through the dangers of 
darkness and the destructive splendor of sudden Andean storms. It is a story of men who 
risk their lives to deliver mail in flimsy crates….fabien, the youthful pilot, who sees in 
flying a chance for heroic action…..Rivière, his superior, who believes that man’s 
salvation lies not in freedom but in the acceptance of duty. 

Wind, Sand and Stars  Saint-Exupéry, Antoine De Harcourt Brace & Company 



1939 
Hard copy donated by Pam Cabak—October 2003 Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, best 
known as the author of “The Little Prince”, was also a pioneer aviator. In 1944 he flew 
his plane over the Mediterranean on a World War II reconnaissance mission from which 
he never returned. He has been called “the Joseph Conrad of the air.” Recipient of the 
Grand Prix of the Académie Française, Wind, Sand and Stars is unsurpassed in capturing 
the grandeur, danger, and isolation of light. Its exciting account of air adventure—through 
the treacherous passes of the Pyrenees, above the Sahara, along the snowy ramparts of the 
Andes—combined with lyrical prose and the soaring spirit of a philosopher, makes this 
book one of the most popular works ever written about flying.

American Raiders The race to capture the Luftwaffe’s secrets Samuel, 
Wolfgang W. E. 
University Press of Mississippi 2004 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by 
Sophia Taylor-Home—April 2023 Autographed by author American Raiders 
provides a glimpse of the complex story of the disarmament of the Luftwaffe after its 
defeat in the spring of 1945 and the exploitation of its aeronautical secrets. 

The Proficient Pilot Revised and Enlarged Edition Schiff, Barry Macmillan 
Publishing Co. 1985   
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 The well respected 
author writes about topics such as: Dynamics of Flight, Proficiency and Technique, 
Flightworthy Considerations to name just a few.

Submarine Commander Schratz, Paul R. The University Press of Kentucky 
1988 Softcover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—October 2015 Softcover Paul R. Schratz began his 
career working against German U-boats in the North Sea—then the Japanese struck Pearl 
Harbor. He was recruited to the submarine service and moved from training school to the 
Pacific, where he and the men of the USS Scorpion fought on the most dangerous front of 
the war. 

Flying Carpets, Flying Wings The Biography of Moye W. Stephens Schultz, 
Barbara Little Buttes Publishing 2010 Softcover Donated by Laura A. Barnett
—October 2015 Flying Carpets, Flying Wings is a biography about Moye W. 
Stephens, his friends, and his achievements in aviation. During the 1920s, Moye flew 
with Eddie Bellande, Howard Hughes, Allan Hancock, Jack Northrop, and many other 
notable aviators. This led to a career flying Ford trimotors for Maddux, TAT, and T & WA 
Airlines. From 1930-1932, Moye flew author Richard Halliburton around the world in 
The Flying Carpet. In 1939, Moye was one of a selct few who formed Northrop 
Corporation where he test flew several Northrop prototypes including the flying wing. 
His well-researched and definitive biography spans nearly eighty years of aviation. 

Pancho The Biography of Florence Lowe Barnes Schultz, Barbara Hunter Little 
Buttes Publishing 2004



Softcover Donated by Laura A Barnett—October 2015 Pancho Barnes was 
one of aviation’s most colorful members. In the 1920’s, she barnstormed her way through 
the skies to become on of the best, capturing the women’s speed record in 1930. The test 
pilots of Edwards Air Force Base designated Pancho’s “Happy Bottom Riding Club” their 
unofficial debriefing room in the 1950’s. Among those who respected Pancho, for both 
her character and her abilities, were Amelia Earhart, Louise Thaden, and Jimmy 
Doolittle. 

The Howard Hughes Flying Boat Schwartz, Milton L. & Maudlin, Robert O. 
Wrather Corporation 1983 Soft Cover Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 

2007 A pictorial review of Howard Hughes and the aircraft that Howard Hughes built—
The Spruce Goose.

God Is My Co-Pilot Scott, Col. Robert L. Ballantine Books 1963
Soft Cover
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006 This is a narrative of a man who has had one 
of the outstanding careers in American aviation. After Pearl Harbor, when he was marked 
too old for combat flying at 34, Colonel Scott refused to abandon his dream of a “mission 
against Tokyo.” In this he did not succeed, through no fault of his own, but over the 
Burma Road, and in enemy-occupied china he compiled a brilliant record as group 
commander of General Chennault’s fighter forces—the dedicated veterans of the 
American Volunteer Group in China. 

Barefoot In The Sky Scott, Sheila  Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc. 1973      
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Barefoot and radiant—so Sheila Scott descends from record-
breaking grueling flights around the world. Barefoot in the Sky is the exciting 
autobiography of the first solo pilot to pass directly over the true North Pole in a light 
aircraft—the world-famous British aviatrix Sheila Scott. 

I Must Fly Adventures of a Woman Pilot Hodder and Stoughton Limited 1968
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by the Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 
2015 Autobiography of the most famous woman pilot since Amy Johnson—the first 
British pilot, man or woman, to fly round the world.

Endorsed by Earhart: How Amelia Financed Her Flying Schultz, Barbara Little 
Buttes Publishing Co. 2014 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Signed by author. 
Purchased for the library—August 2014
Endorsed by Earhart is a project which documents the many endorsements Amelia made 
before her untimely death in 1937. The book also reflects the creativity of manufacturers 
during the 1930s to remain competitive—whether they built cars or published magazines. 



Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines Searle, Ronald
W.W.Norton & Company, Inc. 1965 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Joanne 
Nissen—February 2017 Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines is 
based on one of the most fascinating chapters in the history of man’s inventiveness (as is 

the fabulous 20th Century Fox film of the same name), the early days of flying, around 
1910. 

Amelia Earhart First Lady of the Air Seibert, Jerry Houghton Miffin 
Company 1960
Hard Cover w/o dust jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 An 
easy read, middle school age appropriate book for a young girl or boy. 

All The Brave Promises Memories of Aircraft Woman 2nd Class 2146391
Charles Scribner’s Sons 1988
Donated by Mona Kendrick—November 2014 Softcover All The Brave 
Promises is Mary Lee Settle’s memoir of her experiences in England during the Second 
World War. An account of the war as it affected the “thousands of unknown plodding 
people caught up in a deadening authority,” it depicts the horror of war in bombing raids, 
in planes lost in fog, in ships quietly sunk at night, in terrible accidents caused by 
forgetfulness under pressure, and in the individual tragedies of lives uprooted. 

Classic Monoplanes Shamburger, Page Sports Car Press 1966 Soft 
Cover Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006 Page Shamburger writes 
about the history and development of many airplanes in this book. 

Sally Ride America’s First Woman In Space Sherr, Lynn Simon & Schuster 
2014 Hard Cover w/jacket Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 20, 2016 Sally Ride 
made history as the first American woman in space. A member of the first astronaut class 
to include women, she broke through a quarter-century of white male fighter jocks when 
NASA chose her for the seventh shuttle mission, cracking the celestial ceiling and 
convincing several generations of women that they, too, could do anything. 

Aviatrix First Woman Pilot for Hughes Airwest Shipko, Mary Bush Published by 
Mary Bush Shipko
2015 Soft Cover Donated by Sophia Taylor-Home—April 2020 Autographed 
by the author
Mary Bush was born into an aviation family in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in 1949. From 
the time she was a toddler, she hung around the airport; and she started her formal flight 

training just before her 16th birthday. She flew a variety of aircraft out of both Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International and Miami International airports, in the Northwest 
corner infamously known as both “Cockroach Corner” and Corrosion Corner.” Mary flew 
World War II transport planes, as well as te Constellation and DC-6, to many exotic 



destinations. She was hired in 1976 as Hughes Airwest’s first woman pilot. She flew the 
Fairchild F-27, the DC-9, and B-727 at the airline. In 1981, Mary took a leave of absence 
due to post-traumatic stress symptoms caused by sexual harassment.
With courage and support from family members, she has been able to rebuild her life and 
find joy and happiness. Her story of courage and overcoming setbacks is sure to inspire. 

Great Circle Shipstead, Maggie Alfred A. Knopf, a division of Penguid 
Random House LLC 2021
Hard Copy w/dust jacket Donated by Sarah Chauvet—August 2021 After 
being rescued as infants from a sinking ocean liner in 1914, Marian and Jamie Graves are 
raised by their dissolute uncle in missoula, Montana. There—after encountering a pair of 
barnstorming pilots passing through town in beat-up biplanes—marian commences her 
lifelong love affair with flight. At fourteen she drops out of school and finds an 
unexpected and dangerous patron in the wealthy bootlegger Barclay Macqueen, who 
provides a plane and subsidizes her lessons, an arrangement that will haunt her for the 
rest of her life, even as it allows her to fulfill her destiny: circumnavigating the globe by 
flying over the North and South Poles. 

The Pilot’s Wife  Shreve, Anita  Little, Brown and Company 1998  Soft 
Cover           
A pilot’s wife is taught to be prepared for the late-night knock at the door, but when 
Kathryn Lyons receives word that a plane flown by her husband, Jack, has exploded near 
the coast of Ireland, she confronts the unfathomable—one startling revelation at a time. 
Soon drawn into a maelstrom of publicity fueled by rumors that Kack led a secret life, 
Kathryn sets out to learn who her husband really was, whatever that knowledge might 
cost. Her search propels this taut, impassioned novel as it movingly explores the question. 
How well can we ever really know another person. 

Aviation Safety’s Flying Circus Shugarts, David A. (edited by)   Belvoir 
Publications 1984 
Soft Cover Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This book contains a collection of 
articles, gleaned from the past five years of Aviation Safety, in which (mostly) the only 
physical consequence of a pilot’s gaffe was a cut or a bruise. It’s not the intent of the 
publisher to make light of any accident, but these stories qualify as the “lighter side” of 
their reporting. 

Daughter of the Air The Brief Soaring Life of Cornelia Fort Simbeck, Rob
Atlantic Monthly Press 1999 Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 
2015 Cornelia Fort’s (1919-1943) career as one of America’s first female army pilots 
took her far from home—to Hawaii and later to Delaware and California as a member of 
the WAFS, the first women’s flight squadron. In a remarkable coincidence of fate, she 
was in the air at Pearl Harbor when the Japanese attacked. Throughout her short, 
extraordinary life she recorded her experiences in eloquent letters. 

A Season in the Air One Man’s Adventures in Flying Simmons, Thomas



Fawcett Columbine 1993
Hard Cover w/dust jacket In the bleak Boston winter of 1990, Tom Simmons hit 
bottom. His job teaching writing at MIT had become an unexpected punishment. His 
marriage was unraveling. The anxiety that had plagued him since childhood was edging 
closer to the abyss of panic. Simmons desperately needed an escape hatch, and he found 
it, unaccountably, in the one action he feared above all else—flying. 

Stealth Down Simpson, Ross W. Narwhal Press 2002 Hard Cover w/jacket
Autographed Stealth Down is the exclusive story of a remarkable rescue that occurred 
during the Allied air campaign against Yugoslavia. On the fourth night of the war, a 
Serbian surface-to-air missile of Vietnam-era vintage shot down one of America’s 
premier fighter planes—the F-117A Nighthawk. The pilot-a veteran of Operation Desert 
Sotrm-was able to safely eject from his crippled fighter. 

Queen of the Hurricanes The Fearless Elsie MacGill Second Story Press 2014 
Signed by the author Softcover Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2016
Elsie’s work during the Second World War on aircraft designs and production led to her 
being called “Queen of the Hurricanes: in a popular American comic book. She continued 
her achievements into the 1970s as an activist, changing the lives of women in Canada 
for the better. A truly inspiring woman for the ages. 

She Flew Bombers:From the Factories to the Bases During World War II, A Novel   
Slone, Jeane, Booklocer.com, Inc. 2009 Soft Cover Donated by Kay Harmon—
January 2011 This historical novel is based entirely on fact. The characters have been 
fictionalized. She Flew Bombers is a fascinating account of one woman’s love of flying 
and her involvement with the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASPs) during World War 
II. Anyone interested in aviation history, women’s history, or the World War II “war 
effort” will appreciated Jeane Slone’s careful research, as well as her ability to bring this 
little-known aspect of the US history to life so vividly. 

Amy Johnson Smith, Constance Babington Sutton Publishing Limited 
2004 Soft Cover
Donated by Watsonville Chapter EAA—May 2009 In May, 1930, Amy Johnson, a typist 
from Hull, took off from Croydon Airport with a thermos flask and a packet of 
sandwiches to try and beat the world solo record to Australia. She arrived, sun-blistered 
and with grease on her face, after weeks of flying a second-hand, open-cockpit biplane 
with no radio communication and the most basic of maps. Her adventures, including a 
forced landing in the Iraqi desert and on a football pitch near Rangoon, inspired the 
nation following the Great War. Her career was followed by millions, until her plane 
disappeared over the Thames Estuary, sparking rumours which are still being investigated 
today. Her body has never been found. 



Aviatrix Smith, Elinor Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Signed by Elinor 
Smith   First Edition 1981 Hard Cover w/dust jacket   signed Donated by 
Geneva Cranford—March 2002   
After attracting national attention by flying under the four New York City bridges, Elinor 
Smith when on to pilot 158 different models of aircraft, to set altitude, endurance, and 
refueling records, and to be named "Best Woman Pilot" in 1930.   Aviatrix is a ward and 
loving memoir of an exciting time in aviation.  The author shares with us some wonderful 
adventures.  

How to Take Great Photos From Airplanes     Smith, Frank Kingston Tab Books 
1979 Soft Coverage
Donated by Tom Unsicker—October 2021 This is not a book for professional 
photographers, nor is it for experienced semi-pros. It is written for people who fly—and 
take pictures—for fun. After more than twenty years of learning by trial and 
disappointment, I have scribbled about some things I wish someone had told me when I 
started. My hope  is that no weekend pilot who reads these pages will ever again set off 
on a flight, whether it be local or cross country, without a camera always handy, loaded 
and used. The dividends are priceless. 

Flygirl Smith, Sherri L. Published by Speak An imprint of Penguin Group 
2010 Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2014  Soft Cover Ida’s daddy 
was a pilot, and when he took her flying, she never wanted to come down again. But after 
his death, the sky is off-limits to a young black woman such as Ida. When America enters 
World War II, the Army forms the WASP—Women Air Force Service Pilots—and Ida has 
a chance to join, if she’s willing to use her light skin to pass as a white girl. She wants to 
fly more than anything, but Ida soon learns that denying one’s identity and family is a 
heavy burden. Can she fulfill her dream without losing herself?
Week-End Pilot Smith, Frank Kingston Vintage Books Edition 1974 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Frank Kingston Smith did what many  people dream 
of doing: he broke out of his workaday rut and became free as a bird. Beset by tension 
problems and advised by his doctor to find a relaxing hobby, he bought a nine-year old 
used plane and learned to fly.  

Performance Flight Testing  Smith, Hubert “Skip”     Tab Books 1982 Donated by 
Pat York—July 2001 
Now for the first time, an easy-to-follow guide to testing aircraft performance, written 
especially for light plane owners and pilots, and homebuilders. Why is performance 
testing necessary? The answer is obvious for homebuilt planes....but why test a 
commercially-produced aircraft that’s been through rigorous testing by the manufacturer? 
As the author explains, no two planes are 100% alike; each machine has its own flying 
characteristics, even brand new models. 

Making Up Amelia A Novel Smith, Marjorie Yokoi Books 2012 Soft 
Cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—July 2013 Autographed by Marjorie Smith
This isn’t how romantic tropical islands are supposed to be. Two vicious murders. Two 



bodies soaked in blood. In two hotel rooms separated by almost 2000 miles and five 
decades. A blood-stained photo of Amelia Earhart posing in front of a hospital in Saipan 
with someone gripping her arm. Trouble is, there’s no evidence that Earhart was ever in 
Saipan. But if that’s not her in the photo, who is it? And why would someone make it up? 
Three intertwined stories come to an inevitable conclusion on Guam, the island that likes 
to say it is “Where America’s Day Begins.”

Guide to the Biennial Flight Review Spanitz, Jackie Aviation Supplies & 
Academics, Inc 2001
Third Edition Soft cover Complete preparation for issuing or taking a Flight Review.

Love at First Flight Spalding, Charles and Carney, Otis  Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket    
The Riverside Press 1943 A humorous novel about learning to fly at the beginning of 
World War II. 

John Joseph Montgomery  Father of Basic Flying Spearman, Arthur Dunning, 
SJ University of Santa Clara 1977 Soft Cover Donated by Louise Minniear
—October 2003 John J. Montgomery is recognized in various historical 
publications as the pioneer in designing and developing control for heavier-than-air 
flight. The many histories of aviation have given ample credit to such pioneers as 
Lilienthal, Langley, the Wrights and Chanute. The credit given to Montgomery is, by 
contrast, rather meager. Some sources overlook the validity and even the historic reality 
of Montgomery’s contributions. He studied and worked in many fields such as electricity, 
mechanics, wireless communication, and most notably in the conquest of air. A complete 
study of his life does not appear to have been published prior to this time.  

The Pilots Spencer, James G. P. Putnam’s Sons 2003 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket      
Donated by Laura Barnett—March 2003 James Spencer flew B-24 bombers over 
New Guinea, Borneo, and the Philippines in 1944 and 1945, and it was only decades later 
that he began to write about it, combining the literal truth as he remembered it with 
imagination based on all that he’d seen and heard. The result is The Pilots, a novel-in-
stories about a group of young men, their comrades and girlfriends, as they evolve in 
often unpredictable ways: Blake Hurlingame and Steve Larkin, boyhood friends who take 
different paths into fighters and bombers; Doc, the flight surgeon, battling combat 
fatigue; Courtenay, the captain whose arrogant bluster masks hidden demons; and Addie, 
the woman who will leave her mark on them all.  

They Call Me Mama Daktari Spoerry, Anne Moulin Publishing Limited 
1996 Softcover
Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 “Dr. Spoerry’s story 
traces the evolution of AMREF (African Medical and Research Foundation) through the 
eyes of one of its most colourful actors. Anne Spoerry, physician, aviator and adventurer, 
lost her heart to the people she has served in East Africa. Her life exemplifies the spirit 



that medicine knows no geographic frontiers.” 

 Flying For Her Country: The American And Soviet Women Military Pilots of World 
War II Strebe, Amy Goodpaster Donated by Joanne Nissen—January2011
Potomac Books, Inc. 2009 Soft Cover, autographed Nicole M. E. Malachowski 
writes: “In reading Flying for Her Country, I was humbly reminded of the debt of 
gratitude I owe to these courageous women pilots….In telling the story of these World 
War II heroes, Amy Goodpaster Strebe skillfully reminds us that women love their 
country too, and some of us choose to show it by wearing our nation’s uniform.”

Flight  Stever, Guyford Haggerty, James  Time Life Book 1965 Hard Cover  
Contains a loose Rand-McNally poster on the Solar System The dynamic nature of the 
growth of science and technology in our century, and their impact on society and on the 
individual, are  nowhere better evident than in the fulfillment of man's ancient dream to 
fly through the air.  Born within the lifetime of many of us, aviation has grown, slowly at 
first and more rapidly later, until it has removed the barriers of space and time between 
the peoples of the earth. The authors review for us how all this came to pass.  

Avoiding Common Pilot Errors An Air Traffic Controller’s View Stewart, John           
Tab Books 1989 Hard Cover no dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This 
book interprets—from the controller’s perspective—mistakes pilots frequently make 
when operating in controlled airspace. Drawing on 20 years experience in aviation as a 
pilot, instructor, air traffic controller, and FAA supervisor, John Stewart cites examples of 
situations frequently encountered by controllers that disclose these problem areas: Lack 
of education, Little to no preflight preparation, need for better communications, 
regulations, TCAs and ARSAs.  

Aviation Firsts 336 Questions and answers Stoff, Joshua Dover Publications, 
2000, Soft Cover 
This book offers a compilation of many of the fascinating highlights of man’s efforts to 
conquer the sky and the heavens. It provides a simple running history of the development 
of aviation and space flight. It is hoped that this chronology will provide a valuable tool 
for a wide variety of people.   

Transatlantic Flight A picture history, 1873-1939 Stoff, Joshua Dover Publications, 
2000   Soft Cover For many, the names Washington Donaldson, Walter Wellman, J. C. 
Woods, and G. H. Scott do not automatically ring a bell in connection with the history of 
transatlantic flight. Yet these and scores of other brave men and women successfully 
challenged the Atlantic in heroic flights before Charles Lindbergh, Amelia Earhart, and 
“Wrong-Way” Corrigan. This profusely illustrated volume records the exciting saga of 
those daring and sometimes reckless adventurers who battled storms, darkness, and high 
winds in fragile aircraft to pave the way for aviators who would eventually conquer the 
ocean and fly directly from North America to Europe and beyond.  

Pearl Harbor: The Way It Was Stone, Scott C. S. Donated by Alice Talnack—



March 2017 Island Heritage Publishing 2016 Soft Cover Scott Stone has 
crafted a factual and enlightening recreation of how the tragic events of December 7, 
1941, unfolded. His careful chronology depicts not only what happened at the airfields 
and along Battleship Row but also how it affected people who lived and died during the 
attack. Today, over a million visitors come to the National Park Service visitor center at 
Pearl Harbor to begin their journey back to the days of 1941. This book is a helpful guide 
in the journey of understanding the emotions and lessons of Pearl Harbor.

Amelia Earhart A photographic story of a life DK Publishing 2007 Soft Cover
Donated by Sarah Chauvet—March 2022 Amelia Earhart was fiesty 11 year old when 
she saw her first airshow. Little did she know that a passing fancy for airplanes would 
develop into a full-throttled passion. As a committed social worker, feminist, and record-
breaking female pilot, Amelia flew right into American hearts—and her disappearance 
remains one of our greatest mysteries. 

Highest Duty My search for What Really Matters Sullenberger, Capt. Chesley “Sully” 
with Jeffrey Zaslow
Harper Collins 2009 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Carolgene Dierolf—July 
2013 In January 2009, the world witnessed one of the most remarkable emergency 
landings in history when Captain Sullenberger brought a crippled US Airways flight onto 
the Hudson River, saving the lives of all of the passengers and crew aboard. The 
successful outcome was the result of effective teamwork, Sully’s dedication to airline 
safety, his belief that a pilot’s judgment must go hand-in-hand with-and can never be 
replaced by-technology, and forty years of careful practice and training. 

Aurora The Pentagon’s Secret Hypersonic Spyplane Sweetman, Bill 
Motorbooks 1993 Soft Cover Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007
In this groundbreaking book, Sweetman investigates the many reports of unidentified 
high-speed aircraft that have circulated since 1988. He argues convincingly that the 
mystery aircraft’s shape and size are an uncannily perfect match to a Mach 6, methane-
fueled, ramjet-powered replacement for the Lockheed SR-71 and that—despite official 
denials—Aurora exists, its cost and official identity buried within a vast secret military 
budget. 

100 Years of Flight Sweetman, Bill  Publications International, Ltd. 2002 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Purchased for the Chapter—September 2002  Learn 
about all of the classic aircraft's—and some of the infamously classic failures. 100 Years 
of Flight offers a look at everything from the Wright Flyer that started it all to the 
dogfighting biplanes of World War I that ushered in the era of military aviation. It traces 
the development of both the Boeing 707 jet airliner, which revolutionized commercial 
aviation, and the Lockheed-Martin Stealth Fighter, which changed the way wars are 
fought. More than 100 gorgeous photographs help bring the most important aircraft—
including the storied warplanes of World War II and the Space Shuttles—right into your 



home.

Advanced Aerobatics Szurovy, Geza McGraw-Hill 1997 Donated by 
Sharon Reeder—March 2012 Soft Cover Next to flying aerobatically themselves, this 
book is the closest pilots can get to the advanced aerobatics experience. For the many 
pilots who do want or need to learn specific maneuvers, there is no better guidance than 
this book. A lesson-by-lesson guide, it combines accessible text from aerobatics 
champions with sequential cockpit view photographs and detailed graphic illustration to 
provide a hands-on primer on specific advanced aerobatic maneuvers. 

Zoot-Suits and Parachutes Tanner, Doris Brinker Turner Publishing 
Company1996Hard Cover without dust jacket Inscribed: To: Jo Suter, Blue Skies 
Ahead, Doris Brinker Tanner Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2021 In Zoot 
Suits and Parachutes Doris Tanner has made a gift to history as well as to women. Her 
accounts of her experience as a Women’s Air Force Service Pilot (WASP) and of her 
husband’s with the Ninth Division in North Africa and Europe provide not only a 
contribution to World War II literature but also tell riveting personal stories. This is the 
account of a remarkable woman and of her remarkable husband.  

The Lady Who Tamed Pegasus: The Story of Pancho Barnes Tate, Grover Ted
Maverick Publications 1984 Soft Cover Donated by Sarah Chauvet—March 2022
Here, for the first time, is the true story of Pancho Barnes. It is told by her good friend, 
also a pilot, also a maverick, who knows as well as anyone what actually went on at that 
infamous high desert watering hole known as the Happy Bottom Riding Club. 

The Lore of Flight Taylor, John W. Barnes & Nobles Books 1996
Donated by Carolyn Dugger—December 2007 Between the two-winged, wooden-
framed biplane of the Wright Brothers and the jet-powered, high flying giants of today 
there stretches a fascinating story—the history of flight—that has all the drama, suspense, 
and excitement of the best fiction. Hundreds of courageous inventors, pilots, engineers, 
and passengers have played their part, making the story one of failure and tragedy, 
determination and triumph. The Lore of Flight takes that story and tells it lucidly and 
expertly from many angles. 
Aviators A Photographic History of Flight Taylor, Michael J. H. HarperCollins 
Publishers 2005 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Sarah Chauvet—July 2009
Aviators presents a photographic history of aviation, from the failed attempts of flying 

machines at the end of the 19th century, such as Lilienthal’s glider, though the Wright 
brothers and on to the pioneers who spread aviation throughout the world: Louis Blériot’s 
first flight across the Channel in 1909, the first transatlantic crossing in 1919 by John 
Alcock and Whitten Brown and Amy Johnson’s first flight to Australia in 1930. The book 
examines the rise of the first passenger airlines in the 1920s, too, and chronicles the 
beginnings of the jet era in the 1940s. The rise of  great commercial airliners such as the 
Jumbo Jet, Concorde and the Airbus are also highlighted to give a comprehensive and 
absorbing account of the century of powered flight. 



Fair-Weather Flying Second Edition Taylor, Richard L. Macmillan Publishing 
Co., Inc. 1981 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001, one copy donated by 
Sandy Pratt—June 2003 
The author brings you up to date on some areas of flying that have become crucially 
important over the past few years: fuel conservation techniques, cabin systems, high 
pressurization, density altitude operations, and communications procedures.  

IFR For VFR Pilots An Exercise in Survival Taylor, Richard L. Delacorte 
Press/Eleanor Friede 1982 Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 
2001 “Continued VFR into IFR conditions,” the non-instrument pilot’s worst-case 
scenario, persists as the most frequent cause of weather-related accidents. In this 
landmark book, Richard Taylor provides VFR pilots with a long-overdue emergency 
reserve of basic IFR capability, the bare-boned essentials of instrument flying technique, 
and procedures so urgently needed to cope with and survive an inadvertent encounter 
with low-visibility IFR conditions. 

Instrument Flying Taylor, Richard L. Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc. 1978       
Hard Cover w/dust jacket   Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Revised and 
expanded, this second edition of Instrument Flying is updated to include the latest 
developments in instrumentation and techniques. The techniques in this handbook, long a 
classic in its field, are not found in regulations or manuals. They are the result of long 
experience in IFR flying—the practical, what-it’s-like information essential to instrument 
flying.  

Barnstormers & Daredevils Tessendorf, K.C. Macmillan Publishing 
Company 1988 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pam Cabak—October 2003     Freewheeling 
pilots in surplus biplanes roamed the United States in the 1920s, hoping to make a living 
by giving rides to country folks who had never seen an airplane before.  This is the story, 
in words and paragraphs, of those intrepid young men—and women—from Wiley Post to 
“Slim” Lindbergh to Gladys Ingle and the 13 Black Cats. Arriving over a new town, they 
put on displays of aerial acrobatics to dray a crowd, then landed in a nearby field to 
introduce much of America to the wonders of flight.  

High, Wide and Frightened Thaden, Louise Air Facts Press 1973  Hard 
Cover w/jacket
Donated by Kay Harmon—November 2014 Louise Thaden was born in Bentonville, 
Arkansas, in November 1905. While still only a young girl, her merits in aviation had 
already started. In 1928 she set an altitude record of 20,260 feet in a Hisso Travel Air. 
Another record set in 1929 of 22+ hours for her solo duration flight. Louise Thaden, 
world-famous aviatrix, ranks as a pioneer of aviation. She won the first Women’s Air 
Derby in 1929. In 1936, she was the first woman to win the Bedix Transcontinental Air 
Race.  In her book High, Wide and Frightened, Louise Thaden tells of the trials and joys 
of early flight. Mrs. Thaden is well-known for her many articles in newspapers and 



magazines. 

Wildcat Thomas, Craig G.P.  Putman’s Sons 1989  Hard Cover w/jacket   
Donated  by Laura Barnett—June 2003  Wildcat is a fast-moving tale that shifts 
from London to Moscow to East Berlin to Nepal and back, climaxing in a blazing inferno 
on a landing strip in Kathmandu.  

Speaking of Flying Personal Tales of Heroism, Humor, Talent and Terror from 44 
Unique Aviators Titterington, Diane   Signed Hard Cover w/dust jacket The 
Aviation Speakers Bureau  2000 These funny, dramatic, and inspiring stories are some of 
aviation’s finest tales. You would expect nothing less from aviation’s celebrities, experts 
and specialists.  

Mercy Pilot The Joe Crosson Story Tordoff, Dirk Epicenter Press 2002
Soft Cover 

Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007 Joe Crosson, a brave and skilled pilot, 
became a national hero between the world wars flying mercy missions in the North. He 
pioneered air routes throughout Alaska and foresaw the future of commercial aviation. 
Above all else, he loved to fly. 

The Joy of Flying A fascinating intro to flying small planes, helicopters, hot air 
balloons, and sailplanes! Traister, Robert J.  Tab Books 1981 Donated by Pat York
—July 2001 Here’s a complete and comprehensive introduction to the world of private 
flying presented in easy-to-read style and with plenty of illustrations to give you a clear 
picture of what it’s really like in the world aloft....the pitfalls as well as the pleasures 
you’ll encounter. 

Propeller One-Way Night Coach Travolta, John Warner Books 1997 Hard 
Cover with dust jacket
Donated by Sharon Reeder—March 2012 He is one of the most acclaimed and popular 
actors of our generation. Now John Travolta turns his amazingly versatile talents to the 
art of storytelling. The result is this warm, wise, and wistful tale of an eight-year-old boy 
who turns his dearest dream into reality when he flies cross-country by….Propeller One-
Way Night Coach.  

The Lives of Beryl Markham Trzebinski, Errol W.W. Norton & Company, 
Inc. 1993 
First American Edition Hard Cover w/jacket Donated by Pat York—October 2001 
           
Errol Trzebinski’s first book, Silence Will Speak, told the story of Denys Finch Hatton—
white hunter, bush pilot, dashing entrepreneur—and his love affair with Karen Blixen 
(Isak Dinesen), which became the source for the haunting romance in the Oscar-winning 
film Out of Africa. In The Lives of Beryl Markham, Trzebinski reveals a third side of 
Finch Hatton and Blixen’s relationship: Beryl Markham, a free spirit who attempted to 



wrest Finch Hatton from the Danish baroness. 

Taking Flight My Story by Vicki Van Meter with Dan Gutman Penguin Group 1995
Hard Copy w/dust jacket Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006 How 
did one twelve-year-old girl accomplish so much? How did she cope with life-threatening 
situations in the air? What was it like to become an instant celebrity? As told to acclaimed 
author Dan Gutman, Vicki’s story is enthralling. She speaks of the goals she set, of her 
disappointments and remarkable achievements, and re-creates her two dramatic flights in 
vivid detail. Written with humor and self-deprecating charm, Taking Flight is the story of 
how one ordinary girl dared to accomplish some extraordinary things. 

I’d Rather be Flying Vasko, Donna Donna M. Vasko 1980“Putting this 
collection together was a lot like flying. If I had waited for the perfect page, it would 
never have gotten off the ground. There are no perfect pilots either, so I’ve hand lettered 
every page and, through the flaws, you’ll read all about yourself, expressed in familiar 
one-liners from the ridiculous to the sublime. It is to you, the imperfect pilot who 
constantly searches for a better way to do it, that I dedicate this book, because I know 
you’re just like me and, truly, I’d rather be flying!”

Just Plane Crazy Biography of Bobbi Trout Veca, Donna Mazzio, Skip 
Osborne Publisher 1987 Signed by Bobbi Trout A personalized and 
highly entertaining account of the unusual life of an unusual lady flier who "was there" 
when much of aviation history was being made. 

Wild Blue Wonders Exploring The Magic of Flight  Wallace, Lane EAA Aviation 
Foundation 2001 Soft Cover  Purchased by the chapter—January 2002   This book is an 
asset for anyone exploring aviation with school age children in an easy to read format. 
Topics covered are: What Makes An Airplane Fly?, Designing An Airplane, Control 
Surfaces, Engines, Landing Gear, Construction Materials and Putting It All Together. 

Two Old Women An Alaska Legend of Betrayal, Courage and Survival Wallis, 
Velma     
Epicenter Press 1993  Hard Cover w/jacket  Based on an Athabaskan Indian 
legend passed along from mothers to daughters for many generations on the upper Yukon 
River in Alaska, this is the tragic and shocking story—with a surprise ending—of two 
elderly women abandoned by a migrating tribe that faces starvation brought on by 
unusually harsh Arctic weather and a shortage of fish and game. 

This Flying Life Walters, Claire L & Loufek, Betty McMillen Airwoman 
Press 1999   Signed by both authors Soft Cover Donated by Geneva Cranford—
October 2008 This Flying Life is the story of Claire L. Walters and friends. She began 
flying in 1941 and is still flying in her own Palms to Pines Air Race and today is the 
fundraiser for The Ninety-Nines Museum of Women Pilots.  Co-author Betty McMillen 
Loufek, flew sailplanes and set records, raced in the Powder Puff Derby and Palms to 



Pines, served on the PPD Board of Directors; was public relations director for many 
projects, wrote articles for Flying, Air Trails Pictorial, Woman Pilot, International Women 
Pilots/99News, aviation and other newspapers.  

Learning to Fly Gliders A Flight Training Handbook and Syllabus
Wander, Bob Soaring Books & Supplies Inc. 1993 Soft Cover Donated by Tom 
Unsicker—October 2021 This glider flight-training manual provides you with 
a clear picture of the decision-making skills and flight maneuvers you must master to 
become a competent soaring pilot. 

A Flock of Eagles Ward, Quaife M. & Determan, Todd C. Million Dollar Round 
Table 1977 Hard Cover no dust jacket Donated by Carolgene Dierolf—
November 2006 A profile of the successful life insurance agents and their 
association, the Million Dollar Round Table. 

Taking Off Warren, Margaret Thomas Images Publishing (Malvern) Ltd 1993
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 
2015 Taking Off is an incredible story of early aviation and of a woman’s determination 
to be accepted as an equal into the elite club of professional pilots. 

Happy To Fly An Autobiography Welch, Ann John Murray (Publishers) Ltd 1983
Hardcover w/jacket
Donated by Mona Kendrick—November 2014 Happy to Fly, written by a pilot with 
a lifelong enthusiasm and love for flying, is a lively book, full of stories from all over the 
world which do not turn up in ordinary aviation histories. In 1981 Ann Welch was 
awarded the Gold Air Medal of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale in recognition 
of her distinguished career in aviation and for her devotion to the training and 
encouragement of young pilots. Happy to Fly is her personal story of fifty years of 
aviation and reveals a truly pioneering spirit, impatient with bureaucracy and petty 
restrictions and full of interest for new developments and ideas. 

Modern Airmanship  Fifth Edition    Welch, John F. Tab Books 1987 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 This exceptional 
guide recognizes the importance of aviation today and underscores the vital role you play 
as pilot. John Welch, a noted aviation expert, clarifies all the principles, concepts, and 
techniques of flight. He supplies a concise, straightforward, and highly readable 
presentation of airmanship covering procedures, performance standards, and mathematics 
information that will help you make every trip safe and enjoyable. 

The 99 Club Wells, Fay Gillies Hard Cover without jacket cover Donated by 
The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—September 2015 This is in commemoration of the 

15th anniversary of The Ninety-Nines; a short outline of the founding of The 99, its 
activities and the accomplishments of its members from 1929-1941.

Angle Of Attack White, Robin Crown Publishers, Inc. 1992 Hard Cover 



Donated by Pamela O’Brien--December 2000  Angle of Attack ranges from the 
California hills of the Lawrence Livermore National laboratory, where the once-bright 
fires of SDI are burning low, to a grassy airfield in the heart of Moscow. The earth-
shaking event in the Libyan desert brings together a woman from the restless Baltic 
republic of Lithuania and a fellow scientist from America. These two unwittingly possess 
the two missing pieces of an ominous puzzle—why Saddam Hussein has moved against 
Kuwait and what can stop something far more devastating than SCUD missile attacks. 
Both are highly skilled pilots who meet as competitors but are thrown together in a 
desperate flight to freedom to save themselves—and the rest of humanity—from the 
terror poised to thunder out of the desert.  (author lives in Pacific Grove, California)

The Flight From Winter’s Shadow  White, Robin Crown Publishers 1990     
Hard Cover w/jacket Donated by Pamela O’Brien--December 2000 The very best 
fighter pilots experience their aircraft as living extensions of themselves. The Flight from 
Winter’s Shadow gives the reader the same unforgettable thrill. (author lives in Pacific 
Grove, California)

The Last High Ground White, Robin A. Crown Publishers, Inc. 1995 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by Kay Harmon—April 2015 I know why our aircraft are going down 
reads the cryptic note left by a disgraced employee of America’s leading aircraft 
manufacturer. But for the passengers and crew of Flight 262, a brand-new aircraft, it 
comes too late. The worst aviation disaster in U.S. history is about to take place. 

Siberian Light  White, Robin Delacorte Press 1997 Hard cover w/dust 
jacket 
Donated by Pamela O’Brien--December 2000  Siberian Light captures the agonies 
of a nation catapulted into the twenty-first century from the deep sleep of communism. 
From the intricate workings of a Siberian oil field to the bitter resolve of a gulag survivor, 
Robin White’s magnificent novel pulses with unforgettable characters and astonishing 
detail. As it careens toward a wild, violent chase across the frozen taiga, Siberian Light 
builds to an exhilarating climax—a staggering surprise—spellbinding until the final, 
unforgettable scene. (author lives in Pacific Grove) 

The Sword of Orion White, Robin A. Crown Publishers, Inc. 1993 Hard Cover w/
dust jacket 
Donated by Kay Harmon—April 2015 Afghan “soldiers of God” bring the world to 
the edge of nuclear Armageddon when they steal a Russian hydrogen bomb, vowing to 
detonate it if the West fails to comply with their demands. At stake is a vast strategic 
territory: the rich but unstable states of the Islamic Arc, from Africa through the Middle 
East and Pakistan and ultimately the seething Moslem enclaves of the former Soviet 
Union.

Capt. Jepp and the Little Black Book How Barnstormer & Aviation Piloneer Elrey B. 
Jeppesen Made the Skies Safer For Everyone (special edition) Whitlock, 



Flint & Terry L. Barnhart Savage Press 2007    This is the story of the man, Elrey B. 
Jeppesen, and it is the story of early commercial aviation in the US. The two are 
inextricably intertwined. Beyond his friends he would be otherwise forgotten, except for 
one thing, his little black book. The boy that dropped out of school to help his family 
make ends meet eventually became wealthy from the company spawned by that little 
black book. 

Rising Above It   Whyte, Edna Gardner Orion Books 1991 First Edition 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket    An autobiography of Edna Gardner Whyte, Edna Gardner 
Whyte wanted to fly from the time she was a girl – but as one born in an era when 
women could not vote, she found that earning her wings was a constant struggle against 
male chauvinism and prejudice.  Her career became a crusade to prove that women could 
perform just as well as men and should be afforded the same opportunities.  Time after 
time she assaulted the barricades erected against women in aviation. 
First Blue The Story of World War II Ace Butch Voris and The Creation of the Blue 
Angels
Wilcox, Robert K. St. Martin’s Press 2004 Hard Cover w/dust jacket The 
U.S. Navy’s Blue Angels are the most famous flight demonstration team in the world. 
Although millions of aviation enthusiasts see their shows every year, the story of the man 
who formed the squadron has never been told. He is Roy Marlin “Butch” Voris, a World 
War II ace and one of only two aviators ever to command the Blue Angels twice. 

Her Last Flight Williams, Beatriz Harper Collins 2020 First Edition Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket
Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2022 Fiction. The beloved author returns with a 
remarkable novel of both raw suspense and lyric beauty - the story of a lost pilot and a 
wartime photographer that will leave its mark on your soul.  

The Art of Instrument Flying Williams, J.R. Tab Books 1988 Hard 
Cover no dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001 The author of this book 
covers many areas of instrument flight instruction, including: instrument interpretation, 
vertigo awareness, physiological factors, attitude instrument flying, airspeed/altitude 
control to name a few.

Caledonian Skies Wilson, Hugh Archway Publishing 2013 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket Donated and autographed by Hugh Wilson—April 2015 After witnessing a 
strange German plane in the skies over Scotland in 1939, a seasoned pilot embarks on a 
dangerous mission to investigate as the world erupts into chaos.
  
The Right Stuff Wolfe, Tom McGraw-Hill 1979 Hard Cover w/dust jacket 
Tom Wolfe shows us the hidden Olympus to which all ambitious combat and test pilots 
aspired, the top of the pyramid of the right stuff.  And we learn the nature of the ineffable 
pilot's grace without which all else meant nothing.  

As The Prop Turns The Soul of an Old Airplane Wood, John San Bernardino, CA 



2020 Softcover
Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2021 Delivered in late 1940, this Waco UPF-7 has 
lived a long and adventurous life. Sent first to a flying school in the Pacific Northwest, 
the open-cockpit biplane introduced World War II pilots to aerobatics in the Civilian Pilot 
Training Program, taught by a noted aviatrix. Enjoy true escapades as you soar with a 
freight dog, a tax evader, a missionary dentist, a prominent woman sculptor, and a drug 
smuggler. The adventures didn’t stop there. Declared surplus near the end of the war she 
became a crop duster. Wrecked and rebuilt, the Waco later turned to life as a sightseeing 
workhorse. 

Women Astronauts Woodmansee, Laura S. Apogee Books 2002 
Soft Cover 
Donated by Sarah Chauvet—July 2007 Woman Astronauts is a must for any girl, 
young woman, or anyone else who wants to learn about women astronauts, what they do, 
and how they got to where they are today.

Up in the Air Worthylake, Mary M. 1979 Paperback Maverick Publications     
(autographed by Mary M. Worthylake)  Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 2011
Up in the Air is the intensely personal story of an aviator’s wife in the early days of 
commercial aviation. The author describes her experience learning to fly and obtaining a 
license as the first woman pilot both trained and licensed in Alaska.  

Yeager  An autobiography Yeager, Chuck and Janos, Leo Bantam Books 1985 
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Chuck Yeager tells his whole incredible life story with the 
same "wide-open, full-throttle" approach that has marked his career as a flier.

Voyager Yeager, Jeana and Rutan, Dick Harper & Row, Publishers 1989
Softcover
Donated by Mona Kendrick—November 2014 The first full account of the daring 
and pioneering aeronautical adventure, written by the man woman who made it happen. 
They tell their own stories and how their six-year dream of Voyager was fulfilled—the 
designing, the building, and the triumphal nine-day flight of the first plane in history to 
circumnavigate the glove non-stop, without refueling. 

My Brothers’ Flying Machine Wilbur, Orville, and Me Yolen, Jane Little, Brown 
and Company 2003
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Found in The Monterey Bay Chapter 99s end room @ 
Watsonville Airport—September 2007 Here is the story of the Wright brothers, as 
told by Katharine in Jane Yolen’s lyrical prose. Detailed paintings by the award-winning 
Jim Burke show the complexity of the Wright family’s achievements, and the stunning 
panoramas celebrate their triumph. 



Aircraft The Story of Powered Flight Young, John Triune Press 1972 Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket   Donated by Laura A. Barnett—April 2009 The story of powered 
aircraft is the most rapid technical adventure ever known in forms of transport. In the 
span of one lifetime, man has progressed from faltering hops just above the ground—
scarcely half the length of a Jumbo Jet—to regular visits to the moon. John Young, prize-
winning aviations artist, illustrates the many and varied forms of craft that have been 
designed to surmount natural obstacles and to carry out the tasks which flying machines 
are uniquely able to perform. 

Frozen In Time An epic story of survival and a modern quest for lost heroes of World 
War II
Zuckoff, Mitchell Soft cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 2020 Into 
this narrative of endurance against all odds, bestselling author Mitchell Zuckoff weaves a 
breathtaking account of his 2012 journey with a private crew to recover the wreckage of 
the crashes and the bodies of the victims entombed in the ice, finally piecing together this 
epic tale of adventure, resilience, and courage. 

Monterey Bay Chapter Publications—No particular author



The Adventures of Stick & Rudder It’s a Zoo Born, David Born Aviation 2006
Children’s book

A Story Book Account of the 1969 All Women Transcontinental Air Race Donated by 
Geneva Cranford—2002 

Air Force Instrument Flying Manual An excellent guide to modern instrument flying 
and training. April 1981 Soft Cover Donated by ?

Air Race Classic Official Program—1977 Santa Rosa, California to Toledo, Ohio
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006

Air Race Classic Official Program—1980 Corpus Christi, Texas to Columbia, South 
Carolina 
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006 

Air Race Classic Official Program—1988 Salinas, California to Huntington, West 
Virginia

Air Tourist Information/Canada Civil Aviation Branch 1971 Transport Canada
Soft Cover
Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006

Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum Information packet

Ameila Earhart Peak Climb July 2, 1987  Donated by Geneva Cranford—2002 

Anza Sky Trail Part 1:Flight Instructors

Anza Sky Trail Part2:Description

AOPA’s Airport Directory 2003-2004 Edition

Aviation Seminars Instrument Pilot/CFII Course Summary FAA Exams 1990

Aviation Weather For Pilots and Flight Operations Personnel Department of 
Transportation 1984
Donated by Pat York—July 2001

The Best 1992 Airshows (Watsonville is listed) Sport Pilot Special 1992
Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007

Blue Angels –1981 Yearbook Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006

Celebrating The National Air And Space Museum Soft Cover CBS Inc. 1976



.
Chronicle of Aviation Magazine J L International Publishing

Civil use of U.S. Government Instrument Approach Procedure Charts
Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 1968 Soft Cover Donated by Connie Breien—
July 2006

Commonwealth of Australia Air Legislation Examination guide for Student, Private 
and Commercial Pilots
D.C.A. Publication No.5 Revised 1971 Soft Cover Donated by Connie Breien—
July 2996

Commonwealth of Australia Flight Radio Operator’s Manual, Seventh Edition 1969
Department of Civil Aviation Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006

Commonwealth of Australia Visual Flight Guide, Eighth Edition 1973 Department of 
Civil Aviation
Soft Cover Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006

Crisis in the Cockpit An AOPA Book  Macmillan Publishing Co. 1978        Hard 
Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Crisis in the Cockpit is a 
collection of firsthand true reports of trouble in the cockpit—and what to do about it.

Defensive Flying An AOPA Book Macmillan Publishing Co. 1986 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 Through vivid firsthand accounts, accident 
analyses, and expert instruction, Defensive Flying shows you how such threats develop 
and describes measures you can take to prevent or handle them.

EAA Sport Aviation The Magazine of Recreational Aviation  March 2004 
Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2004

Freedom to Fly Hard Copy w/jacket cover Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 
2020 AOPA 2018
Packed with photographs of pilots’ most beloved aircraft and inspiring stories of aviation 
pioneers, Freedom to Fly: AOPA and the History of General Aviation in America tells the 
story of general aviation through the lens of its biggest advocate. Learn about the 
triumphs and tragedies that defined generations of pilots from the editors who bring you 
AOPA Pilot and Flight Training each month. 

Fun Flying Guide 1971 Peterson Publishing Company Donated by Connie Breien—
July 2006

Fun Places to Fly Flights for fun in California and the West Volume 1 Number 4 



Summer 1988
Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006

Fun Places to Fly Flights for fun in California and the West Volume 1, Number 8 
Fall-Winter 1988-89
Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006

Fun Places to Fly Flights for fun in California and the West Issue 2, 1989 Soft 
Cover
Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006

Fun Places to Fly Flights for fun in California and the West Issue 3, 1989 Soft 
Cover
Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006

Fun Places to Fly Flights for fun in California and the West Issue 4, 1989-90
Soft Cover
Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006

Fun Places to Fly Flights for fun in California and the West Issue Number 9
Soft Cover
Donated by Ann Walker—January 2006

Great Air Stories Angus and Robertson Publishing 1974 Donated by Connie 
Breien—July 2006
This book is a collection of true life stories that covers a wide range of adventures 
concerned with men, machines and flying. Eccentric balloonists, the invention of the 
helicopter, the incredible story of the DC-3, Richthofen’s ‘Flying Circus’, the ‘killer’ 
pilots of World Wars I and II and the advent of the rocket ship are just a few of the 
fascinating accounts of men and the air at war and in peacetime. 16 pages of photographs. 

History of The Ninety-Nines, Inc Published by The Ninety-Nines 1979 Hard 
Cover, no jacket cover
Embossed with Geneva Ausmus Cranford on the front cover and donated by the estate of 
Geneva Ausmus Cranford—March 2012

I Learned About Flying From That From the Editors of Flying Magazine            
Macmillan Publishing Company 1983  Hard Cover w/dust jacket  Donated by 
Pat York—July 2001 
Dozens of first-hand adventures, misadventures, and escapes make this book a flying 
classic—blending suspenseful reading with valuable lessons for all who fly. The editors 
of Flying have distilled the best of their magazine’s most popular feature, and the pilots 
who share their most unforgettable moments write with an eloquence born of sharp 
experience. 



I Learned About Flying From That Volume 3 From the editors of Flying Magazine      
Tab Books 1993 
Hard Cover no dust jacket Donated by Pat York—July 2001 The collection 
of stories in this book are of people who erred and, through luck or skill—and often both
—were allowed to come back to fly again, and ideally, never made the same mistake 
again. Some are funny, some frightening, some amusing. Read them and weep, smile, 
shudder, or cringe, but they’re presented here for you to learn more about flying from 
them. 

International Forest of Friendship 2004 Handbook

Instrument Flying Handbook U.S. Department of Transportation Federal 
Aviation Administration   
Aviation Maintenance Publishers, Inc.  1975  Soft Cover Donated by?

Instrument Flying Handbook U.S. Department of Transportation Federal 
Aviation Administration
ASA Publications, Inc.  revised 1980 Soft Cover Donated by Ann Walker—
January 2006
A great study guide for the person seeking an instrument rating.

The Instrument Pilot’s Library Series:

Aircraft Systems by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir Publications Inc. 
1995 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008
The aim of this book is to cover the design and use of these systems from the perspective 
of an instrument pilot. Here you’ll find not only detail on how the systems work—and y 
why they ail, and how to keep them running—but a variety of tips on how to make the 
best use of the equipment your airplane is fitted with. 

Charts & Plates by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher (2 copies) 1 copy donated by 
Jim Young—October 2008 Belvoir Publications Inc. 1994 Hard Cover w/dust 
jacket The editors examine the essential tools of the instrument pilot's trade, the charts 
and approach plates that make flight in today's instrument environment possible. 

IFR Accidents by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir Publications Inc. 
1994 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008 The 
accidents run the gamut from the well-publicized Avianca Flight 052 fuel-exhaustion 
accident to seemingly simple training mishaps. Each has a full description of the events, 
along with analysis and commentary by our staff of expert aviators. Instead of just 
presenting the facts, each of these stories is included with apurpose in mind. Each one 
contains a lesson. It may be of only academic interest when read, but eventually it may 
also help the reader get out of a similar bind. 



Official Guide to the National Air and Space Museum Smithsonian Institution Press 
Soft Cover 

Donated by Sophia Taylor-Home—April 2023 The Museum’s collection consists of 
hundreds of historical or technically significant aircraft and spacecraft, along with 
missiles, rockets, aero engines, propellers, flight equipment, and flight memorabilia. All 
of the aircraft and most of the manned spacecraft on display here were actually flown. 
On The Approach by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir Publications 
Inc. 1994 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008
This book will cover specific techniques for flying your approaches more smoothly and 
with greater precision, along with detailed descriptions of how the approaches work. In 
addition, there are tips for maintaining position awareness during the approach, dealing 
with ATC, and more.

The Point of Decision by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir Publications, 
Inc. 1995 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008
In this volume, we’ll take a step back and look at the big picture. The topics covered here 
run the gamut from weather to self-evaluation to flying technique. While the territory 
covered is broad, all of the articles found here share a common thread; the critical 
moment at which a decision must be made. 

Sweet Talking the System by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir 
Publications, Inc. 1993
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008 The editors of 
IFR and IFR Refresher take you inside America’s air traffic control system and tell you 
what you never learned in training: how to make it work for you. 

Training to Proficiency by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir Publications, 
Inc. 1995 Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008
In this book, the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher take a close look at a critical part of the 
instrument rated pilot’s life: Training, and in particular ongoing training. 

Weather For The IFR Pilot by the editors of IFR and IFR Refresher Belvoir 
Publications, Inc. 1993
Hard Cover w/dust jacket Donated by Jim Young—October 2008 This book 
represents a collection of the best advice and insight the editors—themselves seasoned 
instrument pilots—have to give on the subject. 

Jane’s Encyclopedia of Aviation Compiled and edited by Michael J. H. Taylor
Portland House 1989 Hard Cover w/dust jacket This definitive reference source 
brings together in one volume five encyclopedic guides to the history of aviation from the 
days of hot air balloons to today’s supersonic transports. Both aviation professionals and 
enthusiasts will find Jane’s Encyclopedia of Aviation to be a fascinating chronicle of the 
tremendous advances in flight technology.

Knights of the Air Time-Life Books 1980 Hard Cover no dust jacket 



Donated by Laura A. Barnett—November 2006 An informative book about 
the fledgling military air services of World War I.   

The National Geographic Magazine Our Conquest of the Pacific, Page 371 October, 
1928 
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Flying the World’s Longest Air-Mail Route, Page 
261 March, 1930
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine The Conquest of Antarctica by Air, Page 127 
August, 1930 
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Mapping the Antarctic from the Air, Page 471 
October, 1932 
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Photographing the Eclipse of 1932 from the Air, 
Page 581 November,1932 Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Flying Around the North Atlantic, Page 259 
September, 1934
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Flying the Pacific, Page 665 December, 1936 
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Our Search for the Lost Aviators, Page 141 
August, 1938 
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003

The National Geographic Magazine My Four Antarctic Expeditions, Page 129 July, 
1939 
Donated by Mona Kendrick—April 2003 

The National Geographic Magazine Fifty Years of Flight, Page 740 December, 1953 
Donated by Geneva Cranford—March 2002 

The National Geographic Magazine The Future of Flying December, 2003 
Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2004

The Ninety-Nines Past Present Future Overview   Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002  1 donated by 



The Ninety-Nines International Organization of Licensed Women Pilots (gold 
paper publication)

The Ninety-Nine News Volume 10  March 1983 Number 2 Features the Monterey 
Co. Air Tour picture of the booth that Geneva Cranford designed.

Paradise In Flight with Air Nuigini  #63 Soft Cover (Article on Amelia Earhart)

The Pathfinders Time-Life Books 1980 Hard Cover no dust jacket
Donated by Laura A. Barnett—November 2006 An informative book that has 
outlined the achievements of early audacious pilots of aviation’s infancy.

People Magazine July 7, 2003 Page 111—Stars in Their Eyes Back in the 
1960’s, 13 pioneering women tested to become astronauts—until NASA officials dashed 
their dreams.

Pilots Guide to San Francisco Bay Area Airports Optima Publications 1972

Places To Fly A collection of travel articles from The AOPA Pilot, selected with a view 
toward informing general-aviation flyers about spots that offer the best in fly-in facilities, 
accommodations and enjoyable vacations. Donated by Connie Breien—July 2006
Hard Cover

20th  Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1966  Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002 

21st  Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1967  Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002 

23rd Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1969 Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002 

24th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1970 Donated by Geneva Cranford 
2002 

25th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1971  Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002 

26th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1972  Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002 
27th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1973 Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002 

28th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1975 Donated by Geneva Cranford



—2002 

29th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1976  Donated by Geneva 
Cranford—2002

30th Powder Puff Derby Official Program 1977 Donated by Geneva Cranford
—2002

Powder Puff Derby Commemorative Album (1947-1974) Donated by Geneva 
Cranford—2002

Powder Puff Derby—AWTAR, Inc.  (1947-1977) Donated by Geneva Cranford’s 
Estate—March, 2012

Preservation The National Parks’ Winter of Discontent  January/February 2004 
Donated by Joanne Nissen—March 2004

Private Pilot January 1992   Page 33—The story of a Salinas California Pilot

Private Pilot FAA Practical Test Study Guide Airplane Single-Engine Land        
Jeppessen Sandersen 1998 Soft Cover Donated by Pam Cabak—October 2003  
This study guide with questions, answers, explanations and references will cover both 
knowledge and skill areas, coordinated with GFD Private Pilot Manual, full reprint of the 
PTS, explanations adjacent to each question, unique sliding mask for self-testing and 
perforated and 3-hole punched pages.

The Road to Kitty Hawk Time-Life Books 1980 Hard Cover no dust jacket
Donated by Laura A. Barnett—November 2006 An informative book 

on the history of flight from the Old Testament psalmist to December 17, 1903 at Kitty 
Hawk.

Shell Airport Directory and Flight Information Guide Soft Cover Donated by 
Connie Breien—July 2006

Sixty and Counting Overview  Donated by the estate of Pam O’Brien—September 2015

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum An Autobiography Donated by Joanne 
Nissen—October 2015

Smithsonian 100 years of flight December 2003  Donated by Joanne Nissen—
March 2004

Soaring Private/Commercial Flight Manual Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc., 1999

Speaking of Flying Personal tales of Heroism, Humor, Talent and Terror from 44 Unique 



Aviators

Thirty Sky Blue Years Overview Donated by Geneva Cranford—2002

The Timechart History of Aviation Donated by Sophia Taylor-Home—April 2023

United States Air Force:
Air Navigation 53-0-2 Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom Rideout)—

March 2016
Air Navigation  51-40 Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom Rideout)—

March 2016
Aircraft Accident and Maintenance Review September 1953 Donated by 

Leif Rideout 
son of Ransom Rideout)—March 2016
Air Reserve Center Training Command Study IV Elements of Aerospace 

Warfare Donated 
by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom Rideout)—March 2016
Air Reserve Center Training Staff Development Course No. 45-0004

Donated by Leif Rideout 
son of Ransom Rideout)—March 2016
The Air Reservist June-July 1960 Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom 

Rideout)—March 2016
Federal Aviation Regulations for Pilots January 1976 Donated by Leif 

Rideout (son of Ransom
Rideout)—March 2016
Fighter Weapons News Letter December 1954 Donated by Leif Rideout (son of 

Ransom Rideout)
March 2016
Flying Safety October 1954 Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom Rideout)—

March 2016
Flying Safety October 1956 Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom Rideout)—

March 2016

Handbook Flight Operating Instructions May 1945 Donated by Leif 
Rideout (son of Ransom

Rideout)—March 2016
Instrument Flying; Techniques and Procedures Donated by Leif Rideout (son 

of Ransom Rideout)—
March 2016
Jet Operations and Flight Techniques 1955 Donated by Leif Rideout (son 

of Ransom Rideout)
March 2016
Pilot’s Handbook West—U.S. Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom 

Rideout)—March 2016
Physiology of Flight Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom Rideout)—March 



2016
Radio Facility Charts and In-Flight Data April 1955 Donated by Leif 

Rideout (son of Ransom 
Rideout)—March 2016
Theory of Instrument Flying Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom 

Rideout)—March 2016
Weather For Aircraft Trainees Donated by Leif Rideout (son of Ransom 

Rideout)—March 2016

VIA November/December 2003 Page 55 the Magic of flight Donated by Joanne 
Nissen—March 2004
 
Weather For The IFR Pilot 1993 Belvoir Publications Hard Cover without dust 
jacket Donated by Carolgene Dierolf—March 2008 In this book, the editors and 
contributors pas on their knowledge, based on many years and thousands of hours in the 
air, dealing with bad weather.

White Wings 15 Excellent Paper Airplanes pack

Women Aloft The Epic of Flight Time-Life Books 1981 Hard Cover no dust 
jacket    
Donated by Louise Minniear—September 2001  An informative book on the history 
of women in aviation from around the world. 

Women In Aviation and Space Flowers, Sandra H. Alabama Aviation & 
Technical College 
U.S. Department of Transportation (magazine format) 2 copies

World Aviation Education & Safety Congress Program (New Delhi—India)  
Donated by Geneva Cranford—2002 

MONTEREY BAY 99s VIDEO COLLECTION 

**The following videos are not listed but are in the library and have not been 



returned: 
**Perfect Landings 

 

Your First Few Hours what you should know in... Sporty’s VideoVol.1 
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Practicing Landings what you should know before….. Sporty’s VideoVol. 2
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Your First Solo what you should know before….. Sporty’s VideoVol. 3
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Your Dual Cross Countries what you should know before… Sporty’s VideoVol. 5
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Your Solo Cross Countries what you should know before…. Sporty’s VideoVol. 6
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Your Private Pilot Test what you should know before….. Sporty’s VideoVol. 7
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Private Pilot Written Exam Course King Video Vol. 6
Donated by Donna Crane-Bailey—January 2006

Above & Beyond:100 Years of Women In Aviation

Amelia Earhart Peak Climb

America By Air - Wonders of the West #1  From inches above the earth to 
miles high in the sky, you'll experience the wonders of the West as you fly above 
volcanoes, fault zones, canyons, deserts, oceans, ancient sites & mountain ranges.
Donated by Pat York—2000

America By Air - From the Mississippi to the Rockies #2 From inches above 
the earth to miles high in the sky, you'll experience the wonders of America's heartland as 
you fly above canyons, badlands, glacial peaks, remote islands, dunes, mountains & great 
rivers.      Donated by Pat York—2000

America By Air - Wonders of the East #3 From inches above the earth to miles high in 
the sky, you'll experience the wonders of the East as you fly above the Atlantic coast, 
New England in fall, barrier islands, keys, mountains & exotic wetlands. Donated by 
Pat York—2000   



AOPA Mid-Air Collision Avoidance 30 mins - basic mid-air collision avoidance 
training for GA Pilots of all categories

Apollo 13 Movie Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007

Aviation Training Center 1 Weather Wisdom

BIO - Joanne Nissen  Joanne Nissen's Video Biography 3/2/97 

Blue Angels: 50 Years of Blue Angels 1946-1996, Around the World at the Speed of 
Sound

The Boat in The Sky

Bonanza Pilot Proficiency Training Manual Donated by Mary Ellen Eisemann—
May 2008

The Challenge of Flight Eagles Over The Gulf Donated  by Judy Spaulding—August 
2007

The Challenge of Flight Canopies Up! Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007

Come Fly With Me "For Kids of All Ages" -  Explore the world of aviation 
with your kids.

EAA Oshkosh ‘94

Emergency Procedures

Flying the B-17 EAA’s “In the Cockpit” Series No. 2 Donated by Judy 
Spaulding—August 2007

Find Your Way Back A rock salute to the space shuttle - The ultimate high 
adventure/music video

Flight Maneuvers

Flight to the 21st Century International Conference 7-12-16-2000

Flyabout     Flyabout is the heartfelt, personal story of a young woman who gets a pilot’s 
license and inspires her father to do the same. Together with him, she follows her dream 
to fly a plane around the continent of 
Australia. Her introduction to the Aboriginal Walkabout brings on the realization that 
piloting the plane won’t be the hardest part of the trip. 



Flying Companion Seminar 2/1986

How Airplanes Fly

How they fly the Concorde From New York to London, witness the thrilling job 
of piloting Concorde at twice the speed of sound....from the pilots-eye-view in the 
cockpit!

Jean Batten Pilot Donated by Kay Harmon—November 2014

Just Planes for KIDS Program 2 “Nathalie’s First Flight” Fasten your seat belts and 
prepare to take-off on a flight full of surprises!

King Take-Off Videos Taming Stalls and Spins

King Take-Off Videos Weather Wise

The Night Flier by Stephen King What is it that flies by night in a dark-winged 
Cessna, lands at secluded airports and brutally murders local residents? Richard Dees 
begins to follow the unknown killer in a Cessna of his own, uncovering clues that reveal 
a pilot more terrifying than he could ever have imagined. A creature so untamed by 
human nature, that their final confrontation will leave no body unbloodied. 
Donated by Anandi Heinrich—March 2003

Night Flying  “Safety After Sundown.”  (Air Facts with Richard L. Collins)

Opportunity Skyway

Private Flight Test

Ready For Take-Off! You want to know how real airplanes fly? From small planes to 
big jets-READY FOR TAKE-OFF! will show you. 

SkyFire 90 Home Video Down in the pits, out on the pylons and inside the cockpits, 
you’ll see it all and hear it all! Skyfire’s broadcast-quality cameras and digital stereo put 
you in control of the most powerful aviation video ever recorded!

Spitfire Action Adventure Movie Donated by Judy Spaulding—August 2007

Sporty’s What you should know before….Your First Solo

There Goes An Airplane  For girls & boys ages 3 to 8

To Fly! Takes you on a 27 minute voyage that begins with a  balloon ascension in 



New England and concludes with a rocket flight into space. 

Tribute Flight Over Watsonville for Louise Minnear 3-26-05 Video by Larry Gaines

Watsonville Airport After Loma Prieta

Welcome to Long Beach Airport Safety Advisory 

The Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk Charlie Brown becomes an eye-witness to 
history, Woodstock demonstrates the principles of flight, Peppermint Patty and Marcie 
are mechanics for the Wright Brothers aircraft, and Snoopy becomes top dog and 
oversees the events leading to the flight that changed the world!

Women Combat Pilots—Taped off TV

Women Flyers Donated by Kay Harmon—November 2014

You Can Fly A musical introduction to flying for everyone, produced locally by 
the Palo Alto Airport

  

 

MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER DVD LIBRARY

Air Force One National Geographic

AlliedSignal GNS-Xls Training Package for Windows 95/98

Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum: A Tribute to A Pioneering Spirit

Amelia Earhart Peak Climb July 2, 1987

Angle of Attack How Naval Aviation Changed the Face of War   Donated by Anonymous
—May 2013

Beyond the Powder The Legacy of the First Women’s Cross-Country Air Race

Birth of Flight A History of Civil Aviation Donated by Anonymous—May 2013



Boots on the Ground The Men and Women Who Made Mooney Experience the 
journey of the workers who made Mooney airplanes. From the early days of Art and Al 
Mooney’s wood designs to the world’s fastest piston single in production the Acclaim 
Type-S, you will meet the men and women of Mooney. 

Close Calls Lessons to Live By Starring Bob Hoover and Wayne Handley
Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2012 Bob Hoover and Wayne Handley 
relate their own scary stories and explain how they did, or in some cases didn’t get out of 
trouble. But they survived even the crashes by having a plan in their mind—a what-if 
strategy developed on a great flying day when there were no problems. In Handley’s case, 
he fought his emotional side (impending death) to apply logic and experience during the 
crash of his Oracle Raven in California. Incidents are restaged and videotaped. 

County of San Bernardino Presents Planes of Fame Airshow May 14-15 2011  60 
minutes of Air Show Action Plus a 30 Minute Behind the Scenes Look! Donated by 
Anonymous—May 2013

Dell Hinn Memorial Service

Fly Boys: Pennsylvania’s Tuskegee Airmen The Men Who Changed The Way America 
Wages War
Donated by Anonymous—May 2013

Exploring Aeronautics (Developed by The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration)

Garmin GPS 400/GNC 420/GNS 430 Simulator Interactive Training CD & FDE 
Prediction Software

Geneva Cranford Biography and on the Today Show

Gene FitzPatrick Biography, Dell Hinn, Biography & Tribute Flight over 
Watsonville for Louise Minniear

GPS For IFR operations For VFR operations

Legends of the Sky! The Jenny Donated by Joanne Nissen—April 2018

KSBW Share Your Holidays, Monterey Bay Chapter 99s & 99s 25th Anniversary 
Party

Mountain Flying This course introduces pilots to the challenges of mountain flying and 
offers ways to minimize the risks.



On Board Air Force One National Geographic

On Board Marine One National Geographic

One Six Right The Romance of Flying DVD Donated by Kryss Crocker—
February 2007

Upon Silver Wings Carol Foy & Carol Ann Garratt

Runway Safety Collection 3 copies This collection of Runway Safety Videos 
explores risk, and prevention strategies, while operating in the terminal airspace and on 
the surface of airports. With nearly 64 million takeoffs and landings every year, it is 
critical that we all work to prevent mistakes and quickly react to errors.  

Say It Right Mastering Radio Communication

Silver Wings/Flying Dreams The Complete Story of the Women Airforce Service Pilots 
Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2017

SR-71 From Sac To Nasa

Ups & Downs—of takeoffs and landings AOPA Air Safety Foundation
Donated by Joanne Nissen—September 2007Pilots think they know takeoffs and 
landings, but the accident statistics prove otherwise. Topics featured in this video include: 
short and soft field operations, crosswind operations, climbout performance, night 
operations, POH performance specifications, how density altitude can leave your aircraft 
breathless, the 50/50 solution. View and score actual landings that occurred at a large fly-
in.

1969 Powder Puff Donated by Joanne Nissen—January 2008 DVD 
featuring the 6 members from Monterey Bay in the 1969 Powder Puff Derby—Dell Hinn, 
Trish Marks, Joanne Nissen, Connie Hood (Brien), Helen Shropshire & Dolores Boyton.

Warplane A Century of Fight and Flight Donated by Jeanne Hendrickson In the 
100 years since the Wright brothers first took to the air, the airplane has evolved from a 
tentative eye in the sky into the ultimate weapons delivery system. Its role in warfare has 
grown dramatically through the ages, and as it has taken on new functions, the very way 
countries wage war has been transformed. WARPLANE explores the evolution of the 
warplane, and highlights the people and stories behind the key technological advances 
that have shaped military aviation history.

We Served Too The Story of the Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War II
Donated by Joanne Nissen—August 2017



Wings For Maggie Ray The True Story of an Aviation Trailblazer for Anyone Who’s 
Ever Dreamed Big
Donated by Joanne Nissen & Laura Barnett—May 2014

Wings Over California Legends and Stories From The State’s Central Air Bases
Donated by Anonymous—May 2013

Wings of their Own From Kitty Hawk to Cape Canaveral a few women have found 
“Wings of Their Own”
Donated by The Estate of Pamela O’Brien—July 2014 One copy donated by Kay 
Harmon—November 2014



MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER CD LIBRARY

Do the Right Thing Decision Making for Pilots In this program we start off with 
some no-nonsense, real-world strategies for making better choices in the cockpit. Then 
using interactive video scenarios we turn you loose to practice your skills by making 
decisions for two pilots facing some serious predicaments. See if you can make the right 
decisions and get them to their destination safety. From the AOPA Air Safety Foundation

NASA Aerospace Technology Education Resource Guide Centennial of Flight Edition
—An Interactive Catalog and PDF Library

Runway Safety Safe Flying Starts and Ends on the Ground A FREE interactive 
course brought to you by the AOPA Air Safety Foundation

Weather Wise Thunderstorms & ATC A FREE interactive course brought to you 
by the AOPA Air Safety Foundation and the Federal Aviation Administration



MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER AUDIO CASSETTE LIBRARY 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Acing the BFR 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 4 April 1995  Review of Special Use 
Airspace - The Call is Yours - Forced Landing-Part 3 - Simultaneous Operations of 
Intersecting Runways - Accidents That Really Shouldn’t Have Happened 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 5 May 1995 Carburetor Ice-A Continuous 
Problem - Getting Your Wings Wet...Safely-Part 1 - Forced Landing-Part 4 - Taxi into 
Position and ....Oops! - The Weather Briefing-Part 1  Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 6 June 1995 The Weather briefing-Part 2 - 



Straight-In or Procedure Turn? - Flying Together - Thunderstorm Principles and 
Practices-Part 1 - Getting Your Wings Wet...Safely-Part 2  Donated by Pat York—July 
2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 7 July 1995 Thunderstorm Principles and 
Practices-Part 2 - ATIS-Play It Again, Uncle Sam - Flying Together-Part 2 - Summer 
Flying Hazards Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 8 August 1995  Takeoff Targets - 
Thunderstorms and ATC - Density Altitude - Odds and Ends  Donated by Pat York
—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 9 September 1995 Judging the Scud-Part 
1 - Alphabet Soup-Part 1 - Instrument Flying - Making the Most of PC Simulators
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 10 October 1995 Routings and the Instrument 
Pilot - Choosing Your Next Flight Instructor - Judging the Scud-Part 2 - Alphabet Soup-
Part 2 - Atmospheric Turbulence-Part 1 Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 11 November 1995 The Traffic Pattern: 
So What Gives? - Engine-Out Troubleshooting - The Crashing-Part 1- Sharing 
Expenses:Part 91 vs. Part 135 - Turbulence-Part 2 Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 17 No. 12 December 1995 Icing Hazards - Flight 
Check Yourself-Part 1 - Special VFR: The ATC Viewpoint - Twin Engine Takeoff 
Planning            Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 18 No. 1 January 1996 A Controller’s Look 
at Wintertime Flight Operations - Engine Overhauls - Practical Advice for Flight in Icing 
Conditions - Flight Check 
Yourself—Part 2 Donated by Pat York—July 2001

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 18 No. 2 February 1996 The Sounds of 
Silence - Surveillance Approaches - When In Doubt, Ask - IFR Flight Planning 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 18 No. 3 March 1996 After Winter - Obstruction 
Clearance at Decision Height - The Perils of Hand-Propping - A Review of Circling 
Minimums and Procedures - Icing Equipment Certification - The Impossible Return -  
Hangar Flying or Hanger Flying? 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 18 No. 12 December 1996 Updated Wake 
Turbulence Rules - How Much Risk is Too Much? - Flying Standby - Night Flight—Part 



4 - Revised Medical Certification Rules Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 1 January 1997 New Airplane 
Checkout - Minimum Fuel - Managing Turbocharged Engines - VOR Review - Answer to 
This Month’s Review Question 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 2 February 1997 Airframe Icing Conference - 
Refusing to Fly - Sick of the Air - Managing Turbocharged Engines—Part 2 - Accident 
Analysis 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 3 March 1997  Filing IFR - Watch out for 
Wind - Potpourri - A Few Crosswind Components  Donated by Pat York—July 
2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 4 April 1997 Diabetes Waiver - Tower 
Tour - Part 1 - Aircraft Engine Leaning - When the Weather Lets You Down - Coping 
with Induction Icing - Four Hands - Holding Techniques Donated by Pat York—July 
2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 5 May 1997 Accident Analysis—An 
Unsuccessful ILS - Transitioning to Multi-Engine - The ILS Approach—Part 1- Tower 
Tour—Part 2 
Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 6 June 1997 Density Altitude/Density 
Attitude - The ILS Approach—Part 2 - Severe Weather Avoidance - How Many Times? - 
Common Traffic Advisory Frequencies Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 7 July 1997  IFR Currency, Proficiency, 
and Recurrent Training - IFR Approach Chart Review—Part 1 - Short Field Operations - 
Energy Management is Vital - IFR Training for the Multi-engine Pilot Donated by 
Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 9 September 1997 Too Long a Day - IFR 
Approach Chart Review—Part 3 Minimums - Fueling Around - Thoughts on Unorthodox 
Instrument Instruction - Caution: Parachute Jumping in Progress  Donated by Pat York
—July 2001

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 10 October 1997 Soft-Field Operations 
or “Mud Gets in Your Eyes” - Icing Plus - Looking at Your Logbooks - Induced 
Drag           Donated by Pat York—July 2001 

Pilot’s Audio Update - Vol. 19 No. 11 November 1997 Preventing Winter 



Woes - The Ultimate Flight Service - Instrument Approaches—Overview and Update - 
Weight and Balance Quiz - Troubleshooting Aloft - All about Structural Icing - VFR on 
Top Donated by Pat York—July 2001
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